National Public Radio's new satellite FM-broadcasting system
Outlaw Willie Nelson discusses his burgeoning movie career

EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS: Akai GX-635D Stereo Tape Deck
 dbx Model 21 Disc Decoder • GAS Thalia II Preamplifier
 Luxman Model L-11 Integrated Amplifier • Acoustique 3A Andante Speaker System

Why does most FM sound so lousy despite today's fabulous receivers?

UNDER LABORATORY CONDITIONS, FEW HIGH PRICED TURNTABLES SOUND AS GOOD AS THIS ONE.
For years, people have been selecting turntables based on specs obtained in a lab, without knowing what kind of sound they'll obtain in their homes.

And while a few turntables today look as good as Pioneer's PL-630 on paper, you'd be hard pressed to find one that sounds as good in your living room.

A SUSPENSION SYSTEM THAT ELIMINATES SHAKE, RATTLE & ROLL.

In your home, simply walking across the floor can cause the stylus to skate across your records. Acoustic feedback can make even the most lively piece of music sound dull and lifeless.

Pioneer's PL-630, however, has a free floating suspension system that isolates the platter and tone arm from the rest of the turntable. So that while the base may vibrate, the platter and tone arm won't. Which means you don't have to tip-toe across the floor just to prevent vibration. And you can turn your music up loud enough to rattle the walls without fear of rattling the turntable.

A DIRECT DRIVE MOTOR THAT WON'T DETERIORATE WITH OLD AGE.

All DC direct drive motors start out to be incredibly accurate. Unfortunately, they don't always stay that way. After a while, the quality of sound could deteriorate because the motor is left exposed and free to collect dust and foreign objects. This is not the case with the PL-630. Unlike most of the competition, its motor is totally enclosed. Which means that the incredible wow and flutter figure of 0.025% will still be an incredible 0.025% years from now. And so will the 0.002% speed accuracy.

What's more, the electronic circuitry of this Quartz PLL Hall element system constantly monitors itself. When it senses the slightest deviation in speed, it corrects itself. By just switching the quartz "lock" on, you lock onto the correct speed, so you're assured of accurate platter speed at all times and under all conditions.

And while you'll find a strobe on most direct drive turntables, you won't find one on the PL-630. Simply because there's no need for one. Instead, there's a pitch display that gives you visual confirmation of accurate speed.

You'll also find super sensitive controls that even shut off the power automatically when the tone arm comes to rest.

If you're beginning to get the idea that Pioneer's PL-630 would sound great in your home, we suggest you go to your nearest Pioneer dealer. After all, you may not live in a sound room, but it doesn't mean your living room can't sound like one.
Empire’s EDR.9
The Phono Cartridge Designed for Today’s Audiophile Recordings

Direct-to-Disc and digital recording have added a fantastic new dimension to the listening experience. Greater dynamic range, detail, stereo imaging, lower distortion and increased signal-to-noise ratio are just a few of the phrases used to describe the advantages of these new technologies.

In order to capture all the benefits of these recordings, you should have a phono cartridge specifically designed to reproduce every bit of information with utmost precision and clarity and the least amount of record wear.

The Empire EDR.9 is that cartridge. Although just recently introduced, it is already being hailed as a breakthrough by audiophiles, not only in the U.S., but in such foreign markets as Japan, Germany, England, France, Switzerland and Sweden.

What makes the EDR.9 different?

1. Within the cantilever tube, we added a mechanical equalizer. It serves two purposes: (1) to cancel the natural resonance of the cantilever tube, and (2) to improve the overall transient response of the cartridge. The end result is a stylus assembly that has a mechanically flat frequency response. The frequency response extends from the 20Hz to 35Hz with a deviation of no more than ± 1.75 dB. No other magnetic cartridge has that kind of performance. We call this stylus assembly an “InertiaLly Damped Tuned Stylus” the refinement of which took over 6 years.

2. In order to reproduce a groove containing extreme high frequency musical overtones, the stylus tip must have small enough dimensions to fit within the high frequency portion of the groove. Yet, the smaller the stylus tip, the greater the pressure applied to the record surface and the more severe the record wear. In the EDR.9, we have responded to these conflicting requirements by developing a stylus that has the proper dimensions from side-to-side, a much smaller dimension from front-to-back, and a very large, low pressure degree of contact between stylus and groove top-to-bottom. The net result of this large contact area, which engineers call a “footprint,” is that the stylus of the EDR.9 can track musical signals to the limits of audibility and beyond, yet has the lowest record wear of any cartridge presently available. The stylus shape of the EDR.9 is called L.A.C. for “Large Area of Contact.”

3. Conventional cartridges exhibit radical changes in their frequency response when connected to different preamplifiers. This is because the load conditions—the amounts of capacitance and resistance provided by the preamp—vary tremendously from one preamp to another, and from turntable to turntable. Consequently, most phono cartridges, even expensive ones, have their frequency response determined essentially by chance, depending on the system they are connected to.

But the electrical elements of the EDR.9 have been designed to remain unaffected by any normal variations in load capacitance or resistance. Thus, the EDR.9 maintains its smooth frequency response and accurate transient-reproduction ability in any music system, irrespective of loading conditions.

4. Then, as a final test of performance, we listen to every EDR.9 to make certain it sounds as good as it tests. At $200, the EDR.9 is expensive, but then again, so are your records.

For more detailed information and test reports, write to:

Empire Scientific Corp.
Garden City, NY 11530

Empire’s EDR.9
The Phono Cartridge Designed for Today’s Audiophile Recordings
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COVER: Design by Borys Patchowsky; photo by Bruce Pendleton. The tuner is Draco Laboratories’ Micro CPU (tested by Hirsch-Houck Labs in January 1978 at the time the tuner was being distributed by Sherwood). The vintage magnetic speaker (maker unknown) is from the collection of Fred Petras, who says it speaks, but only when prodded by the tenderest of voltage inputs.
POSTULATE: Your records are valuable aids to pleasure and relaxation.

POSTULATE: Your record investment totals more than $1,000 (one thousand dollars), and should be protected.

Supporting data: Replacement costs are escalating; some specimens unavailable.

Supporting data: Dust is the most destructive element to records. Dust settles on all records and may be welded in by the tracking stylus.

PROSPECTUS: The Discwasher D3 Record Cleaning System, with unique unidirectional micro-fibers, lifts off dust—rather than just lining it up. Results are visual, sonic and clearly protective of investment. Cost of system is only $15 (fifteen dollars). Has lifetime milled walnut handle and includes DC-1 Pad Cleaner.

ADDENDUM: Be guarded of imitations. Sound investments should be protected by the proven expertise of Discwasher Labs.

Seek out Discwasher® products at dealers worldwide who are interested in preserving your musical portfolio.

discwasher, inc.
1407 N. Providence Rd.
Columbia, Missouri 65201

CIRCLE NO. 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD
NEW RECORD PRICES: To counteract this year's slump in popular record sales, the first in the LP era, such labels as Columbia, MCA, and Capitol have reduced prices on some pop albums from $7.98 to $5.98. Available at the lower price are selected new releases and albums from the existing catalog. Sales of classical records have held firm, and their prices continue to rise. Columbia Masterworks have gone up from $7.98 to $8.98 per disc and Deutsche Grammophon and Philips from $8.98 to $9.98. List prices in the review section of this magazine were correct at press time; other changes are expected during the rest of the year.

WILL THE POPE GO PLATINUM? Pope John Paul II (bass) can be heard on Crystal Records' new album "The Pope in Poland" (056 CRY 275) singing with the Krakow Symphony Orchestra and a student chorus. Among the six folk and religious songs on the disc is The Moment of the Entire Life, written by the Pope himself. Orders for the record already exceed half a million copies worldwide, so it is no Polish joke. The original German pressing is available from the German News Co., 218 East 86th St., New York, N.Y. 10028, for $9.98 postpaid.

"DISCO" IS A DIRTY WORD TO SOME PEOPLE, but that allegedly is not the reason the Disco Department at Warner Bros. Records was renamed the Dance Music Department. According to division head Ray Caviano, the name was changed because "expanding musical tastes and trends for the future show us that America wants to dance to all forms of music, including disco, new wave, rock, r-8-b, reggae, jazz, and fusion."

NEW VHS VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS with two audio channels, now being developed by several Japanese manufacturers, will incorporate the Dolby B-type system of noise reduction for improved sound. JVC, inventors of the VHS system, as well as Akai, Hitachi, Matsushita, Mitsubishi, and Sharp, who together manufacture all VHS recorders under their own and other brand names, have agreed to make Dolby noise reduction a standard feature of the new two-channel VHS format. The first models in this format have been announced in Japan, where there are now television broadcasts in stereo.

STEREO SOUND FOR TV WAS ENDORSED by a large majority of the U.S. consumers who were polled in an independent survey sponsored by General Telephone and Electronics earlier this year. Of those interviewed, 87 per cent said they would definitely or probably buy TV sets with stereo sound regardless of price.

THE C-QUAM SYSTEM FOR BROADCASTING AND RECEIVING STEREO AM will be demonstrated to the public for the first time at the Hi-Fi Music Show in Chicago, November 8-11, by Sherwood in conjunction with Motorola. In endorsing Compatible Quadrature Modulation (C-Quam for short) Sherwood claims that the system has such advantages over competing systems as superior area coverage, insensitivity to interference, absence of negative modulation problems, and compatibility with existing mono AM receivers. If the FCC chooses C-Quam, Sherwood could incorporate it into receivers as early as the second quarter of 1980.

THE SMALLEST HI-FI TURNTABLE with a full-size platter has been produced by Technics to mark the tenth anniversary of the direct-drive turntable. In depth and width the SL-10 measures the same as a standard record jacket, and it is 3½ inches high. Incorporating technology developed for the Visc videodisc system, the SL-10 employs a servo-controlled linear-tracking tone arm housed in its nonremovable dust cover. It should be on the market by March of next year.

OUTSTANDING MUSICAL TELECASTS ON PBS this month include Bartók's Concerto for Orchestra and Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto No. 1 (with Emil Gilels) by the New York Philharmonic, Zubin Mehta conducting, on November 14. Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra will present Rachmaninoff's Symphony No. 2 November 21. A new series on pop lyricists, Song by Song, will honor E. Y. "Yip" Harburg November 26. "Live from the Met" on November 27 will be Kurt Weill's Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny with a stellar cast; James Levine will conduct. On November 28, Poulenc's opera La Voix Humaine (Karan Armstrong, soprano, Dino Anagnost conducting) is paired with Jean Cocteau's play The Human Voice with Liv Ullman. Check local listings; load VTR.
**Speaking of Music...**

By William Anderson

**EAR TRAINING**

A ny hobbyist decently up to his neck in his specialty has to be prepared to deal good-naturedly with the jibes of unsympathetic unbelievers. Skiers, joggers, stamp collectors, and audiophiles alike grin and bear it when outsiders poo-hoo their incomprehensibly single-minded dedication to patently foolish pleasures. Usually, that is. At least one audio enthusiast, evidently fed up with uxorial carping, fought back by sicking his wife on Stereo Review when she questioned the necessity of upgrading his system regularly with "newer, more specialized, and more expensive [...] components. [...] How much of the appeal of such a system," she wants to know, "is based on infatuation with gadgetry, desire for prestige, or the result of good old manufacturers' hype?"

So far as gadgetry is concerned, I would say quite a good deal, but that same natural, insatiably craving some superiority for their own systems—but it simply doesn't work when the audience one is trying to impress doesn't even know the difference. Then, too, the kind of audio equipment one has is at least a semi-private affair—one doesn't, in other words, get a lot. There is a little satisfaction to be gained from one-upping an audiophile friend or two—particularly if they have been unfeeling, uncomprehendingly poverty-stricken. And at least the infatuation in this case is not with automobiles, power cruisers, or airplanes, in which upgrading (to say nothing of original cost) proceeds on steeper pitches.

Desire for prestige? Some, but not a whole lot. There is a little satisfaction to be gained from one-upping an audiophile friend or two—particularly if they have been unfeeling, uncomprehendingly poverty-stricken. And at least the infatuation in this case is not with automobiles, power cruisers, or airplanes, in which upgrading (to say nothing of original cost) proceeds on steeper pitches. For there are many other hobbies, activities, avocations, and yet that's not even claiming sonic superiority for their own systems—but it simply doesn't work when the audience one is trying to impress doesn't even know the difference. Then, too, the kind of audio equipment one has is at least a semi-private affair—one doesn't, in other words, get a chance to wear it (or ride in it) in public. Let us say, then, that there is a good deal less prestige-seeking involved here than there is in publicly sporting objects bearing other people's' names—Gucci on the handbag, Vuitton on the luggage, St. Laurent on the scarf, Mercedes on the car. Manufacturers' hype? Well, there is such a thing as persuasive language, thank God, or nobody would ever be able to sell anything to anybody, whether it be ideas, or salvation. But it is important to realize that what audio manufacturers are selling actually, measurably exists—and there, I think, is the crux of the matter.

Sonophiles, melomanes, audio nuts—whatever you want to call them—undergo a very concentrated kind of ear training in the course of pursuing their hobby, with the result that they become acutely sensitized to dynamics, frequency, phase, and a host of their intermarried cousins. They become, in other words, connoisseurs of sound, addicts of perfection. Though it is true that the higher you go on the price scale, the smaller the measurable increments of improvement, they are nonetheless there, and for the discriminating ear they are worth seeking out. (That makes the audio game no different—once you get into the big leagues—from any other hobby.) And at this very high level of discrimination can get expensive, the advanced hobbyist in any field—whether it be vintage wines, first editions, or master print—should be able to feel that there are no artificial limits being placed on him.

Interestingly, the real limits are now apparently in the process of being raised for audiophiles. For some time, discs and tapes have been technologically inferior to the electronic hardware they have to be played on. The Eighties, however, should see the perfection of digital recording and playback techniques, with the result that manufacturers of electronic equipment and (especially) speakers will have to deal with a whole new world of psy-chacoustic possibilities. The prospects are good for a really serious general upgrading.
100 watts under the dash.
Introducing Bose® Direct/Reflecting® car stereo.

100 watts. That’s how much power is behind the new Bose 1401™ Direct/Reflecting® car speakers when all four are used with our compact Booster/Equalizer.

You hear plenty of loud, clear sound to fill your car with music.

Two Direct/Reflecting® speakers with adjustable vanes let you direct energy toward the rear window or other solid surfaces of the car. And reflect sound the way it is reflected in a concert hall.

And two accessory speakers can be mounted in the door for even greater dimension and fullness.

Plus a Spatial Control™ system lets you shape the sound to fit the acoustics of your car. To create the spatial realism of a live performance.

The speakers are full-range drivers similar to those developed for the legendary Bose 901® system. But specially engineered for the car.

The Bose Model 1401 Direct/Reflecting® car stereo surrounds you with sound.

Better sound through research.
100 The Mountain Road, Framingham, MA 01701

Covered by patent rights issued and pending.
Why JVC's new metal decks knock out your ears and not your wallet.

Free tape.

Even though we knocked out the hi-fi world last year with the world's first true metal-compatible deck, we're not the only company that sells them now. So we've decided to stay one jump ahead by offering you SIX metal compatible models from $299 to $749.* Each packed with a free Metafine C-46 metal particle cassette.

One reason we're doing this is because our metal-compatible, KD-Series decks perform so well with conventional tape, you might never get around to buying a metal tape!

But pop the Metafine cassette in and you'll hear the difference. Suddenly you've gained 6dB output level, 10dB signal-to-noise and at least 3000 Hz of high end. Even more with our computerized KD-A8!

Features like Sen-Alloy™ and Super-ANRS even at $299.*

Our key to metal tape performance is all in our heads. Super-hard, low-distortion Sen-Alloy heads different from any other manufacturer's. When we toss in our unique Super-ANRS noise reduction system that adds 10dB S/N at 5kHz and our famous Multi-Peak recording indicators, you get a knock-out sound. And all in decks starting at less than $300.*

T-shirts and posters at your JVC dealers.
The arrival of a whole line of decks this good for prices this reasonable is worth celebrating. So we've outfitted participating dealers with free posters and even some limited edition T-shirts, all with our knock-out Technical Knockout graphic.

Just walk in and ask to hear a comparison of conventional oxide performance versus metal particle tape in a JVC KD-A3, A5, A6, or A8. (The three-head KD-A7 and two-color fluorescent meter A7 will be in the stores by December.) Where do you go to hear for yourself just how much better metal sounds than oxide?

Call 800-221-7502 and get knocked out.

That's the toll-free number that tells you where you'll find your nearest participating JVC dealer. (In New York, call 212-476-8300.) Drop in to see and hear the technical knock-outs, including the top-of-the-line KD-A8. It features B.E.S.T., the computerized bias/equalization/sensitivity tuning system that fine-tunes the deck to any tape± ½dB, special "X-cut" heads that add another octave of bass, (flat all the way down to 25Hz!), solenoid operation, Multi-Peak recording indicators, and a host of other audiophilia.

Stop in and take advantage of the free metal tape with each deck, and free posters and T-shirts, while supplies last.

But stunning as JVC's new metal decks are, free offers like these won't last for long.

Now you're ready for JVC.

Shown: KD-A8 with B.E.S.T., KD-A3, KD-A5.
Suggested Retail Price.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Young Composers

- It is perhaps arrogant of me to respond to William Anderson’s “Advice to Young Composers” (September), since I supplied him with several of the bombs he so pinpointedly dropped in answering the question, “What set of circumstances produced the great composers of the past, and why don’t we have those circumstances today?” You see, I am the “young Californian” he met at BMI’s awards ceremony this year.

Mr. Anderson’s observations are brilliant and extremely amusing. Furthermore, I agree with every one of them. Looking at it from an arrogant point of view, however, I would answer the two-part question thusly: “There were none, and we do.” It is completely unclear to me why anyone would think that a particular century’s circumstances or situation or octane rating could have any effect on whether or not it produces great composers.

Mr. Anderson’s closing comments did strike a sensitive nerve, though if his suggestions on how to become “great” are valid, I haven’t got far to go. I do work for an insurance company and certainly do not plan to teach. I still use Greek titles occasionally, but only when overcome by desperation. I have not and will not ever set Lao-tse to music, though I must admit to having used Edgar Allan Poe once. I do not yet have the money to go to New Zealand, but perhaps selling my lan Poe once. I do not yet have the money to change from the norm and an attempt at a combination of styles that I think works very well. “One for the Road” is a healthy pitch for the wide open spaces as well as relexing listening with such as Stormy Weather, Danny Boy, and Faraway Places. Heartbreak Hotel is also currently heading for No. 1. I rest my case in the hands of the people.

ROBERT D. WILLIAMSON
Knoxville, Tenn.

- Noel Coppage’s review of the double-disc Willie Nelson/Leon Russell “One for the Road” puts the album squarely where it belongs but does nothing to shed light on the mysterious doings of the producers. Why didn’t they just split the package up and separately release the half with Willie’s and Leon’s bands and the half that Noel called “Stardust, Phase II”? Hell, Willie and Leon must have had a lot of fun with their set, and that does come across. But such company as Maria Muldaur and Bonnie Raitt (on Trouble in Mind) deserve to have their pretty hands shook, don’t they? Also, I’m puzzled by Noel’s reference to Leon’s c & w album “Hank Wilson’s Back.” Could this be a “cover” for “Jackie Williams’ Front”? RON WANDER
San Francisco, Calif.

Idomeneo

- George Jellinek, in his interesting observations on Mozart’s Idomeneo in the September issue, is deceived by a not uncommon error. Idomeneo is not “impractically long.” I was responsible for a production in 1961 in which we attempted to reproduce exactly the original Munich premiere, without cuts of any kind, and the results must be heard to be appreciated. Four-channel separation in the SQ mode is the equivalent of a discrete master tape’s, and the enhancement of two-channel material is equally spectacular. Anyone who still has doubts about quad should try listening with one of these units. It’ll make a believer of him.

JAY L. RUDKO
Great Falls, Mont.

Willie and Leon

- I was quietly sipping my afternoon beer age and reading Noel Coppage’s highly opin ionated review (in the September issue) of Willie Nelson and Leon Russell’s “One for the Road” when I was assaulted by the sentence, “Stormy Weather sung by Willie is all most as tired and schmaltzy as it is sung by anyone else.”

My first reaction (like in the Martin Mull song) was to throw my drink across the lawn. My second thought was to rip out the page, make a paper airplane from it, and set it on fire in tribute to the forthcoming Airport ’80. Then I decided to write a letter to the editor. Willie and Leon’s album is a welcome change from the norm and an attempt at a combination of styles that I think works very well. “One for the Road” is a healthy pitch for the wide open spaces as well as relaxing listening with such as Stormy Weather, Danny Boy, and Faraway Places. Heartbreak Hotel is also currently heading for No. 1. I rest my case in the hands of the people.

JEFF COTTON
Inglewood, Calif.

Minnie Riperton

- I’d like to thank Phyl Garland for her excellent review in August of Minnie Riperton’s last album, “Minnie.” No doubt about it, it’s one of the best albums of the year. Tragedy seems to strike just when you’re at the top, and I’m sure Minnie’s death was a terrible blow to all the people who knew and worked with her. It will be hard to find another talent like hers, for she was gifted in every way.

GEORGE E. ROIG
Miami, Fla.

Quadruphiles

- I would like to second Sumner Kernan’s suggestion about digital quad in the September “Letters.” In fact, I agree with everything he said. Quad may have been a “flash in the audio pan” to some, but it has “lit up” my entire record collection and still influences my buying. Even if all quad records and tapes disappear from the stores tomorrow, I will never feel sorry I am equipped for it, because I have much better sound than I ever had with two-channel stereo.

IRVIN SASSAMAN
Tamaqua, Pa.

- I agree with Sumner Kernan about Richard Freed’s nauseating comment regarding quadraphonics in June’s “Quadraphonicism.” Granted, that company has never released quadraphonic discs, but there are several quad tapes, both eight-track and open-reel, on the London, Parrot, Dream, and Threshold labels.

JAY L. RUDKO
Great Falls, Mont.
Now, a line of audio components which is truly ahead of its time. Introducing the SAE TWO R6 and R9 Receivers, matching T7 Tuner and A7 Integrated Amplifier, and C4 Cassette Deck—a collection of engineering masterpieces meticulously blending unique features with impressive specifications.

SAE TWO Receivers and Tuners have a Quartz-Lock reference of the type used by radio stations in beaming their signal. This system actually locks in the station, eliminates drift, lowers distortion and provides performance limited solely by the station's broadcast quality.

The R9 Receiver features a Digitally Synthesized touch tuning section, first developed for the space program, which precisely advances the tuner to every FCC assigned position with pinpoint accuracy.

The new C4 Cassette Deck has Metal Tape capability, the latest breakthrough in recording technology. It provides greater high end response with lower distortion. And, with the tape deck's adjustable bias feature you can optimize its performance with any brand of tape available now or in the future.

All SAE TWO Receivers and Integrateds feature a Single-Strata Voltage Amplifier which utilizes the hybrid technique of selecting active components from the same production batch and mounting them on a uniform thermal base. The result is superior thermal tracking and gain linearity, unobtainable in conventional designs.

SAE TWO—see tomorrow's line of components today at your SAE dealer.
Side Breaks
- A few years ago I purchased the RCA cassette recording of The Barber of Seville (RK 6143) and was amazed to find that arias ended abruptly when the tape ran out and continued on the other side. Last week I bought the RCA cassette of the Schubert Quintet in C Major, Op. 163 (ARK 1-1154), and was really shocked when the magnificent adagio—one of the masterpieces of the literature—was interrupted by the need to reverse the tape. Is there any rational explanation for this?

Alan L. Morgenstern
Portland, Ore.

Certainly: letting non-musicians determine side breaks. This habit was (largely) broken in the disc department thanks to the howls of critics and consumers over the years, but prerecorded tape does not yet inspire the same level of seriousness.

- One great disappointment I suffer in purchasing prerecorded cassettes is the almost universal habit ofaping the disc version in respect to where the sides are divided. I must admit ignorance about the economics of cassette production, but it seems to me that the additional cost of recording a complete selection on one side of the tape should be minimal. If Advent can do it, why can't others?

W. N. Ziplow
Vienna, Va.

Discophobias
- Disco is a bad joke that's gone entirely too far. I don't wish to inflict my personal tastes in music on anyone at any time; likewise, I don't wish to be constantly subjected to an idiom I find degenerate and totally lacking in redeeming musical qualities. Yet in any urban environment, where can one go to escape?

More alarming than its inferior musical qualities is the artificial, superficial, and unhealthy lifestyle that disco promotes, wherein control of one's senses and intellect are surrendered to an electronically crafted and packaged mass movement. The long-term effect of exposure to the sound levels typical of disco is a threat that only time will reveal. As a medium of entertainment, disco far surpasses television in the negation of choice.

James R. Lindsey
Chicago, Ill.

Back Issues
- Is there a market for back issues of Stereo Review and Hi Fi/Stereo Review? I have nearly complete sets in mint condition from 1960 to 1974.

Katherine V. Root
10 McInroy Street
Weilsboro, Pa. 16901

- I have a complete set of the first ten years of Stereo Review (under that and previous names), from Volume 1, No. 1, through Volume 22, No. 1. All copies are in very good condition. Is anyone interested?

H. Robert Morris
4 Turmore Court
Silver Spring, Md. 20906

The Editor replies: It would be as easy as it is tempting to take Mr. Lindsey's letter, change the date, and substitute "jazz" for "disco" throughout, or change the date again and substitute "rock." Without changing anything else, we would have typical generational responses to those earlier musical styles. But even disco shall pass away, to be replaced by who knows what? We have reason to suspect, however, that it will be at once the delight of youth and the despair of their rock- and disco-oriented parents, who once more will ask the question: Whatever happened to real music?
These machines have it all. Every advanced feature you could want. And more.

The luxurious new digital receivers and cassette decks from Vector Research are rugged but beautiful.

Omni-talented but simple. Advanced but affordable.


VCX-600 deck features computerized Programmable Music Search™ Sendust heads for metal tape. Two-motor solenoid-activated logic-controlled transport. LED color-bar peak level meters. Optional remote with all function controls. Everything!

Suggested retail price $750 each.* Other Vector Research models as low as $350.

So if your appetite for perfection is huge but your stash of cash is modest, call us toll-free at 800-854-2003 or, in California, 800-522-1500 ext. 838. We'll tell you the nearest store where Vector Research is now playing.

See them and hear them; feel their feather touch; put them under your control. We promise you a surprising and sensual experience.

Optional with dealer

VRX-9000 Digital Receiver has RMS power (both channel driven, from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.006% total harmonic distortion) of 80 watts per channel into 8 ohms.

VCX-600 Three-Head Cassette Deck wow and flutter is less than 0.006%. Frequency response (+3 dB; metal tape, 30 to 20,000 Hz, Co or CrO2 tape, 30 to 18,000 Hz.)

Copyright © 1979 by Vector Research, Inc. 20600 Nordhoff Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311
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A New Three-way Minispeaker from Custom Craft

Largest of the minispeakers in Custom Craft's "Dimension Lab Series" of both small and full-size speakers is the three-way MK-VIII. Incorporating an 8-inch woofer with special surround for low free-air resonance, a 5-inch midrange driver separately enclosed within the cabinet, and a 1-inch dome tweeter, the MK-VIII's crossover points are 1,500 and 4,000 Hz, with a system impedance of 4 ohms. Frequency response is rated at 57 to 20,000 Hz ±3 dB, and efficiency is 94 dB (sound-pressure level at 1 meter with a 1-watt input). Minimum recommended input power is 10 watts; maximum, 50 watts. The cabinet is 3/4-inch solid walnut measuring 141/2 x 10 x 61/2 inches; weight is 17 pounds. Price: $199. For more information, write to Custom Craft, Dept. SR, 819 South Kraemer Boulevard, Placentia, Calif. 92670.

Superex Five-band Graphic Equalizer

Superex, a New York manufacturer of stereophones, has entered the electronics field with the introduction of their GEM-1 graphic equalizer, a five-band-per-channel unit housed in a small, lightweight plastic case. The GEM-1 permits ±12 dB of adjustment at 60, 240, 1,000, 3,500, and 10,000 Hz, with separate controls for each channel. The center position of each slide control is detented. Supplied with the equalizer are a number of program cards that, when properly cut out and slid onto the equalizer faceplate, move the slider controls into predetermined positions and thereby effectively "program" the equalizer for various response curves.

Specifications of the GEM-1 include a harmonic-distortion rating at 1,000 Hz of 0.02 per cent or less, a rated output of 2 volts rms, and a signal-to-noise ratio of 92 dB at rated output. Three switches on the rear panel of the unit control signal routing, permit tape recording and tape-playback equalization, and provide a tape-monitor loop to replace the one lost when the equalizer is connected to most receivers or amplifiers. The unit has a plug-in power supply in a separate sub-enclosure. Dimensions are 6 3/4 x 4 3/4 x 2 3/4 inches. Price: $89.95. For further information, write to Superex Electronics, Dept. SR, 151 Ludlow Street, Yonkers, N.Y. 10705.

Quartz-lock Sanyo Turntable with Low-mass Tone Arm

Sanyo's Plus Q25 is a two-speed semiautomatic turntable that uses a quartz-controlled direct-drive motor. It has a straight-shaft tone arm of unusually low mass and friction and a nonresonant base molded of a proprietary compound.

The Q25's drive motor is a brushless unit with twenty poles and thirty slots for uniform torque and reduced "cogging" effect. The platter weighs 2.2 pounds; wow and flutter is specified as 0.03 per cent or less. The tone arm has a straight aluminum tube and an ABS head shell with a plug-in connector fastened by a knurled set-screw. Arm length is 194 millimeters, arm mass (without a cartridge fitted) is 9.7 grams, and bearing friction is 10 milligrams or less in both planes. The turntable's suspension is of the platform type and uses four compliant feet.

Additional features include a strobe light and associated platter markings, controls mounted on an angled panel so that they may be operated with the dust cover down, and a dense rubber platter mat. Dimensions are 17 1/4 x 9 1/2 x 5 1/4 inches. Price: $179.95. For further information, write to Sanyo, Dept. SR, 819 South Kraemer Boulevard, Placentia, Calif. 92670.

Fisher Expands Its Cassette-deck Line

Fisher Expands Its Cassette-deck Line

Osawa's MP-15 operates on the induced-magnet principle, using a moving permanalloy yoke modulating a magnetic field provided by a cobalt magnet and picked up by the cartridge's internal coils. The body of the cartridge is a plastic casting reinforced with fiber glass. The MP-15 has a 0.3 x 0.7-mil elliptical stylus on an aluminum-alloy cantilever said to provide high rigidity and low mass. Frequency response is 20 to 20,000 Hz, and channel separation is 24 dB at 1,000 Hz. Priced at $150, the MP-15 is also available premounted in an Osawa head shell for $175.

Induced-magnet Phono Cartridge From Osawa

(Continued on page 17)
From the grandest opera to the Grand Ole Opry, a lot of FM stations play a lot of different music yet still have one thing in common: the need for uncommonly accurate turntables. That’s why so many FM stations use Technics direct drive turntables.

That professionals use Technics direct drive turntables is really not surprising. What is, is that now you can get professional performance in Technics quartz-synthesizer MK2 Series: The SL-1800 manual, the SL-1700 semi-automatic and the SL-1600 fully automatic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wow &amp; Flutter</th>
<th>Rumble</th>
<th>Speed Accuracy</th>
<th>Start-up Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.025 ≤ WRMS</td>
<td>~78 DIN B</td>
<td>≥ 0.002%</td>
<td>1/4 rotation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As you can see, they all have impressive performance. But with Technics MK2 Series, you also get impressive advances in electronics. Like a quartz-synthesizer pitch control. As you vary the pitch it’s instantaneously displayed by 13 LEDs in exact 1% increments. That makes life easy.

So does the SL-1600 MK2’s infrared disc-size sensor. Just place a disc on the platter, press the start button and immediately an infrared ray activates the micro-computer. Then the Technics precision gimbal-suspension tonearm automatically sets down in the lead-in groove.

And for double protection against acoustic feedback, Technics precision aluminum diecast base has a double-isolated suspension system. One damps out vibration from the base, the other from the tonearm and platter.

The MK2 Series. You don’t have to be a radio station to afford performance good enough for a radio station.

Your next turntable should be as accurate as the ones many radio stations use.
Soundcraftsmen

THE EQUALIZATION LEADER...

WHY? Because WE CARE about HOW an equalizer does its job BEST!
That’s the reason for Our 10-POINT “TOTAL-SYSTEM EQUALIZATION”

YOU NEED MORE THAN JUST AN EQUALIZER... FOR
OPTIMUM EQUALIZATION BENEFITS, HERE ARE THE TEN
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS YOU NEED:

1. YOU NEED VISUAL ZERO-GAIN LEVEL INDICATION: SOUND-CRAFTSMEN combination zero-gain controls with LIGHT EMITTING DIODE indicators to show when exact zero gain is accomplished. Adjusting the zero-gain controls for equal LED intensity assures you of input vs. output level matching.

2. YOU NEED FULL-SPECTRUM BOOST OR CUT CONTROLLABILITY: SOUND-CRAFTSMEN's “zero-gain” circuit provides an additional 18 dB controllable range over the full spectrum 20 to 20,480 Hz on each channel for instantaneous input-output zero-distortion signal matching.

3. YOU NEED AUTOMATIC/CONTINUOUS OUTPUT/OVERLOAD WARNING SIGNAL: SOUND-CRAFTSMEN’S 2 top LED’s glow brightly, (bottom LED’s off), if output voltage is boosted excessively, thus eliminating the danger of distortion and/or damage to related equipment resulting from the high voltages that can be generated by any fine equalizer.

4. YOU NEED A POSITIVE METHOD OF READING dB SETTINGS

5. YOU NEED AT LEAST 30 dB TOTAL CONTROL OF EACH OCTAVE...

6. YOU NEED A UNIT THAT WILL ADD ZERO NOISE AND DISTORTION: SOUNDCRAFTSMEN’S signa-to-noise and distortion performance figures are far superior to most high fidelity components. SOUNDCRAFTSMEN products are used in professional broadcast and recording systems, ensuring you of completely noise-free and distortion-free integration into your system.

7. YOU NEED TO BE ABLE TO LOOK AT YOUR ACTUAL "EQ" CURVES

8. YOU NEED THE ABILITY TO EQUALIZE TAPE RECORDINGS...

9. YOU NEED AN ACCURATE, EASY-TO-USE INSTRUCTIONAL TEST RECORDING FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EQUALIZATION: SOUNDCRAFTSMEN includes a Test Record recorded and designed exclusively for SOUNDCRAFTSMEN equalizers. Without any expensive test equipment or technical knowledge you can quickly tune the acoustics of your room to ± 2 dB, just by following the announcer’s step-by-step directions.

10. YOU NEED A MEMORY SYSTEM FOR "EQ-SET-RESET REFERENCING": SOUNDCRAFTSMEN provides you with a quantity of "COMPUTONE CHARTS" for recording the exact setting of each octave control for future reference and resetting. Automatic "Instant Memory Programming" is readily available by cutting off the "Computone Chart" holding against front panel, and moving up knobs into position.

FREE!
16-page Full-Color Brochure
Includes TEST REPORTS, complete specifications, Class "H" amplifier ENGINEERING REPORT, EQ COMPARISON CHART, and the "WHY'S & HOW'S" of equalization—an easy-to-understand explanation of the relationship of acoustics to your environment. Also contains many unique ideas on "How the Soundcraftsmen Equalizer can measurably enhance your listening pleasures", "How typical room problems can be eliminated by equalization", and a 10-POINT "DO-IT-YOURSELF" EQ evaluation checklist so you can FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF WHAT EQ CAN DO FOR YOU!

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN INC. • 2200 South Ritchey • Santa Ana CA 92705 U.S.A. • CANADA: THRESHOLD AUDIO LIMITED, Ontario
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RP2215-R $370.00 SUGGESTED LIST PRICE INCLUDES WALNUT PANELS, 10-POINT SYSTEM, CHARTS, TEST RECORD

5 EQUALIZERS from $249 to $550
PRE-AMP EQUALIZERS from $549 to $699
CLASS "H" 250 w. AMPS from $649 to $949

THIRD OCTAVE $550.
AE2420 R SCAN-ALYZER $499.
**New Products**
latest audio equipment and accessories

**Two-way Speaker System from Avid**

The Avid 110 is a two-way acoustic-suspension system containing an 8-inch woofer and a 1-inch soft-dome tweeter; the crossover is at 2,500 Hz. Incorporated in the system are special "couplers" said to minimize diffraction effects. Impedance is 8 ohms and frequency response is 48 to 20,000 Hz ±3 dB. Efficiency is 88 dB (sound-pressure level at 1 meter with a 1-watt input), with a maximum recommended power input of 100 watts. The cabinet is walnut-grain, vinyl-covered particle board with a dark brown grille. The system measures 21¾ x 12¼ x 9¾ inches and weighs 28 pounds. Price: $135.

_Circle 123 on reader service card

---

**Speakerlab’s Three-way Speaker-system Kit**

The Speakerlab Model 30 is a three-way speaker system employing four drivers: one 8- and one 10-inch woofer, a 5-inch cone midrange, and a 1-inch dome tweeter. An unusual electrical configuration is used to establish the relationship between the two woofers. At very low frequencies, a network shifts part of the signal away from the larger woofer, which then behaves as a passive radiator. Crossover points are 750 and 4,000 Hz, and there are three-position switches to control relative levels of the midrange and tweeter. Impedance is 8 ohms; an input of 1 watt produces a sound-pressure level of 91 dB at 1 meter. Power-handling capacity is 350 watts, with a recommended minimum amplifier power of 25 watts. The system measures 50 x 32¼ x 28 inches and weighs 70 pounds assembled. The Model S30 is $245 for the four drivers, crossover, and enclosure plans; the S30u is $285 for a complete kit (estimated 2-hour construction time) that includes a walnut-grain, vinyl-finish enclosure with grille, damping material, etc.; the S30k is $330 and the same as the S30u, except that the enclosure has a walnut-veneer finish. For more information, write to Speakerlab, Dept. SR, 735 North Northlake Way, Seattle, Wash. 98103.

(Continued overleaf)
McIntosh

"A Technological Masterpiece . . ."

McIntosh has received peerless acclaim from prominent product testing laboratories and outstanding international recognition! You can learn why the "more than a preamplifier" C 32 has been selected for these unique honors.

Send us your name and address and we'll send you the complete product reviews and data on all McIntosh products, copies of the international awards, and a North American FM directory. You will understand why McIntosh product research and development always has the appearance and technological look to the future.

Keep up to date.
Send now — — —

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904

Name
Address
City State Zip

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh. For non-rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
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New Products
latest audio equipment and accessories

Armless Turntables
From Thorens

For audiophiles wishing to install their own tone arms, Thorens supplies the TD-160 II B turntable with a blank wooden board to be cut out for arm installation. Predrilled boards will also be available for the more popular arms. Belt-driven at switchable speeds of 33 1/2 and 45 rpm, the 7.1-pound turntable platter is 12 inches in diameter. For protection from acoustic feedback and external disturbances, the turntable and tone-arm mounting board are on an independent subchassis mechanically isolated from the main chassis as well as the drive system and controls. Specifications of the TD-160 II B include a wow-and-flutter rating better than 0.06 per cent (DIN) and rumble of —65 dB (DIN). Dimensions with the dust cover are approximately 17 x 14 1/4 x 6 inches, and weight is 20 pounds. Price: $295.

Circle 124 on reader service card

Beyer Electrostatic
Headphones and
Power Supply

The Beyer ET 1000S is Beyer's first electrostatic headphone system. It uses an open-back design with broad ear cushions that rest on the surface of the ear rather than surrounding it. The unit's power supply, the N 1000, drives the headphone elements and supplies the required polarizing voltages; it will perform these functions for two pairs of headphones simultaneously. Frequency response of the system is from 10 to 25,000 Hz, maximum output level is 115 dB at 1,000 Hz, and the length of the cord that connects the headphones to the power supply is 8 feet. Price: $279, power supply included. Extra ET 1000 headphones without power supply are $159.95 each. For further information write to Burns Audiotronics, Dept SR, 5-05 Burns Avenue, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801.

Mesa Introduces
Subwoofers for Cars

Extending the subwoofer concept to automobiles, Mesa Electronics has announced their "Bass Booster" mobile loudspeakers. Designed to reproduce only the lowest bass information, the Bass Boosters are said to function well with any existing car speaker system of moderate efficiency. For door mounting, a 5 1/4-inch round flush-mount unit is available; there is a 6 x 9-inch rectangular unit (shown) for rear-ledge mounting. Power-handling capacity of the round speakers is rated at 30 watts, with a frequency response of 42 to 200 Hz; the rectangular speakers are rated at 30 watts, with a frequency response of 37 to 200 Hz. Both sizes are supplied with a crossover network and 30 feet of cable. Price for the 5 1/4-inch units is $64.95 per pair; the 6 x 9-inch speakers are $69.95 per pair. For more information, write to Mesa Electronics Sales, Ltd., Dept. SR, 2940 Malmo Drive, Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005.

(Continued on page 20)
Wharfedale. First and everlasting.

The Wharfedale E's are the newest speakers in an unequalled tradition of excellence that goes back to the early days of music reproduction.

In those days, our speakers—like the unique sand-filled designs of Gilbert Briggs—were received with wide acclaim despite the limited technical resources of that era. Today's Wharfedale E's benefit from our space-age technology, and hold a special position of leadership in acoustic engineering.

The design goal for America's Wharfedale E's was to achieve that elusive combination of crystal-like clarity, strong bass and extremely high efficiency. We met this objective using computer optimization and holographic research, developing speakers with extremely wide dynamic range and no coloration. They've won the praise of lovers of every kind of music. And seem destined to keep that praise for years to come.

A Wharfedale E can fill a room with just a couple of watts. Or handle hundreds for unusually large areas. At any level, with any music, you won't detect any of the harshness or roughness inherent in lesser speakers. Each Wharfedale E goes through a stringent Quality Control procedure that rejects all but the most perfect speakers. Those that pass represent the highest attainable audio technology, enhanced by the skills of old-world craftsmen who make each pair of perfectly matched hand-rubbed, fine wood veneer cabinets.

Many speaker makers have come and gone in the nearly 50 years since the first Wharfedale was made. And when you listen to the E's you'll know why Wharfedale lasts.

The new E90 measures 45-3/8" H x 15-3/16" W x 14-3/4" D and has a typical frequency response of 30–18,000Hz ±3dB. The E70 is 32" x 13-1/2" x 14" with frequency response from 35–18,000Hz ±3dB. The E50 measures 25" x 15-1/2" x 13-1/2" with a frequency response of 45–18,000Hz ±3dB. The new E30 is 22-3/4" x 13-3/16" x 10-5/16" with a 45–18,000Hz ±3dB frequency response. Efficiency is 94dB at 1 watt and 1 meter for the E30, and 95dB for the other models.

RANK HI FI Inc., 20 Bushes Lane, Elmwood Park, New Jersey 07407 (201) 791-7888
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WHARFEDALE
New Cartridge
From Pickering

Pickering has expanded its “Sterohe-81

dron” series of phono cartridges with the

Model XSV/4000. Its stylus is a nude ster-

eohedron, and a low-mass samarium-

cobalt magnet is used as the generating element. Fre-

quency response is rated at 10 to 36,000 Hz, and

channel separation is 35 dB at 1,000 Hz. With the built-in 1-gram brush in place, the

recommended tracking-force setting is 2

grams for an effective force of 1 gram on the

record. Nominal output voltage is 0.7 mV/cm/

sec. Price: $140.

Circle 125 on reader service card

Empire’s “Dry System”
Record-care Kit

As part of its “Audio Groom” line, Em-
pire Scientific has introduced the “Dry Sys-
tem” record-care kit for cleaning both rec-

ords and styls. Included is the “Static Elimi-
nator,” a gun-shaped device intended to neu-

tralize the dust-attracting static charges that

build up on record surfaces, a record brush

with electrically conductive bristles to re-

move both dirt and any static charge holding

it, and a bottle of stylos-cleaning fluid with a

brush applicator. As a convenience for own-
ers of more than one phono cartridge, a uni-

versal head shell designed to fit most Europe-

an and Japanese tone arms is also included,

along with a screwdriver, cartridge-mounting

hardware, and instructions. The Dry System

is packaged in a mahogany base with a black

vinyl cover. Price: $79.95.
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Clarke Systems’ “Precedent” Three-way Speaker

Clarke Systems, a new Connecticut com-

pany, has recently introduced the “Prece-
dent,” a three-way acoustic-suspension

speaker. Among its distinctive features is a

tubular absorption element, placed behind

the speaker’s 5-inch midrange driver, that iso-
lates the midrange from the other drivers and ab-
sorbs much of its rear output, thus preventing

internal cabinet reflections from being re-
radiated through the driver’s cone. The

“Precedent” also uses a 12-inch roll-surround

bass driver and a 1-inch fabric-dome treble

unit, with crossover points established at 500

and 5,000 Hz. Frequency response of the speaker is 28 to

20,000 Hz, sensitivity is 89 dB (measured at 1

meter) for a 1-watt input, and power-handling

capacity is 70 watts rms. The speaker has a

nominal 8-ohm impedance and a minimum

power requirement of 20 watts. Dimensions of the

cabinet, which is finished in a golden-

brown chestnut veneer, are 31 x 15 x 13½

inches. Price: $299. Write Clarke Systems,

Dept. SR, 359 G Governor’s Highway, South

Windsor, Conn. 06074.
At last a moving coil cartridge you can recommend to your best friend!

New AT30E Stereo Phono Cartridge with Vector-Aligned™ Dual Moving MicroCoils™ and user-replaceable Stylus

The subtle, yet unique characteristics of moving coil cartridges have had their admirers for years. A top-quality moving coil cartridge exhibits remarkable sonic clarity and transparency. This performance can be attributed to the very low mass, and low inductance of the tiny coils used to sense the stylus motion.

But until now, moving coil cartridge popularity has been limited by three major problems which seemed almost inherent to moving coil designs:

1) It seemed impossible to make a user-replaceable stylus assembly without compromising performance; 2) most moving coil cartridges exhibited relatively low tracking ability due to rather stiff cantilever mounting systems; and 3) output of the cartridge was below the level needed for commonly available amplifier inputs.

Introducing the new Audio-Technica AT30E and the end to all three problems! Our design approach is simple and direct. Rather than locate the coils in the cartridge body, they are integral with the stylus assembly. If the stylus becomes worn or damaged, the entire moving system, coils and all, is simply unplugged and replaced, just like a moving magnet cartridge. Large, gold-plated connectors insure loss-free connections so vital at the low voltages generated by a good moving coil cartridge. The result is easy field replacement with no penalty in terms of performance.

Careful research indicated that good tracking and moving coil design were not incompatible. By controlling effective mass and utilizing a radial damping system similar to our famed Dual Magnet™ cartridges, we have achieved excellent tracking ability throughout the audio range. Compliance is individually controlled during manufacture of each assembly to optimize performance. This extra step, impossible with most other designs, coupled with our unique radial damping ring, insures excellent tracking of the high-energy modulation found in many of the top-quality recordings now available.

Each coil is located in the ideal geometric relationship to reproduce "its" side of the record groove. This Vector-Aligned™ design assures excellent stereo separation, minimum moving mass, and the highest possible efficiency. It's a design concept which is exclusive to Audio-Technica, and a major contributor to the outstanding performance of the AT30E.

We can't take credit for solving the low output problem. The AT30E output is similar to many other fine moving coil cartridges. But an increasing number of amplifiers and receivers are featuring built-in "pre-amplifiers" or "head amplifiers" to accommodate moving coil cartridges directly. Thus the new systems buyer can make a cartridge choice based on sonic characteristics rather than on input compatibility.

In addition, Audio-Technica offers the Model AT80 Transformer for matching to conventional amplifier inputs.

The new Audio-Technica AT30E Dual Moving MicroCoil Stereo Phono Cartridge. With the introduction of this remarkable new design, every important barrier to full enjoyment of the moving coil listening experience has been removed. Progress in sound reproduction from Audio-Technica... a leader in advanced technology.
A.C. Plug Orientation

Q. The instruction manuals for several of my new components suggest that I orient the a.c. plugs in the wall sockets for least hum. However, nothing I do seems to make any difference. Can you explain exactly what the plug orientation is supposed to accomplish electrically?

CLIFFORD BAUM, Patterson, N.J.

A. Unless all your equipment comes with three-prong grounded a.c. plugs and your a.c. wall outlets have the mating receptacles, there’s an even chance that the metal chassis of your equipment will be electrically closer to the “hot” side of the a.c. line than to the ground side. The consequence of your equipment’s being plugged in the “wrong” way may be (1) nothing, (2) hum, or (3) shock hazard, depending on the internal a.c.-line “leakage” of the individual components.

If you feel a slight “tingle” as you brush your fingertips over the panels of any of your components, it would be wise to check the “polarization” of your a.c. plugs. You can do this easily using an inexpensive neon tester available at any hardware or electrical parts store.

Here’s how to determine whether your components’ a.c. plugs are oriented properly with reference to “ground.” First find a known electrical ground. If any of your wall outlets accept three-prong plugs directly (without an adapter), the off-center, U-shaped hole should be a ground—but it isn’t always. To check whether it is, insert one of the probes of the neon tester into the supposed ground hole and plug the other probe alternately into the two other slots. Be careful not to touch the uninsulated probe lead. If the U-shaped hole really is an electrical ground, the tester will glow when connected to one of the slots (it doesn’t matter which) and the “ground,” but not when connected to the other. If there’s no glow from either slot, the grounding connection has been omitted. This sometimes happens in older houses in which the outlets may have been replaced with a modern, three-conductor receptacle even though no means of grounding it was readily available.

If you don’t have three-conductor receptacles, however, you may still have an electrical ground right at that same outlet box (this would be the case with premium-quality wiring done before 1962). To check for this, touch one test probe to the metal screw that holds the cover plate in place and insert the other alternately into each of the two regular plug slots. (Be sure to scrape off any paint on the screw so you get a good connection.) If the test light glows strongly when plugged into either one of the slots, then the metal screw head will serve as your grounded test point.

Otherwise, you may have to run a wire to a ground clamp attached to a cold-water pipe (electrical supply stores have inexpensive ground clamps). To avoid shock, be careful not to touch any ground and your equipment simultaneously until everything is safely grounded.

Now unplug all audio cables as well as any separate ground connections. You needn’t disconnect your loudspeakers, however. Connect a length of insulated wire between one probe of the neon tester and the ground test point as shown in the diagram below. With a component plugged in and turned on, see if the tester glows when its other probe is touched to the metal chassis of the component. If it does, reverse the a.c. plug in the wall socket and try again. This time it will probably not glow, in which case this is the way to leave the plug inserted for proper grounding. Code the plug and socket with a bit of tape so that you can reconnect it in the same way if it becomes unplugged.

Repeat this procedure with each of your components, including the turntable. If a given piece of gear doesn’t light the neon bulb when plugged in either way, then it really doesn’t matter which way that plug is inserted. However, if it glows both ways, pick the position with the dimmer glow.

Next, reinstall the audio cables between components and check whether the hum level of your system as a whole would benefit from a wire run between the ground point at the wall socket and the chassis ground terminal on your receiver or preamp. If you have any components with three-prong plugs and your wall receptacles are grounded, this connection is likely to be made automatically through the line cord. If not, switch to phono, turn the bass up, the treble down, and the volume to a level at which hum is clearly audible. If the additional ground wire to your chassis-ground test point results in lower hum, fasten it there permanently.

Mono Cancellation

Q. My single-play turntable has acted strangely ever since I bought it. Everything sounds fine when my amplifier is set to stereo, but when I switch to mono for playing some of my old discs, I lose volume and the tone is peculiar. My amplifier works correctly with another turntable setup. Do you have any idea what’s wrong—or where?

A. SCHWARTZ, San Remo, Calif.

A. The symptoms you describe would occur if the ground lead and signal lead of one channel were interchanged. When your amplifier is set to the stereo mode, the fact that one channel is reversed in phase apparently is not audible. But when your amplifier is switched to mono, the two channels are combined and the out-of-phase condition causes cancellation. Check the connections to the cartridge in the tone-arm head shell. If the color-coding seems correct but the problem persists, try deliberately reversing the “hot” and ground cartridge-terminal connections for the right channel. If your problem disappears, you need go no further. If the mono cancellation is eliminated but you now hear hum, restore the original right-channel connections and switch the left channel’s hot and ground leads at the cartridge terminals. If that doesn’t cure the problem without hum, either the cartridge or the internal wiring of the player is at fault.

Because the number of questions we receive each month is greater than we can reply to individually, only those letters selected for use in this column can be answered. Sorry!
You know the Zenith name means great television. Now it means great audio, too. Check out some of the specs.

**SPECS ON POWER**

Zenith's MC7051 receiver delivers 40 watts per channel minimum. With both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz, there's only 0.05% or less Total Harmonic Distortion.

The pre-amp section provides excellent tone with a minimum of distortion. There are Hi and Lo filters. A loudness switch. Two-way tape monitor. And much more. The tuner has IC's and ceramic filters to help eliminate noise and station interference. A Phase-Locked Loop MPX-IC gives pinpoint stereo separation by locking onto the stereo signal of the station you select.

**SPECS ON SOUND**

Allegro 4000 speakers are so efficient that comparable-sized air suspension speakers need twice the amplifier power to match their sound reproduction.

They're accurate, too. As illustrated here, the Allegro 4000 response curve is so flat, it hardly looks like a curve at all.

The Allegro 4000 has a 12-inch cone type woofer with a high excursion phenolic voice coil. A midrange with a 5-inch cone in its own subenclosure. And a brilliant 3½-inch horn tweeter.

Allegro 4000's, like all Allegro speakers, also feature a tuned port that uses air pumped by the woofer to extend and reinforce the bass response. And helps reduce distortion.

And for final fine tuning, the treble and midrange controls are right up front.

**SPECS ON DIRECT DRIVE**

Zenith's MC9050 direct-drive, semi-automatic turntable eliminates "cogging" because torque remains constant. You get no hesitation. And better than -70dB of rumble. At 0.03% WRMS, wow and flutter are virtually eliminated.

The raised platter is heavy die-cast and lathed cut aluminum weighing nearly three pounds. The tone arm is a highly sensitive, static-balanced S shape made of tubular aluminum for a gentle tracking force. Combined with a high quality magnetic cartridge, you get excellent performance and tracking.

The MC9050 also includes strobe, anti-skate control and bidirectional hydraulically-damped cueing.

**SPECS ON TAPE**

For fast start ups, Zenith's MC9070 Stereo Cassette Deck depends on a reliable high-torque, frequency-governed DC motor. There are three-position bias and equalization switches that assure you optimum frequency response on any type of tape: 30 to 15,000 Hz on normal, 30 to 15,000 Hz on CrO2 and 30 to 16,000 Hz on FeCr.

You get twin VU meters. And you can set the level for each channel during record.

To make your recording and playback even better, we included a Dolby* Noise Reduction system.

**THERE'S MORE TO ZENITH THAN SPECS, SPECS, SPECS**

What really counts is the sound. So stop by your nearby Zenith dealer and listen closely to the full line of components he has to offer. And let your ears be the final judge.
TEAC TODAY:

On paper, the specifications* look unbelievable: 80dB signal-to-noise ratio, 95dB dynamic range and 15dB more headroom than you've ever had. The sound is so noise-free, it's scary. And once you listen to the audio performance of the A-550RX, you'll know that cassette recording will never be the same.

You'll hear signal without noise or hiss. Louder lauds and softer softs. And you'll never have to be bothered by tape saturation again. All this because the A-550RX is the only mid-priced cassette deck ever to include integral dbx** noise elimination plus complete metal tape capabilities.

A few years ago, the dbx system helped revolutionize professional recording. Now the same technology is helping us move cassette performance into a new era.

On the A-550RX, dbx II gives you broadband noise elimination and dramatically improved dynamic range. Signal articulation that's better defined than anything you've ever heard from a cassette tape.

And the A-550RX doesn't stop there. Its electronics and heads are designed to handle the new metal tape formulations. Which means you get the unprecedented performance of dbx II with the additional improvements provided by metal tape. The all-time low in tape noise. The all-time high in dynamic range.

Peak reading dB level meters help you get as much signal on tape as possible without distortion. And clutched record level controls let you make adjustments faster and easier.

To make sure you have complete compatibility with your current tape library, the A-550RX has Dolby NR† as well. Full logic micro-switches control the high-stability transport. The A-550RX accepts our RC-90 remote control unit. And rack mounting hardware is available optionally.

So listen to something you've never heard before. The amazing A-550RX. You'll hear completely noise-free cassette recordings with the broadest dynamic range available.

*Measurements made with metal particle tape
**dbx is a trademark of dbx Inc.
†Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories
THE ALL-TIME LOW IN TAPE NOISE.
Audio Basics

By Robert Greene

FM infant: Pilot Radio's $29.95 Pilotuner, circa 1952

IN THE BEGINNING

This being my first "Audio Basics" column, I'm going to be basic indeed and go back to the beginning of component hi-fi (even a bit earlier) as I remember it. These are my recollections, remember, so I'll thank you not to disturb them with corrections! The point is only to give some idea of how things were to those of you too young to remember cactus needles and Capeharts, and perhaps to jog a few pleasant memories for the (oh, God!) old-timers like me.

Back in the Forties, the way to have good sound in your home was, if you were adequately affluent, to own a Capehart, the (then) mighty Rolls-Royce of console radio-phonographs... unless you were an electronics hobbyist, in which case you might design and build your own equipment. A few such hobbyists, men like Avery Fisher and Herman Hosmer Scott, turned their avocation into a small (and eventually large) businesses, thereby beginning what was to become this country's hi-fi industry.

Exactly when the term "high fidelity" came into being is not sure, but the the H. A. Hartley Co. of London claims to have coined it in 1927 to describe their loudspeakers. I am sure, though, that the first hi-fi speaker this audiophile became aware of was a Jensen 12-inch coaxial circa 1947.

Enthusiasts haunted radio-parts houses, argued about the relative merits of triode vs. pentode tubes in the amplifier output stage, and swore that a given output transformer produced cleaner sound than another. Everything was built from scratch, either from home-grown designs or those published in the radio magazines of the day.

It was not wise in those days to drop the head of a record-player tone arm on one's hand, for the weight behind the needle (not yet a "stylus") could drive it through to the bone. To reduce surface noise, one used cactus needles instead of steel—and owned a sandpaper-on-a-wheel device to sharpen them after playing each record side. Real living was having a Pfanzehl needle, which had an all-black metal shaft with a flattened section claimed to improve the sound. The point was osmium, good for perhaps 1,000 plays.

The records themselves were 78s that played for 3 to 5 minutes per side. Ten-inch popular discs sold for 35 cents; the impressive Victor Red Seal records were $1. And they weren't too bad. British Decca's FFRR (full-frequency-range recording) discs had achieved excellent sound quality, and RCA was already using vinyl for special releases (such as a ruby-red transparent issue of Toscanni recordings).

In 1948 the first LPs came from Columbia. They were all in blue, flapped envelopes (no cardboard sleeves yet) and did little to improve sound quality, being merely copies of 78s edited together (sometimes audibly). The selling point was the convenience of increased playing time and decreased storage space. Since there was nothing pre-existing on which to play them, Columbia produced new players as well as adapters for 78-rpm turntables. That older table might well have been a $10, 10-inch G.I. (General Industries) unit covered with flocking that looked like felt and was rim-driven via a rubber idler wheel by a single-speed, four-pole motor. The really available was the G.E. variable reluctance. It sold for about six dollars, and the "needle" was sapphire-tipped. The stylus pressure was 12 to 14 grams, and since the output was only about 10 millivolts (crystals put out 1 volt), a preamplifier was required. This was a little chassis (about 3/4" square with a single 6SC7 tube) that also provided the special equalization required by the magnetic cartridge. In due course models appeared with 0.001"-diamond or sapphire stylus for LPs. There was also one with turn-around stylus for both sizes. The turning around was done with a spring-loaded knob on a vertical shaft. And stylus pressure was reduced—all the way down to about 6 grams.

Ar about this time the public was becoming aware of FM as a superior kind of radio broadcasting. Major Edwin Armstrong, its inventor, had been testing it since the 1939 completion of his experimental station, W2XMN, just outside New York City in Alpinetown, New Jersey. Broadcasting of music—live music—was nothing new. The big bands of the day all did "remotes" from wherever they might be performing, and the Sunday afternoon broadcasts of the New York Philharmonic on CBS from Carnegie Hall and of the NBC Symphony from Studio 8H in the RCA Building were mainstays. They were all limited, however, to the narrow frequency range used by AM broadcasters.

One of the first FM tuners to be produced commercially was the Meissner FM "Receptor," an eight-tube unit in a small wooden box that looked like a table radio. Pilot Radio brought out a similar device, the $29.95 "Pilotuner," at about the same time. Radio could finally be heard even in stormy weather. The signal of the signal would begin to be appreciated only as wide-range audio equipment became commercially available. People like Fisher and Scott were starting to accomplish this in the post-war Forties. By the early Fifties, most amplifiers boasted power outputs of 10 to 20 watts, with distortion ratings ranging from an exceptional 0.1 to 1 per cent and with virtually flat response from 20 to 20,000 cycles per second (use of the word hertz for cycles came many years later). The most powerful was the 50-watt McIntosh at $250 for the 6-pound power amp alone. Other popular names were Craftsmen (on a chrome-plated chassis), Brook (with an all-triode 30 watter), and (Victor) Brociner, best known for innovative speaker-system designs using British Lowther drivers. And everything was in mono, of course.

Most of the speakers still weren't sold in cabinets, but as speaker chassis to be mounted in a cabinet—or in a wall, closet, or whatever-University had a very wide line of units to use in making up your own simple or complex system, as did Altec, Bozak, Jensen, Stephens, and Electro-Voice, some of which made large finished systems as well. Bookshelf units didn't become popular until the mid-Fifties, when Edgar Millich cropped the AR acoustic-suspension system.

And so it went. High fidelity was a great hobby back then—and it's even greater now. With today's improved equipment anyone, with or without experience, can have the kind of audio only visionaries dream of twenty-five years ago—and for lots less money. I can't think of anything else in modern life that can make that claim.
INTRODUCING THE B&W 801.
THE END OF THE BEGINNING.

Speaker design, as any engineer will tell you, traditionally involves compromises and trade-offs. Visions of perfection sacrificed to practical considerations.

But does it have to be this way? B&W doesn't think so and they've designed the loudspeaker to prove it, the B&W 801.

No more compromises.
With the 801, B&W engineers have broken with conventional design practices, not to mention conventional technology, to create a loudspeaker that surpasses, in every audible respect, the finest currently available.

The outstanding performance of the B&W 801 is directly traceable to a massive investment in research and development. From the computer models employed in its design to the laser interferometry used to measure the behavior of its individual components, this landmark in loudspeaker technology represents an uncompromising commitment to excellence.

Critically matched drive units using new materials and fabrication techniques are employed throughout. A computer optimized, 4th-order crossover network maintains uniform sound pressure/frequency response and correct phase characteristics. In addition, a unique electronic overload protection device continually senses the voltage applied to each driver and if safe values are exceeded, cuts off the signal. A convenient reset button restores operation.

The striking two-part enclosure has been precisely matched to the individual drive units with a staggered, in-line driver configuration insuring wide horizontal dispersion and the time arrival correction needed to yield a coherent wavefront. Finally, the enclosure has been contoured to minimize secondary diffraction effects.

For the discerning few.
To be sure, the 801 isn't for everyone. Both price and limited production effectively preclude widespread use. However, if you are unwilling to settle for anything less than a supremely accurate loudspeaker fully capable of recreating every nuance of the original performance, the B&W 801 is for you.

A visit to your B&W audio specialist will prove conclusively that the B&W 801 represents a quantum leap in loudspeaker technology—a singular end to the beginning.

For additional information write: Anglo American Audio Co., Inc., P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, N.Y. 14240. In Canada: Remcron Electronics Ltd.
Bass Bumps and Fringing

Q. Every time I see a graph of the frequency response of a tape recorder, the bass end shows a pattern of ups and downs that varies more widely than any other section of the curve. Also, more often than not, when recorders are checked in their playback-only mode they seem to have a rising bass response. Why?

LEWIS KIRK
Bangor, Maine

Actually, the answers to both your questions have to do with imperfections in the behavior of the tape head during playback. The undulating pattern of bass response you observe (see the graph below) in an overall record-playback frequency-response curve is not recorded on the tape, but develops as the tape passes across the playback head. The specific wavelengths (frequencies) at which the hills and dales occur depend on the lengths of the head’s pole pieces, the size of the head face, and even on the shielding of the head; the severity of these so-called “head bumps” is affected by the “wrap” of the tape around the head as well as by the shape of the head’s pole pieces. Thus, while low-frequency irregularities are to some degree unavoidable, careful attention to head design can certainly reduce the effect to the point of unmeasurability.

The gradual, steady rise in bass response that you usually see in a recorder’s playback-only graph comes about because the calibrated tapes used to check the recorder are almost always full-track—that is, recorded across the entire width of the tape—while audiophile decks are almost invariably quarter-track (or, at most, half-track) stereo. At low frequencies, the playback head tends to respond not only to the recorded area scanned by the gap between its pole pieces but to some of the magnetic flux outside its gap. If the test tape were recorded in a quarter-track format, there wouldn’t be any recorded signal at the fringes of the playback head gap, so response would be flat. But with full-track recordings there is a signal at the fringes of the gap that gets added to the signal right at the gap, and the response then tends to rise.

Again, how much “fringing” effect a given head displays is determined at least in part by the head’s geometry and its shielding, so you can’t just apply a standard “correction factor” for all quarter-track heads playing full-track tapes. Since the effect isn’t usually so extreme as to throw the recorder out of control, reviewers often make no attempt to compensate for it. Hence, the tapes show an apparent (but not real) rise in playback bass response.

Two Heads or Three?

Q. I’ve read that the reason a deck with separate record and playback heads is better than one that uses the same head for record and playback is that in the former the manufacturer can “optimize” the size of the head gaps for the two different functions. Why is there a difference? What is the optimum gap size for record and for playback? Also, what is a “sandwich” head?

DAVE RUBIN
College Park, Md.

A. A “sandwich head” is one in which two separate head assemblies (one for record, one for playback) are physically placed in a single head case with a shield (the “filling” in the sandwich) between them to prevent interaction. This type of construction is frequently used in three-head cassette recorders because when the original design of the cassette was standardized by Philips it did not include openings for separate record and playback heads. Thus, physically mounting separate erase, record, and playback heads in a cassette deck requires a good deal of mechanical ingenuity—though many manufacturers have found ways to do it. The sandwich head does involve some compromises, but because the separate record and playback gaps are so close to each other inside the single head case, the technical advantages of three-head operation are obtained without having to readjust the record-head azimuth (perpendicularity) for each recording. If this is not done, in a machine using three separate heads, high-frequency losses occur because of tape skew within the cassette itself.

But what are the advantages of designing separate gaps (whether you put them in one case or two) for record and for playback? In general, a playback head gap should be very narrow (that is, its pole pieces should be spaced very close to each other) in order to minimize high-frequency losses. If you want to obtain frequency response out to 20,000 Hz at cassette speed, for example, the optimum gap length is less than 1 micrometer (one millionth of a meter—roughly 39 millionths of an inch). On the other hand, using normal head-design techniques, a head with that narrow a gap, when used as a record head, will not be able to put out a magnetic field that can penetrate the full depth of the tape’s oxide coating (normally about 5 micrometers, or 200 microrinches, thick). The usual industry rule of thumb is: for best recording results, head-gap width should be equal to the thickness of the oxide layer. So, in this case, there is a certain ratio between the gap for recording and an “ideal” gap for playback. Obviously, then, when the same head is used for both functions there has to be some compromise in its design.

There are techniques that will permit a dual-function head to penetrate a thicker oxide coating than its gap width indicates it should be able to. At the risk of a bit more tape hiss, you can compensate for a slightly wider-than-ideal head gap in the playback mode by using a little treble boost to compensate for the gap loss. But, in general, for the best possible results the recording and playback functions should operate with separate head gaps whether they are in separate heads or sandwiched into one housing.
Introducing Accuglide™ The computerized remote control turntable.

It provides hours of viewing pleasure.
(You read it right. Viewing pleasure.)

Even before you enjoy listening to Accuglide, you're going to want to spend time just watching it. Because Accuglide performs like no other turntable you've ever seen.

Watch Accuglide's unique rotary spindle raise and lower your records like an elevator. So your hard rock doesn't drop on "Madame Butterfly."

You'll see Accuglide's spindle rotate its way to the top to pick up your record, carefully lower it, then gently place it onto the platter. Unlike other multiplay turntables, it doesn't drop them.

Accuglide's remote control lets you play the "Hallelujah Chorus" from across your living room. Hallelujah!

Now, listening to relaxing music can really be relaxing. Thanks to Accuglide's remote control you can play your favorite music without jumping up and down.

In fact, you can even raise and lower the volume from 40 feet away. So you won't be hassled by your neighbors if you want to play a hustle at 11 PM.

Play it again, Sam, is only one of 27 commands you can give Accuglide.

Simply press the right buttons on the Accuglide turntable or its remote control, and Accuglide's built-in computer stores up to 27 different commands.

So, you can change a record, reject it (you didn't like that one anyway), raise the tone arm (so you can answer the phone), then resume play without missing a beat, repeat it (because now you want to hear it without any interruptions), then raise your records back to starting position so you can start all over again.

Accuglide's tubular "J" shaped tone arm is superbly balanced for exceptional tracking. And comes with a precision ADC magnetic cartridge with elliptical diamond stylus. Plus, the belt-drive Accuglide has the kind of specs you'd expect to find in the finest turntables. Like Wow and Flutter that's less than .04 % WRMS and Rumble that's better than -66dB (DIN 45539B).

And if you think all this sounds good, how does this sound?

You can have all this viewing and listening pleasure for a song.

Accuglide. The computerized remote control turntable.

BSR (USA) LTD. Blauvelt, NY 10913
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Bought expensive speakers?

Better not listen to ours!

However, if you're looking for incredible sounding speakers at an affordable price, by all means do! You will find that for less money than you planned on spending you can get much better sounding speakers than you dreamed you could ever afford. Polk Audio loudspeakers have received worldwide praise because people recognize that they offer remarkable value. Critical acclaim such as the following makes it clear why Polk speakers have become famous for offering the best possible sound for the money.

"Polk Audio is a small, Maryland-based company whose speakers enjoy an enviable reputation among audiophiles who would prefer to own such exotica as the Beveridge System 2SW-1 ($7000 per pair) or Pyramid Metronome ($5200 per pair) but don't have the golden wallets to match their golden ears!" The Complete Buyer's Guide to Stereo/Hi-Fi Equipment

"Audio experts know that the price of a speaker is not always directly proportional to its quality. Nowhere at CES was that fact more dramatically demonstrated than in room 900 of the Pick Congress where the folks from Polk Audio of Baltimore were demonstrating their speaker line..." High Fidelity Trade News

"They (Polk 10's) are a high definition speaker system deserving the very best associated electronics. And at their price, they are simply a steal!" Audio Advisor-Audiogram

Polk Audio loudspeakers, starting around $125 each, are available at the world's finest hi-fi stores. Write us for complete information on our products and the location of the Polk Audio dealer nearest you.

Polk Audio Inc. 1205 S. Carey St., Baltimore, Md. 21230 Dept. B10
Distributed in Canada by Edon Acoustics — Ottawa
We normally test products drawn, like those on your dealer's shelves, from a manufacturer's regular production. This is the ideal procedure for consumer product evaluation. However, unlike Consumers Union, which buys test samples at retail outlets, we request them from the manufacturer and ask that the sample submitted be checked to ensure that it meets his performance standards and that he send us a copy of his test data for cross-checking against our own tests and measurements.

This is intended to expedite our work, since any odd test results can be immediately compared with the manufacturer's own data on the same sample. Questions can be resolved without wasting time either in extensive tests of a defective product or in rechecking test results that differ only because our procedures differ from those used by the manufacturer. Unfortunately, only a small percentage of manufacturers comply fully with our request for test data.

We do not, of course, ask (or wish) on the one hand that the test sample sent to us be specifically adjusted or optimized in any way, and it would seem unlikely on the other hand that a manufacturer would send in a review sample that barely met his own specifications. But it does happen, and more often than most audiophiles would believe.

Neither nor the manufacturer can guarantee that every production unit will be identical to our test sample (in fact, we can almost guarantee that it will not), but any differences should lie within normal production tolerances. This is one reason why tests of a certain product in Stereo Review may show slightly different results than tests of the same model (but not of the same unit) made in another test laboratory.

A special case arises when a manufacturer is about to release a new model which will— he hopes—reach the dealers at the same time that his advertising campaign in the audio magazines reaches its readers. There is a normal "lead time" of at least three months, and usually longer, between our test of a product and the time the report is published. Clearly, if a manufacturer wishes to have product reviews appear more or less simultaneously with the advertising for his new product, the review samples must be sent out well in advance of regular shipments. Sometimes a product is "new" only in the United States market and has been sold in Japan or elsewhere for some time. In that case, early samples can come from regular production, although they may differ in minor details, such as panel markings, color, nomenclature, or the clarity of the instruction manual, from the ones that will later be sold in this country.

However, suppose a product is really "new" and will not go into full production until shortly before it is to be delivered to dealer stocks. How can a manufacturer have it reviewed and the review published in time to coordinate with his promotion? And why would Stereo Review want to publish such an early review, since there is always the risk that the product—because of unexpected production difficulties—may not show up on the dealer's shelves for months?

The last question is easy to answer: most audiophiles are terribly interested in "what's new" and like to keep abreast of developments. And so the benefit to the magazine is that early coverage of particularly interesting new products helps maintain reader interest.

The only way to achieve this sort of timing is for us to test a preproduction or "pilot-run" sample. A "pilot-run" is a limited-production setup designed to "prove out" the suitability of the design for full-scale assembly-line production. Such a unit is often indistinguishable from future regular production in its physical and electrical characteristics and performance. Occasionally there are minor cosmetic changes between the preproduction and full-production stages. There also may be minor internal changes of component values, although any substantial circuit redesign at this point is expensive and can delay production for months because of the normal six-to-eight-week lead time in obtaining parts.

Our experience has been that a test of a preproduction sample is as likely to reveal its basic strengths and weaknesses as one of a final model. We do make allowances for such things as stiff or loose control action or other mechanical or cosmetic flaws that are obviously not intentional or inherent. These are called to the attention of the manufacturer, and this often proves helpful to him in producing a more satisfactory product.

One step earlier than the "preproduction" unit is the "prototype." This is often a hand-built sample constructed in the engineering department or in a special prototype-assembly section. Although a prototype may resemble a final model in its external appearance and even in its basic circuits, there are certain to be numerous detail differences in construction between it and a full production model. However, most of the performance ratings and specifications have been established and met at the prototype stage.

If the prototype has been checked out for us, as requested, it can be just as suitable for our purposes as a later production sample. The chief problem here, however, lies in the
Satchmo Lives!

Hear the brilliant, brassy music that makes Louis Armstrong the greatest jazzman of them all! In sound so clear, you have to hear it to believe it.

You never heard sounds like this come out of a horn! Driving and climactic. Bright and glittering. Soulful and sad. Louis Armstrong was the most exciting, original, influential jazzman of them all! And now TIME-LIFE RECORDS gets his music together as never before in the most incredible Louis Armstrong album ever—your introduction to the most comprehensive jazz series ever assembled.

You'll hear the explosive Armstrong horn...the gravelly Armstrong voice swinging through 40 legendary jazz recordings. You'll hear Satchmo match sounds with all-time greats like Bessie Smith, Sidney Bechet, Kid Ory. You'll hear him transform standards like Ain't Misbehavin' and Stardust into jazz classics. And you'll hear it all for 10 days free as your introduction to TIME-LIFE RECORDS' spectacular new series—GIANTS OF JAZZ!

Free bonus!

WHO'S WHO OF JAZZ—a 370-page, $10.95 value—yours free with purchase of Louis Armstrong. The definitive guide to who played what...with whom...and where. Plus extra bonus with every album: a framable, full-color portrait of the artist.

Listen to Satchmo for 10 days FREE!

TIME-LIFE RECORDS, Time & Life Building, Chicago, IL 60611

YES! I would like to audition Louis Armstrong, my introduction to GIANTS OF JAZZ. Please send me this three-record album along with John Chilton's Who's Who of Jazz, and enter my subscription to GIANTS OF JAZZ. If I decide to keep Louis Armstrong, I will pay $19.95 ($24.95 in Canada) plus shipping and handling, and the book will be mine to keep at no additional cost. I will then receive future albums (each one containing three 12-inch records) from GIANTS OF JAZZ shipped one album at a time approximately every other month. Each album will cost $19.95 ($24.95 in Canada) plus shipping and handling and will come on the same 10-day free-audition basis. There is no minimum number of albums that I must buy and I may cancel my subscription at any time simply by notifying you. If I do not choose to keep Louis Armstrong and the accompanying book, I will return the complete package within 10 days, my subscription for future albums will be canceled and I will be under no further obligation.

☐ Check here if you want two tape cassettes and book instead of records. ($2 extra).

☐ Check here if you want two eight-track tape cartridges and book instead of records. ($2 extra).

Name: ________________________________  Apt: ________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________________________

City: ___________________ State (or Prov): _______ Zip (or Code): _______

RPAGW2
Listen to legendary performances of America's most original music! Billie and Satchmo...The Duke and Benny...and more, more, more!

Album after album of vintage originals that you could never assemble on your own!

Now, TIME-LIFE RECORDS introduces the most spectacular and comprehensive collection of jazz recordings ever assembled. The greatest performers! Their greatest performances!


Louis Armstrong swings and soars through 40 all-time greatest original recordings!


It includes recordings that are virtually unobtainable—some from private collections—some that were never even issued.

Original recordings of legendary performances! Restored in their brilliant original sound!

These landmark albums draw on vintage material from such labels as Vocation, Decca, Okeh, Brunswick, Gennett, Victor and Columbia. Each recording has been reproduced in the original monaural sound—no electronic gimmickry, no rechanneling. (Engineers at Columbia Records have developed a system of restoration unparalleled in the industry to restore the hundreds of classic recordings in GIANTS OF JAZZ.)

Mail coupon today!

Your choice of 12-inch LPs, tape cartridges, or cassettes.

Audition Louis Armstrong for 10 days FREE!
nature of the quality-control (QC) procedures applied to a product in different stages of its manufacture. All reputable manufacturers of high-fidelity components apply exhaustive QC to their regular production. I have visited a number of their plants, here and abroad, and have invariably been impressed by the thoroughness of QC procedures. From the incoming raw material and purchased parts to the final item packed for shipment, everything is checked repeatedly and little is left to chance. That is why it is now the rule, rather than the exception, for the equipment reaching us (and the consumer) to work properly and meet its specifications.

Some QC procedures are in effect at the pilot-run stage, but weaknesses of design or construction can slip by and run afield of our test procedures. However, it is unlikely that prototypes have been subjected to extensive QC and we often find these units to be “bad news.” We can almost count on some unexpected snag in our tests, some failure of the product to meet specifications, or even an outright failure or “DOA.” All of this takes double and triple the normal amount of testing time. Also, instructional literature, specifications, and prices are usually omitted when we receive prototypes. When one shows up on our doorstep, there’s a bit of a sinking feeling accompanying by a sense of déjà vu. Why let ourselves in once again for the potential troubles of prototype testing? For no other reason than that reader fascination with the newest interesting products!

- **Prototype**: the first, the original, hand-made working model of a unit put together on the designer’s bench (there may be more than one of these, and the design—both physical and electronic—may not yet be absolutely final).

- **Preproduction models**: these are units from a “pilot run” whose purpose is to check out the design’s suitability for large-scale assembly-line manufacturing. Often very minor changes here can result in better or more consistent performance.

- **Production models**: these are the units that come off the functioning, day-to-day production line to be packaged and shipped to dealers. Nonetheless, changes in parts values and in the internal electronic design may continue to be made throughout the market life of the product.

I have received letters from readers who are disturbed at the possibility that I have tested a specially “doctored” sample and express doubts that they will be able to buy a production model that is as good. Our experience is that the “earlier” the origin of a product, the worse it is likely to be, and the more trouble it will give us in our tests. Even a regular production sample, if it has been “tweaked up” by an engineer or technician to test marginally better than normal, is likely to be the worse for it. Some such products have received poorer reports from me than they would have if they had been shipped out in their normal state—to say nothing of leaving me with doubts about the good sense of the companies involved. A regular production sample will almost always be better than a hand-built model or a unit that was specially adjusted for our benefit. I hope that this will allay some of the doubts expressed by people who fear that test laboratories are sometimes reporting on “ringers.”

To summarize: testing a product in advance of regular production is advantageous to the manufacturer, whose advertising and delivery schedules can be more effectively coordinated and whose engineering department can often make minor corrections of weaknesses that have been revealed by our tests. And it is advantageous to Stereo Review journalistically, in that we are providing detailed information to our readers about newsworthy products beyond that which appears in preliminary advertisements and new-product announcements. The only party who does not benefit directly is yours truly, who must often do twice or three times the normal amount of test work to evaluate an incompletely documented or otherwise unfinished product. But it is all in a good cause, so...
Introducing the Bose® Spatial Control™ Receiver

The first and only receiver that lets you control the spatial distribution of sound. Focused and intimate for a soloist. Broad and spacious for a symphony.

The first and only receiver that puts you in command of every performance with six separate amplifiers. Instead of the usual two.

The first and only receiver that allows you to play equalized and unequalized speakers. Simultaneously.

The first receiver with built-in 901® Series IV equalization. That connects automatically when 901 speakers are playing.

When used with 901 Series III or IV speakers, special circuitry shifts energy between rear-facing speaker panels at your command to control the spatial distribution of sound from spacious (red) to intimate (blue).

The first receiver with expansion capability limited only by your imagination. With special switching logic to reconnect at the touch of a button, four power amplifiers, two headphone amplifiers, a 901 Series IV equalizer, special Spatial Control™ circuitry. And special provision for connecting time delay units for your ultimate future system.

To begin to appreciate the capabilities of the Bose Spatial Control™ Receiver, visit a friend who owns one. or an authorized Bose dealer. You have to hear it to believe what it can do.

Better sound through research
ing to the amount of tape on the reel. The tension arms are equipped with contacts to activate the auto-reverse functions when they sense a piece of special foil attached to the tape backing.

Below the head nest are a power switch and a three-position switch that sets the machine either to play just to the end of the tape in one direction, to complete one entire forward-reverse cycle, or to play continuously. (While the GX-635D can record bidirectionally, it must start recording in the "forward" direction. Further, if the deck is in the record rather than the play mode, it will halt at the end of one complete forward-reverse cycle, even if set for continuous operation, to prevent accidental erasure.) Adjacent to the three-position switch is a button to select the proper tension for 10½-inch or smaller reels and an orange button, with associated flashing LED indicator, that temporarily mutes the signal during recording, permitting the insertion of pauses between selections. Beneath these controls are a pair of illuminated VU-type meters calibrated from -20 to +5.

Under the head nest on the right side are pushbuttons that control the logic-activated solenoids for the transport functions: REWIND, STOP, PLAY FORWARD, RECORD, PAUSE, PLAY FORWARD, and PLAY REVERSE; the last four of these have associated LED indicators. Below the transport buttons are two large, dual-concentric controls for mixing microphone and line-level inputs. Each of these is equipped with an adjustable "memory stop" ring so that during fade-down and fade-up operations one can easily return to a predetermined setting.

At the bottom of the front panel is a headphone jack with volume control (the control also affects the rear line-output jacks but not the VU-meter readings); a source/tape monitor switch; a timer-start switch; and four pushbuttons to set tape speed, bias for two types of tape, and left- and right-channel record mode safety switches. Standard phone jacks are also on the front panel to accommodate medium-impedance (600-ohm) microphones. The rear panel has the customary phono-jack line inputs and an eleven-pin socket for connecting a remote-control accessory ($57.75).

The Akai GX-635D measures approximately 17½ inches wide, 19 inches high, and 10 inches deep, and it weighs about 46½ pounds. Price: $995. The same unit is available as the Model GX-635DB, with built-in Dolby-B noise reduction, for an additional $100.

- Laboratory Measurements. The instruction manual that comes with the GX-635D divides many of the currently popular audiophile tapes into two groups: low-noise and wide-range, for which there are corresponding bias-selection pushbuttons on the machine. The test material that came with our sample indicated that its "low-noise" position had been adjusted for 3M 176 (equivalent to 3M 211, which we used) and its "wide-range" position for Maxell UD (which we also used). In checking the effect of switching between the two bias positions with a variety of tapes, we found that the difference was rather slight—perhaps 2 dB at 20,000 Hz. With the wide-range position, a very slightly better signal-to-noise ratio could be obtained with 3M 206; arguably the best overall performance seemed to be with Memorex Quantum used in the low-noise position! All of this suggests that, while the audible differences are not great, users should not hesitate to experiment somewhat to find the best combination of tape and bias-switch setting for a given tape.

We checked the playback frequency response with Ampex test tapes. As the accompanying graph indicates, response was commendably flat throughout the range of our calibrated sources. More commendable: even at the highest frequency on the tape (15,000 Hz at 7½ ips) the response discrepancy between forward and reverse was less than 1 dB.

A line-level input of 55 millivolts was sufficient to produce a 0-dB indication on the meters, and obtainable output at this level was 775 millivolts, as specified. Using the recommended 600-ohm source impedance for the microphone input, 0.024 millivolt produced a 0-dB reading, and overload of the microphone section did not occur until an input of 55 millivolts was applied.

Since the forward and reverse record-playback responses matched so closely, a composite trace of the two directions is shown in the graph. At a -20-dB level, response was down less than 2 dB at 20,000 Hz with any of the tapes tested and at either speed; indeed, at 7½ ips the sharp cutoff did not take place until approximately 26,000 Hz—well beyond the scale of our chart paper. At a 0-VU recording level, however, the difference between the two speeds showed up very clearly. The 3½-ips performance was not markedly better than that of a top-rated cassette deck, but at 7½ ips the response was down only about 4 dB at 20,000 Hz.

The playback distortion of a 1,000-Hz tone recorded at a 0-VU level ranged from 0.2 to 0.4 per cent, depending on tape and speed. The 3 per cent distortion point was not reached until an input of between +9 and +10 dB was supplied, and the resulting signal-to-noise ratios (plus or minus a decibel or so for different tapes) averaged approximately 62 dB (unweighted), 68 dB (A-weighted), and 64 dB (CCIR/ARM-weighted) at the 7½-ips speed. At 3½ ips the figures averaged about 4 db lower. Noise from the microphone inputs added a maximum of 5 dB, less than that at normal control settings.

(Continued on page 40)
NO RUM REFLECTS PUERTO RICO LIKE RONRICO.

Puerto Rico is the Rum Island, the world's foremost rum-producing region. And Ronrico is the rum—authentic Puerto Rican rum since 1860. Ronrico's smooth, light taste has been the pride of six generations of Puerto Rican rum masters. One sip will tell you why.

RONRICO: AUTHENTIC RUM OF PUERTO RICO.
Fast-forward and rewind times were 100 seconds for 1,800 feet of tape on a 7-inch reel. The tape pack, though not wound perfectly, showed no signs of overly tight or loose winding. The range of the pitch control somewhat exceeded ±7 per cent. The metering, though highly legible, was a slight disappointment. The 0-VU indication was referred to the old “Ampex Operating Level” of 185 nanoWebsters/meter (well below the capacity of today’s best tapes). Presumably this low level compensates for the rather slow response time of the meters, which underread by 20 to 30 per cent relative to true VU characteristics.

Comment. The Akai GX-635D proved a more than capable performer not only on our test bench but in our listening tests. Tape handling was smooth and positive, even with the heavy load of 1½-inch reels. The plastic reel adapters for large reels are ingeniously designed to accommodate both the thicker plastic and the thinner aluminum hubs. The turn-around cycle from forward to reverse was somewhat slow (taking between three and four seconds), yet even this had its redeeming aspect in that no combination of “fast button” exercises could induce the deck to snarl or snap a tape. And, overall, the sound quality far exceeded that needed for dubbing any source material we could find.

Circle 140 on reader service card

A screwdriver adjustment in the rear matches the playback level from a non-dbx disc to that of an encoded disc.

The dbx process halves the dynamic range of a program before it is recorded on a master disc, so that if there’s a 100-dB dynamic range in the original program it becomes 50 dB on the record. In playback, the program is expanded to the original 100 dB, which reduces the record noise by about 30 dB, making it completely inaudible. To make the system work properly and unobtrusively, it was necessary to design some very refined detectors, and the compression/expansion time constants were carefully selected and closely matched. This part of the design process had been worked out earlier in the development of the dbx tape systems, so that relatively little more had to be done to create the Model 21 disc decoder. Owners of the other dbx units with a “dbx Disc Decode” switch can use them to decode a dbx disc.

To overcome the “chicken or egg” problem (which was one of the factors that limited the commercial viability of the earlier dbx disc releases), dbx searched for suitable recorded material that could be remastered with the dbx process and released for public sale. In their search, emphasis was placed on recordings whose master tapes were as free as possible of noise and distortion, since the final records could be no better than the master tapes. Preference was also given to recordings that were originally made with either dbx or Dolby noise reduction, as well as to direct-to-disc and digital recordings.

A number of suitable master tapes were located, and contractual arrangements were made with the record companies owning them. The labels represented in the initial series include Vox, Desmar, Sine Qua Non, Orion, Desto, and Chalfont. A number of others will be added in future releases. With dbx assuming the costs, the master tapes (rather than second-generation copies) were used to cut new disc masters through dbx encoders. The discs were processed conventionally, with dbx buying them and assuming the role of distributor (although the record companies are free to market the dbx discs through other channels if they wish). By removing the financial risk from the release of the dbx discs, dbx hopes to spur their acceptance and establish the system as a bona fide record medium.

In the first phase of the program, dbx expects to release some twenty-five albums by the end of 1979 and to reach a total of one (Continued on page 42)
If you're trying to choose between a receiver and separate components, we have a suggestion: Settle for both. Now you can have the compact size of a receiver with the quality of separates.

Sony's new ST-J60 tuner and TA-F40 amplifier are a slim, dynamic duo no larger than a medium-size receiver but with crystalline, powerful separate-component qualities.

The tuner is quartz-crystal locked with a digital synthesizer for drift-free stability and speedy touch tuning. Distortion is virtually non-existent and our slim-line music lover is an FM specialist.

Convenient auto tuning lets you preset eight stations. Simply press the appropriate button and an LED light blinks as the tuner searches for the "memorized" station.

Two other buttons let you manually scan the broadcast scale in either direction. And a Calibrated Tone feature assists you when recording with a tape deck.

Our new thin-line TA-F40 integrated amplifier snuggles up to its tuner partner for extremely clean, noise-free sound in a beautifully sized package.

Total harmonic distortion (THD) is one of the lowest in this class of amplifiers. Fifty watts per channel surge through a newly developed Pulse Power Supply (PPS). And Sony's exclusive Heat Sink with Heat Pipe ingeniously drains away heat to reduce distortion.

LED peak power indicators pinpoint output in six steps for each channel. Light-touch function switches give you smooth control for any stereo mission. And the TA-F40 is so quiet you can even use a high-performance MC cartridge with your turntable.

Sony's new, compact, performance-engineered ST-J60 tuner and TA-F40 amplifier. Two crystal-clear reasons to settle for everything.
hundred albums by the end of 1980. The records, which are priced at $8, $12, or $16, depending on the original label, can be purchased from dbx dealers (a special demonstration record made for dbx by Mark Levinson is priced at $20). The dbx Model 21 decoder is $109.

- **Laboratory Measurements.** Conventional performance measurements on the dbx Model 21 are not possible. The only specification that can theoretically be checked without using a dbx-encoded input signal is the output noise level of -100 dB referred to 1 volt (A-weighted). Since that is some 20 dB lower than our minimum measurement capability, we evaluated the Model 21 and the dbx discs entirely by listening.

- **Comment.** At the time the decoder became available to us, only about six of the dbx discs had been released. Those few records were played many times as we listened critically for flaws in the dbx system. Our task was difficult indeed, for the system is remarkably accurate in its operation; the subjective effect is so stunning that it is not easy to concentrate on listening for flaws instead of enjoying disc reproduction the likes of which we have experienced only once before—with the earlier dbx discs!

The most striking thing about the sound from the dbx discs is the total absence of the usual record noises—hiss, rumble, grain mold, and the like. The noise is not merely low, it is absent! The dynamic range—about 90 dB—of the decoded records far transcends that of any other program material prepared for the home. So far, only digital recordings have achieved this total absence of noise, but they are not yet available in digital form for home listening. There are other differences between an all-digital recording and a dbx-encoded recording, and they probably should not be compared except in respect to their dynamic ranges, which are roughly equivalent.

With record noise eliminated, the remaining noise is that of the master tape, and at times it can be surprisingly audible. No doubt it would be submerged in the record noise of a conventional disc, but, as often happens, when one form of noise or distortion is removed, the "layers" below it become audible. Unfortunately, none of the dbx discs we received came from digitally taped masters—that would have been a sensational combination!

When the pickup is lowered to the record, there may be a slight thump, but following that absolutely nothing can be heard as the stylus follows the lead-in groove, even at maximum gain with one's ear pressed to the speaker. The explanatory insert accompanying each dbx disc cautions against setting the playback volume higher than usual in an attempt to hear noise, since speakers could be damaged by the sudden application of full power from the program material. As we found out in our first experience with the dbx discs, it can also be hazardous to one's hearing and nervous system.

Depending on the recording, the music may suddenly emerge from the silent background or the hiss of the master tape may precede it by a second or two. The latter effect tends to dilute the overwhelming impact of the sound coming from silence, reminding us that true perfection has not yet been achieved. If the program comes on simultaneously with the hiss, or if the hiss is exceptionally low, nothing interferes with the illusion of reality, since the tape hiss is usually masked during the program. Still, it is present, whether consciously heard or not, and this may well be one of the major distinctions between analog recordings, no matter how good, and digital-tape masters.

Because the dynamic range of the material has been compressed previous to its recording on the disc, it has been possible to reduce the peak recorded velocity cut into the disc substantially without incurring a penalty in noise. It is also no longer necessary to use signal limiters or compressors in the recording process, so the natural dynamics of the program can be preserved. This, together with the lowered distortion in playback from the velocity reduction and the 30-dB noise reduction, makes it possible for a dbx-encoded disc to have considerably higher fidelity than a conventional recording, all else being equal.

It is natural to wonder whether the complementary compression and expansion processes can be so accurately matched that their presence cannot be detected. We do not have a definitive answer to that question. Under

(Continued on page 44)
The facts are stacked for Sony's metalists.

Metal's mellow. Metal sings. Metal soars in frequency response and rockets the dynamic range upwards.

The new metal tapes are a multi-decibel boost to serious ears. But it takes a very special cassette deck to give you this higher-fi.

Two special "metalists" from Sony: The new TC-K65 and the new TC-K55II.

Head Facts
Sony's new Sendust & Ferrite heads in our new decks are uniquely composed of ideal electromagnetic properties to give you maximum performance with any tape. Regular-fi, chrome, FeCr or metal.

Sendust, Ferrite and a head gap spacer of extremely hard quartz are engineered together for a mirror-like surface, long head life, sharp gap edges and no asymmetrical wear.

Two-Motor Facts
A linear-torque BSL (Brushless & Slotless) motor precisely maintains the all-important capstan speed. And an FG Servo-controlled motor drives the supply and take-up reels.

The BSL motor, in a major design breakthrough, has no slots to cause uneven torque distribution.

Microcomputer Facts
Sony's new microcomputer logic control lets you speed through any operation sequence by merely pressing the appropriate feather-touch bar.

This digital technology in each of our decks even allows you to record at any moment during playback.

Other Facts
Other distinguished features: The TC-K65 has a Random Music Sensor (RMS) that lets you preprogram any desired selections in any desired order.

A computer-like display signals your selections in bright LED lights. Clearly revolutionary LED Peak Meters display recording and playback levels with sixteen digits per channel. These new meters "hold" peak levels and respond instantly for truer recording.

The TC-K55II utilizes two large VU meters, and a five-element LED display indicates peak levels for more accurate recording.

The new Sony TC-K65 and the new Sony TC-K55II. The facts are in.
normal listening conditions, no trace of modulation noise or any other anomalies that might be expected to accompany the encode/decode process could be heard (in the past, we have occasionally been able to hear these effects when using dbx devices with tape recorders). It is worth noting that dbx has courageously included both solo-piano and duo-piano recordings among their initial releases, and these should be the most revealing of background-noise modulation.

We found that unnatural effects can be heard—if at all—only when playing the material at a very high volume and with extremely low ambient noise in the room. Once or twice we suspected that we could hear a slight "chuff" of noise going up or down with the piano notes as they emerged from the silent background. However, we feel that listening at high volume with one's ear glued to the speaker in a soundproofed room is hardly "normal listening," and so far as we are concerned the system works without audible flaws.

In conclusion, we feel that the dbx disc system is—or at least has the potential to be—a major advance and a logical extension of analog recording that achieves some of the promised benefits of digital recording at a vastly lower cost to the consumer (though the discs are slightly more expensive than conventional records). We would hardly claim that it is the equal of all-digital recording and playback in any respect (including price), but once you have listened through the Model 21 decoder, it is very difficult to be satisfied with conventional records again. We look forward to hearing future dbx releases, especially those that will originate from digital tape masters.

**Circle 141 on reader service card**

---

GAS Thalia II Preamplifier

The GAS (Great American Sound Company) Thalia II stereo preamplifier is an improved version of the original Thalia, to which it is identical in external appearance. According to the manufacturer, the internal changes are numerous, including: (1) a "soft" turn-on and turn-off power supply that eliminates switching thumps without the use of a relay, (2) servo-controlled phono and line amplifiers to prevent d.c. offset voltages from appearing at the tape and main outputs, (3) computer-designed RIAA-equalization circuitry to conform to the latest (November 1978) revision of the RIAA standard, (4) a level control using discrete precision resistors to maintain channel balance within 0.5 dB at all volume settings, (5) a very low output impedance that enables the Thalia II to drive low-impedance headphones directly, and (6) a heavy-duty power switch that can control external equipment of up to 1,500 watts. Except for three knobs and a horizontal balance slider control, all the front-panel controls of the Thalia II are pushbuttons. The knobs are a volume control and two slightly smaller bass and treble tone controls. All the control knobs are detented, with the tone controls each having ten positions of boost or cut and the volume control having twenty-two positions spaced at 2 dB intervals over much of its operating range. The balance control has a center detent.

At the right of the panel are two large square pushbuttons, marked on and off, which control the power to the preamplifier and its switched outlets. Next to them is a headphone jack and a small pilot light. At the left of the panel, below the balance control, are ten pushbuttons. Four of them select the input source: phono 1, phono 2, tuner, and aux. Others insert the low filter (an infrasonic filter) in the signal path and mute the output by dropping the volume about 20 dB. The tape monitor button controls the single tape deck that can be connected to the Thalia II, and the three remaining buttons determine the operating mode of the preamplifier. With all three out, it is connected for stereo. The stereo rev pushbutton interchanges the left and right channels (marked A and B). Engaging either the A or the B button connects that channel input to both outputs, and pressing both gives a summed mono output.

The rear apron of the GAS Thalia II contains the signal-input and output jacks (there are two parallel pairs of main outputs), a ground binding post, and three a.c. outlets, two of them switched.

The Thalia II is finished completely in flat black, with black control knobs and pushbuttons. The panel is slotted for mounting in a standard EIA rack. The preamplifier is 19 inches wide, 3½ inches high, and 10 inches deep. It weighs about 15 pounds. Suggested retail price is $399 (with optional handles, $419).

---

**Laboratory Measurements.** In general, our measurements closely matched the test data supplied by the Thalia's manufacturer. The sensitivity for a reference output of 0.5 volt (per IHF-A-202, 1978) was 47 millivolts (mV) through a high-level input and 0.75 mV through a phono input. The output noise was below our 100-microvolt minimum measurement ability, or better than 94 dB below a 0.5-volt output, through either high-level or phono inputs. The phono-overload level was 235 mV (the "worst" case being at 20 Hz, where the overload occurred at 25.5 mV, equivalent to 235 mV at 1,000 Hz). The high-level inputs were not overloaded by the 10-volt maximum output of our signal generator.

The distortion of the Thalia II was less than 0.001 per cent at a 0.1-volt output. At a 5-volt output the distortion was between 0.0027 and 0.0045 per cent, depending on frequency, from 20 to 20,000 Hz. The output clipped at about 15 volts at all frequencies when driving the IHF standard load of 10,000 ohms in parallel with 1,000 picofarads. The headphone volume was very good with 200-ohm phones. The measured phono-preamplifier input load was 47,000 ohms in parallel with 100 picofarads, as rated.

The tone-control response curves had the familiar characteristic of a variable bass-turnover frequency (from about 30 to 200 Hz), and a family of treble curves hinged at about 3,500 Hz. Although the maximum control range was about ±10 dB at 20,000 Hz and ±14 dB at 20 Hz, locating the hinge or turnover frequencies well away from the midrange gave the tone controls an effect much more subtle than most. It is unlikely that one could create a grossly unbalanced effect by misusing them, and we would consider them among the better tone controls we have used. The midrange response, from 300 to 3,000 Hz, was virtually unaffected by the tone-control settings no matter how extreme. The RIAA phono equalization was accurate within ±0.2 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. There was no measurable change in the phono response when it was measured through the inductance of a phono cartridge. The low filter reduced the 20-Hz output by about 1 dB, and we did not measure its effect below that frequency.

**Comment.** The GAS Thalia II departs from several current trends in preamplifier design.
Why do so many stars and studios use JBLs? And more discos* than any other speaker? Accuracy is the answer. The music as performed. That's the sound the pros insist on. No wonder 7 of the 10 top albums in 1978 were recorded, mixed or mastered on JBLs.*

And that's the sound we demand in every speaker in our line. JBL speakers are designed to match the music as played. Clear and lifelike.

We can state this with some pride since we create our speakers from the ground up. Concept, design, individual components—all are created at our plant and tested against stringent engineering specifications. Rigorous quality control is applied every step of the way.

We could go into more technical detail but we want to keep our message short and sweet. The reason so many stars, studios and professional installations prefer our speakers is JBL accuracy. Their living depends on how good they sound. So if you question your own ears, trust them.


CIRCLE NO. 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD
design. For example, it is designed to control only one tape deck and lacks such features as selectable phono-cartridge loads and multicolored light displays. There is also no choice of tone-control turnover frequencies, but the control design makes that feature unnecessary.

All in all, the Thalia II presents a plain, functional, and "no-nonsense" appearance, contrasting sharply with the Star Wars school of audio design. It is also an honestly designed product that lives up to the claims made for it in full measure. Not only is the distortion truly negligible, but the noise levels in the preamplifier outputs are unmeasurable as well as inaudible. There were no switching noise transients, and all the controls had a fine positive "feel." In our view, the Thalia II is an excellent preamplifier by any standard of performance and a real value for the money.

Circle 142 on reader service card

Luxman Model L-11 Integrated Amplifier

Luxman high-fidelity products offer unconventional design and styling and superb performance, usually at a rather high price. Lux Corporation clearly has some definite ideas regarding audio-component design, and as a result no Luxman product could ever be confused with competitive models.

An excellent illustration of the Lux philosophy in action is the new Model L-11 "Real-time Processed DC Integrated Amplifier." The exact derivation of that name is not clear to us, but the special qualities of the L-11 certainly are. It is an integrated amplifier, d.c. coupled (except for the phono preamp) from high-level inputs to speaker outputs and rated to deliver 100 watts per channel to 8-ohm loads at frequencies between 20 and 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.02 per cent total harmonic distortion.

A cursory glance at the front panel of the L-11 may suggest that it has conventional control functions, but that is not the case. For example, it has no tone controls in the standard sense; instead, a single knob marked TONE-CONTROL turnover frequencies, but the control design makes that feature unnecessary.

The only other audible-frequency compensator is a LOW BOOST circuit, operated by a small button on the panel (Lux typically uses very small controls for the lesser-used functions to avoid a cluttered-look panel, a policy of which we thoroughly approve). According to the instruction manual, the LOW BOOST is a sort of loudness-compensation system, boosting the response below about 100 Hz at lower volume-control settings.

The volume knob, at the right of the panel, operates a smooth, nontedentated control. At the left of the panel is a knob of similar size for speaker selection, with positions for OFF, MAIN, REMOTE, and MAIN & REMOTE. A headphone jack is located nearby. The only other full-size knob on the panel is the input function selector, with settings for AUX, TUNER, PHONO 1, and PHONO 2. The last setting occupies two switch positions, marked MM and MC. The MM (moving-magnet) mode of PHONO 2 is identical to PHONO 1, and it can be used with all moving-magnet or moving-iron cartridges. When an optional Lux transformer is plugged into a socket in the rear of the amplifier, the MC position of PHONO 2 can be used for a low-output, moving-coil cartridge. (Two transformer models are offered: the Model 8020, which increases the cartridge-output voltage by a factor of ten, and the Model 8030, which increases it by a factor of thirty. Both transformers have a similar construction, with a toroidal core, pure silver wire for primary windings, and multiple magnetic shields. Our test sample of the L-11 was furnished with a Model 8030 transformer.)

Returning to the front panel of the amplifier, two small knobs operate the mode selector (STEREO, MONO, REVERSE STEREO) and the balance control (center detented). Three three-position lever switches in the center of the panel control various tape-recording functions, including dubbing from either of two tape decks to the other and monitoring the playback from either (or listening to the normal program source while dubbing is going on). A fourth switch controls a subsonic filter. In its center position the response of the amplifier is flat to d.c. The other settings introduce rollofs below 10 or 20 Hz.

Two small pushbuttons change the resistance of the PHONO 1 and PHONO 2 inputs from the normal 50,000 ohms to 100,000 ohms. A larger pushbutton serves as the power switch, and a white pilot light also indicates the operation of both the protection and the signal-delay circuits (blinking on and off while they are activated). The amplifier outputs are not connected to the speakers until 10 to 15 seconds after power is applied in order to prevent any voltage transients from reaching the speakers. If a significant d.c.-voltage component appears at the speaker terminals, the circuit instantly disconnects the speakers (this is especially important in a d.c.-coupled amplifier such as this, since a small d.c. voltage from one of its signal sources will be amplified and appear at the speaker outputs).

The rear apron of the Luxman Model L-11 contains insulated screw-type speaker terminals, the various input and output jacks (including a DIN socket duplicating the TAPE 2 jacks), and three a.c. convenience outlets, one of which is not switched. There are hold-ers for the speaker-protection fuses and a large socket for the optional MC step-up transformer. A slide switch marked GENERAL SPEAKER/ELECTROSTATIC SP rolls off the low-frequency response of the amplifier in the electrostatic position (independently of the front-panel SUBSONIC filter switch). The reason for this feature is not explained in the manual. The Luxman Model L-11 is a relatively compact amplifier measuring 13 1/2 inches wide, 15 1/2 inches deep, and 5 inches high, but it weighs a solid 41 pounds. The suggested retail price is $945. The Models 8020 and 8030 moving-coil-cartridge transformers are each $195.

Laboratory Measurements. The Luxman Model L-11 is constructed with its power transistors and their very heavy heat sink completely enclosed within the perforated metal case of the amplifier. The heat sink is designed as a "chimney" with free air flow (by convection) entering from under the amplifier and exiting at the top. Its effective-ness was demonstrated by the fact that at no time during our preconditioning period or subsequent testing did any part of the amplifier case become uncomfortably warm to the touch.

(Continued on page 48)
For $450*, you deserve more than just a switch.

There are other cassette decks at this price that can handle metal tape. But only the new Kenwood KX-1060 can get the most out of every metal tape. And every other kind of tape as well. The reason is our simplified adjustable bias control with built-in oscillator that allows you to calibrate the deck to a specific tape for optimum results. It's one more "hands on" feature that really lets you get the most out of your deck.

And when it comes to performance, you'll appreciate the KX-1060 even more. The three ferrite heads have been designed for better playback sensitivity and remarkable frequency response (30-18,000 Hz ±3dB with chrome or metal tape).

To eliminate a common problem on other manufacturers' three head decks, we've increased our tape-to-head contact. This maintains constant output and high frequency response. At .045% (WRMS), wow and flutter has practically been engineered out. Signal-to-noise is an outstanding 65dB.

Not to mention Kenwood's Double Dolby** for true monitoring right off the tape for extreme accuracy in recording.

At Kenwood, we think that metal tape is the future of ultimate-quality recordings. With the KX-1060, you can take full advantage of any metal tape and get the very best performance possible.

See your Kenwood dealer and get your hands on one soon.

Simplified adjustable bias control with built-in oscillator lets you get optimum results with any kind or brand of tape.

KENWOOD

For the Kenwood dealer nearest you, see your Yellow Pages, or write Kenwood, P.O. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90749.

In Canada: Magnasonic Canada, Ltd.

*Nationally advertised value.

Actual prices are established by Kenwood dealers.

**Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
The power output at 1,000 Hz, with both channels driving 8-ohm loads, was 130 watts per channel at clipping. The distortion was a constant 0.003 per cent from 1 to 120 watts, reaching 0.14 per cent at the clipping point. When we drove into 4-ohm loads (for which the amplifier is not specifically rated, although it can drive two pairs of 8-ohm speakers) the distortion was slightly but insignificantly higher, increasing from 0.0036 per cent at 1 watt to a maximum of 0.045 per cent at 100 watts before dropping again to 0.01 per cent between 130 and 170 watts. The 4-ohm power at clipping was 185 watts.

In accordance with our revised test procedure, we also measured the performance of the L-11 amplifier driving 2-ohm loads. The distortion was a constant 0.008 per cent from 1 watt to 100 watts. At the 100-watt test level the speaker-protection fuses blew, since the amplifier was being asked to deliver an output current far beyond its design capabilities.

The 8-ohm HF clipping headroom was 1.14 dB, based on the 130-watt output and the amplifier's rating of 100 watts. The HF dynamic headroom (rated at 2 dB) was measured as 1.93 dB, corresponding to an output of 156 watts for 20 milliseconds out of each half-second period. Into 4 ohms, the dynamic output was 260 watts per channel, and into 2 ohms it was an impressive 341 watts per channel at the clipping point. (This measurement could be made without blowing the fuses because of the short duty cycle of the tone-burst test signal.) No decibel rating can be assigned for these load impedances because the amplifier is rated only into 8 ohms.

The distortion of the L-11 (with 8-ohm loads) was nearly independent of frequency as well as power output. Between 50 and 5,000 Hz, the distortion was 0.0002 and 0.0003 per cent for power outputs from 10 to 100 watts, and even at 20 Hz the full-power distortion was a mere 0.0045 per cent. The high-frequency distortion rose smoothly to a maximum of 0.0087 per cent at 20,000 Hz and 100 watts (it was always less at reduced power outputs). The HF slew factor, which is rated at more than 5, exceeded our measurement limit of 25.

At maximum gain, an input of 13.5 millivolts (mV) at the AUX jacks or 0.19 mV at the phono (MM) inputs was sufficient to drive the amplifier to a reference output of 1 watt. The A-weighted noise level, under HF standard test conditions, was respectively 86.8 inherent accuracy and resolution of our RIAA testing setup). When measured through the inductance of a phono cartridge, the phono response showed a slight, broad rise at frequencies below 10 Hz. The RIAA phono equalization was extremely accurate, varying less than 0.5 dB overall from 20 to 20,000 Hz (it is about the

In spite of its great subtlety, the linear frequency equalizer produces clearly audible effects. It was surprising to find that even a single step of the control made a definite change in the audio quality, even though it boosted the highs by 1 dB at most and reduced the lows by the same amount (or vice versa). Although Lux certainly did not intend their equalizer to do the same job as conventional tone controls, we found it to be at least as useful. Most tone controls, if misused (or badly designed), can easily destroy the frequency balance of a program and wipe out the best efforts of a speaker designer or a recording engineer. Lux's linear frequency equalizer approach, however, can never do injury to either. We occasionally found that we preferred one or another of its settings, but as a rule it could be left in the "flat" position and forgotten, just as we do with any tone control. A similar situation exists with respect to the low boost; it can be heard, and with some speakers or programs it might be beneficial. Having speakers with adequate bass response, we rarely, if ever, heard any benefit from the slight added "bottom" contributed by this feature.

As the test results show, the Luxman L-11 is a "state-of-the-art" amplifier in every sense of that overworked phrase. Together with its elegance of design, this could partly justify its considerable price. Intrigued by the weight of the amplifier, we removed its cover and found that much of that weight was in the toroidal power transformer and the massive heat sink, which between them also occupied a large part of the space within the unit. Both these items are costly as well as heavy. In addition, we saw other reasons for the high price of the amplifier. It has considerably more wiring than is usual, much of it in the form of extensive runs of shielded cables between the amplifier, we removed its cover and found that much of that weight was in the toroidal power transformer and the massive heat sink, which between them also occupied a large part of the space within the unit. Both these items are costly as well as heavy. In addition, we saw other reasons for the high price of the amplifier. It has considerably more wiring than is usual, much of it in the form of extensive runs of shielded cables between speakers or programs it might be beneficial. Having speakers with adequate bass response, we rarely, if ever, heard any benefit from the slight added "bottom" contributed by this feature.
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It's simple. Just get into Technics SU-8011 stereo amplifier, ST-8011 AM/FM stereo tuner and SH-8010 stereo frequency equalizer. You'll get a lot of performance out of them, without pouring a lot of money into them.

Try our SU-8011 amplifier on for size. You'll get a lot more than 25 watts RMS per channel, into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no more than 0.08% total harmonic distortion. A lot more. Like 13,600 microfarads worth of high-capacitance filtering for plenty of reserve power. Like a two-stage direct-coupled phono equalizer with the kind of S/N ratio (80 dB) that doesn't know the meaning of noise. And if fast-acting LED peak-power indicators that let your eyes share the performance your ears hear.

With our ST-8011 AM/FM stereo tuner, your eyes get in on the act, too. Take its tuning indicator for example. It not only tells you what station you're tuned to, it also tells you how well you're receiving it. Two green LEDs indicate ideal signal strength, while one LED tells you the stereo quieting level is at least 50 dB. You also get a frequency response of 2 Hz to 15 kHz (+1, -2 dB) and a 50 dB stereo quieting sensitivity of 38.6 dB.

But whether you're listening to your favorite station or your favorite records, our SH-8010 stereo frequency equalizer will let you make the most of each. By dividing the audio range into 5 bands with each center frequency set 1.6 octaves apart, you can tailor the sound to match your speakers, your room and your own taste. You can also add tops to the highs, bottoms to the lows, or vice versa, by as much as 12 dB.

Technics SU-8011 amp, ST-8011 tuner and SH-8010 equalizer. It's as easy to get into their performance as it is to keep out of debt.

How to get into the performance of separates without getting into debt.
Threshold

Early in 1976 Threshold introduced the 800A, incorporating the first dynamic class A bias for increased efficiency. This patented concept quickly brought attributes of an amplifier's operating mode to the forefront of attention. Now, four years later, JVC, SAE, Technics, and others are promoting their circuits that achieve, as did the 800A, more efficient class A transfer functions.

During these four years, Threshold has developed an entirely new technology characterized by virtual elimination, at the source, of those conditions that cause a tube, transistor or FET to operate in a nonlinear fashion.

Moving beyond a "class" designation, the Threshold STASIS principle is the genesis for amplifiers whose signal processing integrity can be considered without error. The STASIS 1 is the first of these amplifiers and provides, without recourse to loop feedback, an unprecedented level of signal integrity.

The term STASIS is derived from the amplifier's unique configuration in which both current and voltage parameters are virtually unchanging for signal-bearing transistors. A condition of STASIS.

Since all the nonlinearities of a gain device result from fluctuating voltage and/or current, holding these factors in STASIS turns such a device into a perfect system.

STASIS 1

power amplifier

The STASIS 1 continues Threshold's position at the leading-edge of audio technology and firmly establishes the commitment to products embodying the most advanced concepts.

CIRCLE NO. 74 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For detailed information on all products in the Threshold line, contact one of the authorized dealers listed, or write:

Threshold Corporation
1832 Tribute Road, Suite E
Sacramento, California 95815

Threshold products are available in Canada through Threshold Audio Ltd.
We doubt that anyone who is ready to spend $1,000 or so for a moderately powerful integrated amplifier will be too concerned about these manufacturing details, nor should they be. This is a beautiful product, equally impressive on the test bench, in a music system, or when exposed to full view. These qualities are consistent with its refined, subtle control functions. The Luxman Model L-11 will not make poor program material sound better, but in company with other quality components it will certainly do justice to the finest recordings.

Circle 143 on reader service card

---

Acoustique 3A
Andante
Speaker System

The Andante loudspeaker is manufactured in France and distributed in North America by Acoustique 3A International, Inc. of Montreal, Canada. The woofer of the compact, high-performance, three-way system is driven by a built-in 150-watt amplifier, and there is bridge-derived, negative-feedback control of the cone movement. When the speaker is driven, its impedance changes dynamically, and the balance of the bridge is altered so that it gives an error-signal output voltage. This signal is amplified and then integrated twice in order to make it correspond electrically to an acoustic-pressure speaker-output signal. It is subsequently fed back to the input of the built-in power amplifier that drives the woofer.

The process is considerably more complex than we have described, but in essence the amplifier and feedback arrangement is designed to force the 8½-inch-diameter woofer cone to behave like an ideal radiator without regularities normally associated with a dynamic speaker. The input signal is amplified only in the bass range, up to 400 Hz, where there is a conventional passive (12-dB-per-octave) crossover to a 2-inch dome-type mid-range radiator. At 6,000 Hz there is a similar crossover to a planar tweeter whose flat plastic diaphragm has a ribbon conductor bonded to it, like the conductors in a printed circuit board. It is suspended in a powerful magnetic field, and when a current is passed through the "voice coil," the diaphragm surface is driven uniformly, radiating its sound output through a group of narrow slits in the metal front plate. The tweeter response is rated at 5,000 to 45,000 Hz ± 2 dB, with high sensitivity and the ability to handle as much as 60 watts of input without damage or excessive distortion. The Andante is a relatively efficient system, rated for use with amplifiers delivering from 5 to 100 watts per channel. The nominal impedance of the Andante system is 8 ohms.

Like some other feedback speakers, the Andante does not depend on the usual relationship between enclosure volume and woofer parameters to determine the low-frequency response. The woofer enclosure is only large enough to hold the speaker itself (plus the sound-absorbing material that lines the inside of the cabinet). Most of the available cabinet volume is devoted to the electronic section, whose metal "chassis" forms the back plate of the cabinet and also serves as a heat-radiating surface for the power output transistors. The Andante is meant to be plugged into a 120-volt a.c. power source, which can be "live" at all times. Its amplifier is turned on by the presence of any signal at the speaker terminals, and it shuts off automatically about 2 minutes after the signal ceases. A small pilot light can be seen through the black grille cloth when the speaker system is on.

The Andante speaker system is 18 inches high, 12 inches wide, and 8 inches deep. Its wooden cabinet is finished in walnut veneer. The slightly curved grille is easily removed, revealing the speakers and a knob that adjusts the drive to its internal bass amplifier when the system is used with a high-power external amplifier. On the metal rear panel of the speaker is a four-position switch that adjusts the woofer level relative to the other drivers to compensate for speaker placement in corners or against a wall and on the floor or in a mid-wall position. A pair of narrow slits in the rear of the woofer enclosure provide an acoustical resistance as part of thewoofer loading (they do not radiate any sound and are not analogous to the port in a vented system). Despite its small size, the Andante is surprisingly heavy, weighing 48 pounds. The suggested retail price is $829 per speaker.

Laboratory Measurements. The Andante speakers were placed about 3 feet off the floor and close to the back wall of the room. The smoothness in the reverberant field of the room was spliced to a close-miked woofer output and the input of the built-in power amplifier that drives the woofer.

The Andante's smooth response to 1,000 Hz was 5 to 7 dB at frequencies above 1,000 Hz, since the manufacturer claims a response to 20,000 Hz. Our measurements extended to 40,000 Hz, above 20,000 Hz, but the Andante's output was quite strong to about 30,000 Hz, even in the reverberant field some 12 feet from the speakers.

The directivity of the planar tweeter was visible in our response curves as a difference between the left and right speaker outputs (the latter being about 30 degrees off axis, the former in an on-axis measurement). The difference was 5 to 7 dB at frequencies above 11,000 or 12,000 Hz, which is not unusual among the speakers we have tested although those with very wide dispersion usually do not show any significant difference between left and right speakers. We also observed a measurable absorption of high frequencies by the grille cloth, amounting to about 1 or 2 dB in the range from 7,000 to 15,000 Hz. (Continued overleaf)
The overall frequency response of the Andante in our measurement environment was within ±3 dB from 40 to 20,000 Hz, which is excellent by any standards. The system sensitivity was high, so that an input of 2.83 volts of random noise in an octave centered at 1,000 Hz produced a 90-DB sound-pressure level at a distance of 1 meter from the speaker (this was really a measurement of the midrange driver alone, since neither the woofer nor the tweeter contributes any useful output at that frequency).

With a 2.83-volt input (1 watt into 8 ohms) the woofer distortion rose from about 1 per cent at 100 Hz to a maximum of about 5 per cent in the 27- to 45-Hz range, reaching 8 per cent at 25 Hz. A tenfold increase in driving power resulted in much higher distortion at all frequencies, increasing from 2 per cent at 100 Hz to 20 per cent at 50 Hz. However, because of the high efficiency of the Andante system, a 1-watt drive signal produced a very loud listening level.

The impedance characteristic of the Andante is unlike that of other speakers because the woofer is effectively isolated from the external amplifier by its own built-in amplifier. Starting from about 600 ohms at 20 Hz, the impedance dropped steadily to a minimum of about 6 ohms at 2,000 Hz, rose to 18 ohms at 7,000 Hz, and fell again to 8 ohms at 20,000 Hz. The external driving amplifier really "sees" only the midrange and treble drivers and supplies negligible power at frequencies under 500 Hz. The tone-burst response of the system was very good at all frequencies.

An input signal of only 15 millivolts at 1,000 Hz was sufficient to turn on the speaker’s built-in amplifier, and about 2 minutes after the signal was removed the speaker turned itself off silently and unobtrusively (the audibility of the turn-on depends on the characteristics of the driving amplifier; usually we heard no more than a soft thump). After a period of operation, even at low levels, the metal plate on the back of the speaker became quite warm. When we drove the speakers hard (a very natural way to operate them, because of the superb way they handled high-level signals without distortion) the back plate became too hot to touch comfortably for more than a second or two (though not so hot as to be a hazard to person or property).

**Comment.** It is difficult to be totally objective about the sound of the Andante system. If one did not know its size, the impression would certainly be of an exceptionally smooth, integrated sound, clean and unusually free of distortion or strain at any level. Without a doubt a blindfolded listener would estimate the size of the speaker to be many times its true size. It simply sounds big and there seems to be no practical limit to how loud it can play!

Actually, of course, it does have its limits, but we were never able to reach them with a 200-watt-per-channel amplifier. We never blew anything out, nor did we ever hear a sign of overload distortion from the speakers except when we deliberately overdrove the woofers with organ-pedal material plus heavy bass boost so as to hear for ourselves what happened when the speaker’s amplifier reached its limits (which occurs before the woofer itself is in jeopardy). This brutal treatment was suggested by the importer as a demonstration of the ruggedness of his product. We were convinced! The sound at overload, incidentally, is unmistakably unpleasant and is not likely to be encountered in any practical listening situation.

The Andante had an astonishing impact, particularly on transient sounds such as bass drums. The effect is as much physical as audible, and it is difficult to credit it to a box of this size. No speaker with a 0.6-cubic-foot internal volume has any business sounding like a room-filling monster, but this one does, and it also manages to sound more "natural" than most large systems we have heard.

To our surprise, the background-hiss level (from records and FM) was audibly lower through the Andante than with several other speakers with which we compared it. All of them had excellent measured high-frequency response, not unlike that of the Andante, but the difference in subjective hiss level was striking. We don’t have a definitive explanation for this effect, but it certainly does not involve any lack of highs.

Lengthy attempts to describe the sound of this speaker (or any other) would be fruitless. You may or may not prefer its sound to that of some other favorite speaker, and in any case it would probably sound different in your room than in ours. We can only say that in respect to clarity, smoothness, wide frequency range, and the ability to play at prodigious levels without distortion, the Acoustique 3A Andante is one of the top speaker systems on the market.

Unfortunately, no properly assembled English-language instruction booklet was supplied with our test speakers (most of the material is in French). Without guidance from the importer, we probably would not have been able to appreciate the special qualities (or limitations) of this remarkable speaker. We also found that the signal-sensing switch of the Andante can be turned on by a high-level r.f. field such as exists near a transmitting antenna. When we keyed our amateur radio transmitter (about 200 watts on 7 MHz), it turned on the speakers and produced some annoying sounds from the rectified r.f. signal. If this should happen to you, it might be necessary to switch off the primary power to the speakers when they are not in use (and possibly to add r.f. filters in the line from the amplifier to the speaker at the speaker terminals).

As we see it, the only real drawback of these speakers is their price, which is high by any standard. To be sure, it is not out of line for the sound of the speakers, but it might seem high for an unobtrusive little box that could go unnoticed in many a living room—until it was turned on!
Fill it up with premium.

What premium gasoline can do for your car, premium tape can do for your car stereo.

And there's no finer premium tape than Maxell.

Every type of Maxell tape is designed to give you the widest frequency response, the highest possible signal-to-noise ratio and virtually no distortion. All of which results in high octane sound.

And to make sure our cassettes don't run out of gas somewhere down the road, we've constructed them to tolerances as much as 60% higher than industry standards. We use the finest high-impact styrene, precision pins, polyester and screws.

Because of this, we believe Maxell makes the world's finest cassettes.

And every year, hundreds of thousands of people who own car stereos are driven to the same conclusion.
TWENTY FANTASTICK YEARS

During the early Sixties in New York, kids from Brooklyn dressed in black turtleneck sweaters filled the coffeehouses of Greenwich Village, singing their songs and reading their poetry to kindred spirits, who were usually kids from Queens dressed in black turtlenecks. Besides these coffeehouse entertainments, the Village also offered a variety of Off-Broadway theaters.

The Off-Broadway season of 1959-1960 featured (in addition to playwright Edward Albee’s debut with The Zoo Story) the opening of The Fantasticks, a small-scale musical that has made theater history by becoming America’s longest-running show and the world’s longest-running musical. When it opened at the tiny 153-seat Sullivan Street Theater, most critics dismissed The Fantasticks. With only nine characters (now eight), it is an intimate play that combines songs by lyricist Tom Jones and composer Harvey Schmidt, has had nearly 8,000 performances in its original theater, and there have been 5,850 other productions in the United States and 262 in fifty-four foreign countries. And yet this year, when I attended the performance that began the show’s twentieth-anniversary season, its freshness and universality were as apparent to me as the longevity.

The Fantasticks has had nearly 8,000 performances in its original theater, and there have been 5,850 other productions in the United States and 262 in fifty-four foreign countries. And yet this year, when I attended the performance that began the show’s twentieth-anniversary season, its freshness and universality were as apparent to me as the time I first saw it fourteen years ago.

The plot is simple. Two doting fathers have erected a wall between their properties to ensure that the son of one of them and the daughter of the other will fall in love. El Gallo, a villain for hire, is commissioned to stage the Girl’s abduction, giving the Boy the opportunity to do battle and become her hero. Their innocence and illusions fade away as the narrator/villain guides the young couple down the sad road to mature wisdom.

The original cast, including Jerry Orbach as El Gallo, Rita Gardner as the Girl, Kenneth Nelson as the Boy, William Larsen as the Boy’s Father, and Hugh Thomas as the Girl’s Father, have since moved on. In fact, since those early days, the entire cast at the Sullivan has turned over more than twenty times. Word Baker still directs, Julian Stein continues as musical director, and Lorre Noto, the original producer, remains in that role and now also plays the Boy’s Father.

It was Noto who held the musical together in those early days of lukewarm critical reception and losses at the box office. He sank his last penny into the production and rounded up the fifty-six other investors whose initial $16,500 has since earned a net profit of $1,847,500 (that’s over 10,000 per cent). Noto also persuaded a number of celebrities to support the show by endorsing it and talking about it. Movie star Esther Williams even worked as an usher one evening in order to see a sold-out performance.

To commemorate the twentieth-anniversary season of The Fantasticks at the end of this summer, MGM rereleased the original-cast album (SE-3872) in special repackaging. The recording has been continuously available since 1960 (same label, same serial number), and it has become the best-selling album derived from an Off-Broadway show. The new jacket, which has artwork by composer Schmidt (who also did the cover of the first album), proudly proclaims that The Fantasticks is the longest-running musical in the world. The liner notes have been updated and abbreviated somewhat, and there is a new inside photograph showing the young Jerry Orbach and lyricist Tom Jones himself (then billed as Thomas Bruce) in the role of the Actor.

The container may be new, but the thing contained is vintage 1960, as heady and bubbly as when it was first recorded. Among the thirteen songs are two that have become standards—Try to Remember and Soon It’s Gonna Rain—and the lilting, beautiful They Were You Should have become one. Like the plot and staging of The Fantasticks, the orchestration of the score is simple and effective, using only piano, harp, bass, percussion, and cello. From the opening piano chords to the vocal finale, this record is an anniversary present that not only entertains, but also moves the listener in some inner place that current shows rarely reach for and almost never touch. The poetry may be gone from those Greenwich Village coffeehouses, but it lives on here, and it’s fantastick.
Super-Dome™

high performance tweeter to match a high performance speaker system.

The Super-Dome tweeter in the new generation of Interface speakers represents an extraordinary development in speaker design. Electro-Voice engineers have developed the first high-performance tweeter capable of matching the high efficiency and extended bass response found in our optimally vented, computer-designed Interface A. Super-Dome has the sonic excellence normally associated with a dome tweeter and the efficiency heretofore found only in cone tweeters — two to four times that found in a standard dome. Plus, its voice coil will withstand a full 25 watts power input long term. That's five times the power handling capacity of other standard dome or cone tweeters.

While the angle of dispersion narrows at high frequencies with conventional tweeters, the high-density Acoustifoam™ lens in Super-Dome helps keep dispersion constant in the upper octaves. Acoustically transparent at lower tweeter frequencies, the lens becomes opaque at higher frequencies, reducing the effective diameter of the radiating surface, thus increasing the angle of dispersion.

The result is the wide, uniform high-frequency dispersion necessary for precise localization of sound, both lateral and front-to-back.

Super-Dome is found in six of seven speakers in the new third-generation Interface line. No matter which model you decide to buy, you are assured of outstanding performance and model-to-model sonic integrity. Our goal remains the same as it was in 1973 when we introduced the first Interface speaker — to offer you a speaker that sounds like music.

Electro-Voice
600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
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CURRENT SPECIALS!

Sansui AU-717
$335.00

Teac A-430
$315.00

Pioneer SX-780
$199.00

Akai GXM-30
$195.00

Kenwood KT-413
WRITE

Technics SLB-3
WRITE

Sony STRV-3
NEW LOW

Marantz SR-1000
CALL

TDK SA C90
$30.00 FOR 10

EVER SEE A BETTER PRICE?
LET US KNOW -- WE'LL TRY
TO BEAT THE DEAL!

BANK CARDS ACCEPTED NOW!! SEND TODAY!!

* WE HANDLE 60 MAJOR LINES OF STEREO COMPONENTS, WRITE FOR PRICE LIST.
* PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

WRITE FOR NEW COMPONENT CATALOG

WEBERN, BERG, AND . . .

The time has long been ripe for the appearance of biographies in English of members of the "Second Viennese School" of composers: Arnold Schoenberg, Alban Berg, Anton von Webern. Though their music has its detractors (there are always detractors; Brahms still has his), it is recognized as some of the most important of our century and has, for better or worse, influenced virtually all music that has succeeded it.

Biographies sometimes throw new light on music, but even when they do not, they give us the man and the background and allow us to compare what we have divined of the composer's personality from his music with what the facts of his life show it to have been. This is no small thing. And so one should welcome unconditionally Hans Moldenhauer's Anton von Webern, A Chronicle of His Life and Work (Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1979, $25) and Karen Monson's Alban Berg (Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1979, $15) as real contributions to our understanding of music in the twentieth century.

One should, that is, but for the peculiar nature of the situation: the relationship of Schoenberg, the teacher, to Berg and Webern, the pupils, seems to defeat the conventional biographical approach. For Schoenberg was more than a conventional teacher to the two. Less so in the case of Berg, more so in the case of Webern. Schoenberg was the pupil-pet master who pulled the strings. Berg would probably never have made it as a professional composer without Schoenberg, and Webern, up to the time Schoenberg was forced to leave Germany, could very nearly not get from one day to the next without his teacher's telling him how to do so.

Schoenberg emerges from the Webern biography as a virtually incomprehensible force of destiny, though encountered only in bits and snatches. Moldenhauer's exhaustive, 800-page book is, naturally, filled with documents; but it is simply not enough to read Webern's missives to Schoenberg without knowing what it was that Schoenberg said, or did, or wrote that set Webern off. The master emerges from the Berg biography as a less mysterious being, but also as less important than, at least for a time, he was. Probably only Schoenberg knew how Berg, a slightly snobbish, highly romantic, and sensitive dilettante, almost overnight became a composer of palpable masterpieces.

And so two major biographical efforts give us only two-thirds of what is, after all, potentially one of the most fascinating stories in musical history. One waits, as with Berg's incomplete Lulu, not so much for the missing piece itself, but for the whole opera, integrated, interpreted, and played out in full.

Of the two books we have, there is little question that Moldenhauer's Webern is the more valuable. It is a work of primary scholarship based on personal contact with Webern's survivors and on all the surviving written material, and it will be the standard source for factual material for all time. Its arrangement (alternating chapters deal with the life, others deal with the works) is perfectly logical for reference, but it makes for confusing and repetitive reading. Webern's personality emerges gradually from the book in all its paradoxical musical sophistication and worldly naivete, and it both reinforces and contradicts what his music seems to say about him. To Webern, to be German was to be right, tradition was everything in music, any authority was better than none, the technical construction of a piece (particularly a twelve-tone piece) was the business of neither the audience nor the performer, but the expression had to be understood absolutely correctly. Such are the things one learns from Moldenhauer, and though evaluation and interpretation are left largely to the reader, the longiloquent factual material coupled with the lacunary music, now available on Columbia M4 35193, puts us in touch with an odd, some-

Karen Monson's Alban Berg is a more readable book than Moldenhauer's, and a more interpretive one, but it brings us less close to Berg than Moldenhauer's brings us to Webern. There is judgment in it and new information (Berg's later love affair, the programmatic nature of the Lyric Suite). But there is also an inconsistency of level, a feeling of hurry, a sense that certain important matters have not been thought through, and, at moments, a contrived style of presentation. It's too bad, really. But Monson does tell the story, and the story is important, as anyone who has heard the music must agree.
THE PHASE 7000 SETS OPTIMUM BIAS/LEVEL/EQ AUTOMATICALLY.

LAB-TESTS EACH TAPE, INCLUDING METAL, AND STORES DATA IN MEMORY

The Phase 7000 is the cassette deck that can get the best out of every tape, because it has a microcomputer that works like a lab technician, testing each tape and making precise recording adjustments.

Every type of tape varies by manufacturer. So each tape needs a different bias, level and equalization setting to minimize distortion and flatten frequency response. Metal tape is so new that bias standards haven’t even been set. So the ordinary 3-position bias controls can’t possibly do it justice.

To make proper adjustments for recording, you’d have to put each tape through a lab test—the same test that’s automatic in the Phase 7000!

MICROSCAN: A MICROCOMPUTER WITH 9 MEMORIES

MicroScan automatically determines optimum bias/level/EQ, and stores this data for 9 different types of tape in its memory. Like a technician, MicroScan applies a test tone to the tape, then varies the bias current over 64 possible steps. It then scans the tape in playback to determine optimum bias with an accuracy of ±0.2dB. It sets optimum level and EQ the same way. You get the most out of Metal, STD, CrO2 and Fe-Cr tapes. And it takes less than 45 seconds.

Once MicroScan has determined the best settings, you can store this data in memory, ready for instant recall. No further scanning is necessary.

ADVANCED TAPE TRANSPORT SYSTEM

To avoid pitch variations, tape must travel at a constant speed. Most cassette decks have just one capstan, and a pressure roller to apply tension to the tape. But tape irregularities cause tension to vary in this system, increasing wow & flutter.

The Phase 7000 solves this problem with two direct drive capstans. The "drive" capstan and the "tension" capstan are looped, so they rotate at precisely the same speed. Tape slack is automatically eliminated before the dual pinch rollers engage. The tape is isolated between the two rollers, so it’s free from external vibrations. This helps keep your music free from pitch variations. And it reduces modulation noise to extremely low levels.

The "drive" capstan’s speed is regulated by a quartz-phase lock loop system that detects any speed variations, and instantly corrects them. Speed drift is less than 0.02%. And wow & flutter drops to an amazingly low -0.03% WRMS.

SPECTACULAR SPECS

The 7000 out-performs all other cassette decks, and rivals the best reel-to-reel. Signal/Noise with Dolby* on is -70dB. Double Dolby allows you to record with Dolby while monitoring Dolby. The 3-head system with Uni-Crystal Ferrite heads achieves a frequency response of 20Hz-20kHz, -20dB with metal tape. The fluorescent meter gives you 24-segment resolution for easy readings from -30dB to +8dB.

If you like the look of these numbers, wait until you hear how they sound.

Contact your Phase Linear audio dealer for a convincing demonstration.

Phase Linear
20121 48th Avenue West, Lynnwood, WA 98036

*Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
At TDK, we're proud of our reputation as the leader in recording tape technology. We got that reputation by paying attention to all the little details other manufacturers sometimes skim over. But there's more to a cassette than just tape. There's a shell to house that tape, and a mechanism that has the function of transporting the tape across the heads. Unless that mechanism does its job evenly and precisely, the best tape in the world won't perform properly, and you won't get all the sound you paid for.

The TDK cassette shell and mechanism are every bit as good as our tape. And when you begin to understand the time and effort we've spent in perfecting them, you'll appreciate that our engineers wouldn't put TDK tape in anything less than the most advanced and reliable cassette available.

The Shell Our precision-molded cassette shells are made by continuously monitored injection molding that creates a mirror-image parallel match, to insure against signal overlap, channel or sensitivity loss from A to B sides. We make these shells from high impact styrene, which resists temperature extremes and sudden stress better than regular styrene or clear plastic.

The Screws Our cassettes use five screws instead of four for warp-free mating of the cassette halves. We carefully torque those screws to achieve computer-controlled stress equilibrium. That way, the shell is impervious to dust, and the halves are parallel to a tolerance of a few microns.

The Liner Sheet Our ingenious and unique bubble liner sheet makes the tape follow a consistent running angle with gentle fingertip-like embossed cushions. It prevents uneven tape winding and minimizes the friction that can lead to tape damage. Also our cassettes will not squeak or squeal during operation.

The Rollers Our guide rollers are flanged, so the tape won't move up and down on its path across the heads. This assures a smooth transport and prevents tape damage.

The Pins In every cassette we make, we use stainless steel roller pins to minimize friction and avert wow and flutter and channel loss. Some other manufacturers "cheat" by using plastic pins in some of their less expensive cassettes. We don't.
The Pressure Pad
Our sophisticated pressure pad maintains tape contact at dead center on the head gap. Our interlocking pin system anchors the pad assembly to the shell and prevents lateral movement of the pad, which could affect sound quality.

The Shield
We use an expensive shield to protect your recordings from stray magnetism that could mar them. Some manufacturers try to "get by" with a thinner, less expensive shield. We don't.

The Window
Our tape checking window is designed to be large enough for you to see all the tape, so you can keep track of your recordings.

The Label
We've even put a lot of thought into the label we put on our cassettes. Ours is made from a special non-blur quality paper. You can write on it with a felt-tip pen, a ballpoint, whatever. Its size, thickness and placement are carefully designed and executed so as not to upset the cassette's azimuth alignment.

The Inspections
When it comes to quality control, TDK goes to extremes. Each cassette is subject to thousands of separate inspections. If it doesn't measure up on every one of these, we discard it. Our zeal may seem extreme, but it is this commitment to quality which allowed us to offer the first full lifetime warranty in the cassette business—more than 10 years ago. In the unlikely event that any TDK cassette ever fails to perform due to a defect in materials or workmanship, simply return it to your local dealer or to TDK for a free replacement. It took guts to pioneer that warranty, but our cassettes have the guts—and the reliability—to back it up.

A Machine for All Your Machines
Now that we've told you how we move our tape, let us remind you about our tape. SA, the first non-chrome high bias cassette, is the reference tape most quality manufacturers use to align their decks before they leave the factory. It's also the number one-selling high bias cassette in America. For critical music recording, it is unsurpassed. AD is the normal bias tape with the "hot high end." It requires no special bias setting, which is why it is the best cassette for use in your car, where highs are hard to come by, as well as at home. Whatever your recording needs, TDK makes a tape that offers the ultimate in sound quality. But it's our super precision shell and mechanism that make sure all that sound gets from our tape to your ears, year after year. TDK Electronics Corp., Garden City, NY 11530

TDK
The machine for your machine.

CIRCLE NO. 70 ON READER SERVICE CARD
FM BROADCAST QUALITY

Why must audiophiles with sophisticated, state-of-the-art, digital-synthesized FM tuners put up with a signal that is inferior to what is possible with current broadcasting technology?

By Robert Orban
If you are a critical listener, you have doubtless heard a difference between a given record played on your turntable and the same record played over FM. The difference may be very subtle or it may be grossly obvious, but rarely will the broadcast version of a disc sound identical to the same disc played at home. What accounts for this difference?

Although a mono FM signal can theoretically embody audio frequencies up to 75 kHz without incurring the wrath of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the stereo-FM system currently used in the United States and many other parts of the world is absolutely limited by the broadcasting technique to a bandwidth of 19 kHz—which is only 1 kHz short of the accepted 20- to 20,000-Hz audio bandwidth. If the broadcaster were to attempt to transmit audio frequencies above 19 kHz, they would come through as a very nasty form of distortion called “aliasing.” The FCC, however, requires only that the FM station be able to broadcast an audio signal reaching up to 15 kHz. So in order to avoid aliasing distortion, every competently designed stereo-FM transmitter has built-in low-pass filters that chop off the high-frequency response somewhere slightly below 19 kHz—usually in the range of 15 to 17 kHz. Ignoring the other factors for the moment, the high-frequency loss produced by the filtering of the broadcast signal can range from the subtle to the inaudible, depending upon the quality of the disc, the playback cartridges, the listener’s speakers, the accuracy of the de-emphasis network in the receiving tuner, and so forth.

Far more important to listening quality than this bandwidth restriction is the problem of multipath distortion. Most people find it inconvenient or impractical to install a highly directional outdoor antenna with rotor and coaxial cable. Those who use the 300-ohm twin-lead folded dipole often supplied with tuners or receivers are usually not getting the full low-distortion performance their units are capable of simply because of the multipath distortion caused by inadequate antenna directivity and orientation. In fact, even simple, easily reoriented “rabbit ears” are preferable to a fixed dipole.

In addition, even the slightest mistracking can make a considerable difference in the distortion of a receiver. This is one reason why some form of automatic frequency control is appearing in new and sophisticated forms in many tuners and receivers. Together with a proper antenna, it guarantees that you will be reproducing the broadcast signal as accurately as possible. And, for the same reason, manufacturers are increasingly turning to digital and crystal-controlled tuning as well.

The Ratings Battle

But what about the real source of the program, the broadcasting policies of the station itself? In the past six or seven years, itself has made the difficult transition from a “class” to a “mass” audience. FM stations, as a group, are at last making money, since the size of the FM audience is finally comparable to (perhaps even greater than) the AM audience.

The amount of money that can be made by an FM station depends on what is known as the “book”—the station’s ratings, as determined by a statistical sampling of the total potential audience. Unsophisticated local advertisers can often be sold on the basis of the broadcast tapes or records for greater “listability,” whatever that may mean to the engineer inflicting it on his listeners. Such tampering with the signal is likely to make the station sound crisper on car radios, table radios, and the ubiquitous portables, but it can also make the signal unbearably strident, piercing, and fatiguing when heard on a high-quality home system. Fortunately, this equalization can sometimes be “undone” in the home— if an octave-band equalizer is part of your setup and you have the skill and inclination to adjust it carefully.

Far more disturbing than equalization, however, is the excessive use of compression and limiting. Unless the compressors or limiters are part of a “complementary” noise-reduction system (such as Dolby or dbx), the damage they do cannot be effectively undone by the listener at home. In addition, broadcast compressors and limiters, particularly those not designed to work with each other, can cause an astonishingly large number of offensive side effects as they operate to make the program sound “louder” by increasing the average modulation level. These include “pumping” (a listener hears the volume level constantly rising and falling), “breathing” (excessive and sudden amplification of tape hiss or surface noise during quiet parts of the music or during pauses), “hole-punching” (a loud transient, like a drum beat, is followed by an instant of low volume and then by another of higher volume), or simply a general impression of sonic unnaturalness or strain.

Although many people in each of a number of categories (age, sex, income level) in a given market area listen to the station, during what time period—and for how long before switching to another station. Demographics, in short, means all the statistical information that goes into helping an advertiser decide just where to spend his money. To both advertiser and broadcaster, FM is a high- ly competitive business.

But what, you ask, does that have to do with audio quality? Simply put, if you are one of those owners who regards a station as a “property” that is designed, like shopping centers or steel mills, to produce maximum profit, then your attitude toward it is likely to be quite different from that of another owner who is interested in broadcast quality, who considers that his license is, in a way, a public trust. The first owner, in the interest of increasing ratings and bettering the appeal of his demographics, will be willing to compromise broadcast quality in order to reach those goals. The second owner will almost certainly be at a commercial disadvantage if his insistence on broadcast quality shapes his audience—in both numbers and kind—in such a way that it is less appealing to advertisers.

The effort to enhance ratings and demographics frequently involves “equalizing” the original tonal balance of the broadcast tapes or records for greater “listability,” whatever that may mean to the engineer inflicting it on his listeners. Such tampering with the signal is likely to make the station sound crisper on car radios, table radios, and the ubiquitous portables, but it can also make the signal unbearably strident, piercing, and fatiguing when heard on a high-quality home system. Fortunately, this equalization can sometimes be “undone” in the home— if an octave-band equalizer is part of your setup and you have the skill and inclination to adjust it carefully.

Far more disturbing than equalization, however, is the excessive use of compression and limiting. Unless the compressors or limiters are part of a “complementary” noise-reduction system (such as Dolby or dbx), the damage they do cannot be effectively undone by the listener at home. In addition, broadcast compressors and limiters, particularly those not designed to work with each other, can cause an astonishingly large number of offensive side effects as they operate to make the program sound “louder” by increasing the average modulation level. These include “pumping” (a listener hears the volume level constantly rising and falling), “breathing” (excessive and sudden amplification of tape hiss or surface noise during quiet parts of the music or during pauses), “hole-punching” (a loud transient, like a drum beat, is followed by an instant of low volume and then by another of higher volume), or simply a general impression of sonic unnaturalness or strain.

After such a list of horrors, it may come as a surprise that 1, along with other things working in the broadcast field, feel that compression and limiting, if applied correctly and in moderation, can often increase FM listening enjoyment even on quality component systems. It is unfortunate for listeners
that in the early Sixties a line of commercial compression/limiting equipment for FM broadcasting was introduced that became extremely popular—and that it was capable of producing absolutely hideous results if overdriven or misadjusted. Much of today’s prejudice against compression and limiting can be blamed on this equipment, even though it was in many ways a significant improvement over preceding designs. The list of compressor/limiter sins against the signal include none which cannot be dealt with by competent design and by restraint on the part of station managers and operating engineers. The use of 6 to 10 dB of combined compression and limiting can be made extremely subtle as far as its effect on the ear is concerned. And when the low-level passages in music are increased in volume 6 to 10 dB they can be heard much more comfortably in an automobile (typically a very noisy environment) as well as at moderate volumes in the home.

Most people in the United States play the radio as a background for other activities (Europeans, oddly enough, tend to use their radios for serious listening far more than Americans do, perhaps because records are comparatively so much more expensive there than they are here). It is, of course, important to take this simple fact into account, and a sensitive broadcaster will vary the amount of compression and limiting according to the type of music being played (more for obvious background music or Top-40 hits, less for “album-oriented” rock or concert music) and even according to the time of day (more compression should be used in daytime, when background listening is likely to be the case, less in the evening, when concentrated, serious listening is going on).

Pre-emphasis “Curse”

Considerable concern has been expressed in recent years over the effects of the 75-microsecond pre-emphasis required by the Federal Communications Commission for all FM broadcasts. Basically, this means that stations are required by law to provide a specific treble boost before transmission; when the complementary built-in treble rolloff in the listener’s receiver restores flat response, it simultaneously reduces high-frequency transmission noise by about 11 dB.

The problem is that in 1947, when the rule was introduced, records and tapes had very little high-frequency content by today’s standards. The 75-microsecond high-frequency boost could therefore be accommodated without overmodulating the transmitter (which can cause interference with adjacent stations and/or receiver distortion). Unfortunately, today’s records have so much high-frequency energy that if they were to be broadcast “as is,” the 75-microsecond boost could easily produce illegal overmodulation.

The broadcaster has three basic means of dealing with this problem. The first is simply turning down the overall level (the average modulation) of his audio signal to accommodate the greater high-frequency energy. Because of intense market competition, however, most broadcasters would be appalled at the prospect of (in their view) thus emasculating the signal, of deliberately making it less loud than that of their competitors.

The second means of accommodating the treble boost is clipping. This is similar to the clipping that takes place in an overdriven amplifier, and it involves chopping off the high-frequency peaks that would otherwise cause overmodulation. Like amplifier clipping, this process can cause harmonic and intermodulation distortion, but the audible effect is not as severe because the receiver’s subsequent de-emphasis of the treble rolls off the spurious high-frequency harmonics. Although IM distortion is audible (the sound becomes rather “gritty”) when clipping is excessive, it is usually masked psychoacoustically if it is present to only a moderate degree.

The third way of dealing with the pre-emphasis problem is high-frequency limiting. This involves introducing a dynamic high-frequency filter into the audio chain. Unlike a scratch filter, which has fixed characteristics, the dynamic high-frequency filter reacts to the content of the program material: when little high-frequency energy is present, no filtering occurs; when large amounts of high-frequency energy are present, the filter cuts down on the highs sufficiently to prevent transmitter overmodulation. Although such limiters don’t introduce audible harmonic or IM distortion if properly designed, they can cause audible dulling of the program, particularly when they are the sole means of overmodulation control.

These, then, are the problems of the FM broadcaster who uses audio processing. He walks a tightrope, balancing the audiophile’s concerns against those of the larger audience that listens on technically inferior equipment. His signal must be loud enough to compete with others on the band, yet it must retain enough dynamic range that musical values are not totally destroyed. And he must do this while looking over his shoulder at his ratings and their effect, positive or negative, on his advertisers.

Is there a way out of this dilemma? Fortunately, there is. Continuing research in the area of broadcast equipment and particularly into the design of compressors and limiters has resulted in equipment that offers exciting promise of improved FM-broadcast quality for the Eighties (see accompanying box on the Optimod-FM audio processing system). It comes at a time when other FM developments, in particular the new Public Broadcasting Satellite program, are about to add a whole new dimension to an activity that has fascinated Americans for over half a century now.

OPTIMOD-FM AND DOLBY PROCESSING

About three years ago, Orban Associates introduced a new FM audio-processing unit designed to solve many of the problems associated with previous processing techniques. This device, which is called Optimod-FM, is, in effect, a complete system containing the functions of five separate devices: compressor, limiter, high-frequency limiter, clipper, and stereo multiplexer generator. By using the system, the listener gets the best of all of these signal processors can be optimized for maximum effectiveness and compatibility.

One particular aspect of the system is worth noting: the available compression using Optimod-FM is limited to a maximum of 15 dB, which assures that a station cannot overcompress the program. In addition, careful psychoacoustical “tuning” of the dynamic characteristics of the compressor/limiter circuits virtually eliminates the irritating audible effects that prejudiced so many musically sensitive people against audio compression in FM broadcasting.

The pre-emphasis problem has been dealt with by combining high-frequency limiting and clipping in such a way as to exploit the advantages of both. The high-frequency limiter is actually a program-controlled, variable pre-emphasis filter followed by a clipper; the filter applies only as much high-frequency rolloff as is required to reduce the pre-emphasis...
The Outlook

The foregoing discussion has focused on signal processing at the station, which is the single most important factor in determining audio quality. However, the recent availability of broadcast-type (which is to say switchable and rapid-start) turntables and phonographs with superlative performance, plus a general upgrading of broadcast tape-cartridge performance, and the general application of modern low-noise, low-distortion electronics to areas other than signal processing also help the revolution along; the improvements in these areas can easily be heard on the air.

The broadcasting trade magazine, Broadcast Management/Engineering, devoted a good part of its October 1977 issue to the article “Audio for the 80’s: A New Standard of Quality,” observing in its introduction that “audio quality will be pushed far upward in the next few years at a rapid rate, an upgrading on a scale unlike anything the industry has known.” After profiling eight “big-time,” quality-oriented FM stations, the article went on to point out that the broadcast hardware needed for such an upgrading is now available to those stations whose management is willing to take advantage of it.

Two or three years ago it seemed that many stations were finally realizing that better radio could improve ratings. And the major myth brought over from AM radio — that a louder signal, regardless of quality, attracts more listeners — appeared to be losing its strength. However, even though perhaps 50 per cent of the FM stations in the United States broadcast with the Optimod-FM system, over the past two years there appears to have been substantial backsliding toward the old AM anything-for-ratings philosophy. The loudness war has escalated, and quality is once again being sacrificed in pursuit of listeners — in many instances by adding other compression devices ahead of the Optimod-FM system. Since excessive signal processing is now the rule in many of the major market areas, the audiophile, even with his sophisticated and expensive state-of-the-art, digital-synthesized FM tuner, is likely to be listening to a signal very much inferior to what is possible with current broadcasting technology. This trend is bound to reverse itself — but when? Is it too much to hope that the new PBS satellite facilities will have a salutary competitive effect on the sound-quality policies of commercial broadcasting?

Robert Orban is chief engineer at Orban Associates, Inc.; perhaps 50 per cent of the FM radio stations in the United States use products that are made by his company.

As most readers are probably aware, the Dolby-B noise-reduction system has been applied to the problem of 75-microsecond pre-emphasis in broadcasting. In this context, it can be considered a high-frequency compressor with characteristics so chosen that they can be precisely "undone" in a complementary manner with a Dolby decoder at the listener's receiver. At the station, the transmitter pre-emphasis is reduced from 75 to 25 microseconds, which increases the high-frequency power-handling capability of the modulation system and also makes the sound acceptable on standard (75-microsecond) receivers not equipped with Dolby-B decoders.

The Optimod-FM system used with Dolby encoding provides a noise reduction of about 5 dB with a Dolby-decoding receiver as compared with normal (non-Dolby) reception. And an increase in high-frequency energy is also heard on some program material in comparison to a properly adjusted Optimod-FM 75-microsecond system without Dolby encoding/decoding. Unfortunately, many stations find that there is a price to be paid for the advantages of the Dolby-B FM system: if the station's signal has been compressed to the point that the Dolby encoder (which operates on low-level high frequencies) is never activated, then listeners will hear a substantially duller sound on non-Dolby receivers than the sound of identical program material not Dolby encoded. This situation has caused many broadcasters to resist adoption of Dolby-FM broadcasting, but this resistance can be expected to decrease when sufficient numbers of Dolby-equipped receivers exist to make Dolby listeners a significant portion of the total audience — demographics rears its ugly head again! Although it is ordinarily used without contemplation, the Dolby-FM system requires a "transmitter-protection limiter" to prevent operator error from overmodulating the transmitter. Unfortunately, conventional limiters can degrade the quality of the Dolby-FM transmission. The Optimod-FM unit was designed (with the assistance of Dolby Labs) to interface correctly with a Dolby-FM broadcast encoder at the broadcaster's option. When Dolby is employed with Optimod-FM, another 2 to 3 dB of noise reduction can be obtained because the more precise over-modulation control provided by Optimod-FM permits a higher average level without increased compression.

Some broadcasters have incorrectly perceived Optimod-FM and Dolby-FM as rival systems. However, they do different jobs and are perfectly compatible and complementary: using the two together can result in optimum noise reduction and optimum audio quality.

— R.O.
Do you know Alfredo Tucci's *Rato Interessu*? No? The touching story is set in the Italian quarter of Louisville (Kentucky). Alfredo wants to buy wall-to-wall carpeting for Angelina but can't afford the interest rate on the loan. Outraged, Perugino the carpet seller heads to Washington singing the famous "Businessman's Lament" aria. There he meets his arch-rival Luigi, president of World Wide Wallets of Geneva. Perugino is afraid that if the interest rate isn't lowered his business will fail, but Luigi tells the American leaders that if they don't raise the interest rate the dollar will suffer abroad. What a conflict! What lyricism, what dramatic intensity!

If you happened to tune in to National Public Radio's *All Things Considered* one afternoon a couple of months ago you would...

Would you like to have high-quality stereo-FM programs available to you from any part of the country instead of just your own locality? Until recently there was not much chance of that, since FM signals reach no further than "line-of-sight." Well, it's going to be happening, perhaps by the time you read this.

One of the organizations involved in the new transmission system that is needed to achieve long-distance FM is National Public Radio (NPR), originators of noncommercial radio broadcasts. NPR is to radio what PBS (Public Broadcasting System) is to television, and it is made up of a network of about two hundred noncommercial radio stations that provide a variety of programming to their respective localities. Until now the only interconnections have been via a narrow-band telephone line (voice-frequency quality only, and used for news programming), and the U.S. Postal Service (used to mail tapes of other broadcast material around the country).
Actually, we've heard that touching melodrama—not a joke at all, but an amusing and effective way of illustrating a point about the economy. It's the sort of thing that National Public Radio does, and does well. This opera parody on a news program is a perfectly sensible conjunction for a broadcasting service that provides both culture and information in a creative way. Public radio is the FM equivalent of public television, but, with a fraction of the funds, it has far outstripped its more glamorous sister medium in terms of liveliness and originality.

If this sounds like an unabashed plug for public radio, it is. Don't expect objectivity in this corner. I've been working at National Public Radio for the past two years, producing a variety of things from short commentaries to full-length original operas, and I like it. I had previously put in some of the best years of my life—as a part of the Sixties—as music director of one of the Pacifica group of noncommercial, listener-supported radio stations (WBAl in New York), and it was a very idealistic place. When I left in 1972, Pacifica had begun a long, slow decline, and I never expected to return to broadcasting on a regular basis. But National Public Radio has picked up the torch.

Public radio in this country is actually two things. It is, first of all, almost a thousand nonprofit FM stations scattered around the country; their broadcast power ranges from 5 or 10 watts to over 100,000 watts. It is also NPR, National Public Radio, a Washington-based programming and coordinating agency supported mostly by tax dollars. About 230 stations qualify for NPR membership by virtue of size, hours on the air, and professional staff. Public funding for these stations and for NPR comes through the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB), which also supports public television and is in turn funded by Congress. This complex and costly system was set up to minimize political interference; both CPB and NPR are, in theory, private entities supported by public funds. Clear?

Curiously, this system has humstrung public television (which has no national program service) but not radio. This has something to do with the general resurgence of radio as an entertainment medium, but it is also due to its far lower cost and to some enlightened direction from the top. Frank Mankiewicz, author, journalist, former Kennedy aide, and current president of NPR, has a simple formula for making it work: find talented, creative people and give them elbow room. "I really do believe that radio is the newer, younger medium today," says Mankiewicz. "People with talent and creative ideas about broadcasting come into public radio because there isn't any other place for them to go."

But in January 1979, the Federal Communications Commission gave its approval to NPR for another interconnection: the linking of their stations via satellite. Construction of the system began in May and will take about one year to complete, though partial service is scheduled (as of this writing) to be available about October 1. The stations involved will be able to pick up not only the "feed" from the Main Origination Terminal (MOT) in Virginia (near Washington), but also programs from fifteen other NPR stations to be equipped as Regional Origination Terminals in selected cities coast-to-coast. Eventually, each NPR station will be able to choose the program it wants from a wide variety of material from all the country, not just a single program as in current commercial radio and television. The stations with satellite transmitting capability (as well as the MOT) are known as "uplinks." They will not communicate directly with each other but, via a (very) low-distance microwave relay system, stations will be able to talk to each other. This is Western Union Telegraph Company's Westar I satellite.

One of the purposes of this system is improvement of the transmission quality of NPR's distribution to permit high-fidelity transmission of both monaural and stereo programs. This could result in the audio bandwidth of the system is 15,000 Hz throughout. It is estimated that the cost of construction of the ground terminals and MOT will be $18.2 million, the bulk of which will be provided by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB).

Terms of CPB's seven-year contract with Western Union for its satellite service call for the use of two leased program channels initially. Because the left and right sides of a stereo program in this system are handled separately rather than being multiplexed as in standard broadcast practice (though actual broadcasting remain unchanged), this means one stereo or two mono channels. By the end of 1979 four channels should be operational for four mono, two stereo, or one quad transmission—or various combinations of them. CPB also has options that permit increasing the service to twelve or, if the demand should warrant, twenty channels. Leasing of additional channels will also be permitted by the contract should the need arise, such as for special events, elections, and the like. One of the more interesting opportunities presented by the new system will be joint public-radio/public-television simulcasts. The audio of many PBS television programs will become available on NPR in stereo and even, possibly, in a quadraphonic format.

The Westar I satellite is in orbit; a distance above the earth where the centrifugal force of its own rotation about the earth is exactly balanced by the pull of the earth's gravity. The satellite is in the plane of the earth's equator, transmitting at 22,300 miles. The satellite's transponder receives the signal, converts it to 4 GHz, and transmits it back to earth. The program material is impressed on the microwave carriers by ordinary frequency modulation.

The antenna used at each NPR ground station will be a parabolic (dish) reflector with a diameter of 4.5 meters. Specialized isolation techniques permit using the same antenna for both transmitting and receiving purposes.

Finally, this system of broadcasting by satellite will not be exclusive to National Public Radio. As reported in Stereo Review's "Bulletin" in August, station WFMT in Chicago will be the first station to have its entire program schedule distributed nationally by satellite. The satellite in this case is RCA's Salcom I, and distribution is handled by United Video, Inc., of Tulsa. This system, however, will not be going to local radio stations but to cable systems whose subscribers will have the options of having their cable hooked up to FM as well as TV receivers. Also planning their own variations on this use of satellites are the Mutual Broadcasting System, the AP and UPI news services, and Muzak.

In most parts of the world, all radio is government-owned and operated. And there was a time even in this country when the question of broadcasting was in doubt; that old radical-socialist Herbert Hoover himself supported public ownership of the airwaves! In the end, however, there was only public regulation of private enterprise; the government stayed out of the broadcasting business. Nevertheless, public radio in this country is almost as old as broadcasting itself. Station WHA, still a leader, was established at the University of Wisconsin in 1919. To this day, many, if not most, of the public broadcasting stations are university affiliated. "Educational broadcasting" is what it used to be called until the late 1960s. That was when the Carnegie Commission recommended that Congress create the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and get public radio and television established on a national basis. Starting operations in 1970, NPR is now producing between fifty and fifty-five hours of programs a week, mostly distributed to member stations by phone lines or on tape. This system will change dramatically in 1980 when the whole public-radio system "goes satellite."

The heart of broadcasting is, of course, programming—software, not hardware—and the list of current and future offerings is so impressive that it would be worth a bit of time (Continued overleaf)
and space. Besides All Things Considered— one and a half hours, on weekdays, an hour on weekends, of literate, informative, enter- taining news and features—NPR is about to inaugurate a daily two-hour morning news service. (NPR will also broadcast the SALT-II ratification debates from the U.S. Senate, only the second time radio broad- casts have emanated from the floor of that august chamber. The first? The Panama Ca- nal treaty debates on—right—National Public Radio.)

• Drama? Masterpiece Radio Theater, pro- duced at WGBH in Boston, offers BBC and original American productions. Earplay, from Madison, Wisconsin, produces new American plays, some of which have gone from public radio to Broadway (Arthur Ko- pit’s Wings, for example). There’s a story- telling festival produced by WNYC in New York and The Spider’s Web, a children’s story series, from WGBH. But the most un- likely project, and the one most likely to gain national attention, is a thirteen-week science fiction series called—no kidding—Star Wars. And it is no cheap rip-off: the original movie people are involved in it in a serious way, and so is the BBC, which has put up half the money.

• Music? You bet. Some people think that Jazz Alive with Billy Taylor is the best jazz show in the country; it’s “live on tape,” and the current lineup includes Milt Tormé, Gerry Mulligan, Max Roach, Archie Shepp, El- vine Jones, and a host of younger talents. Folk Festival USA similarly travels all over the country finding performers and per- formances to broadcast: the New Lost City Ramlers, the Western Regional Folk Festi- val, the Indiana Old Time Musicians Gather- ing, the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Fes- tival, Stefan Grossman and John Ren- bourne, the Arkansas Folk Festival, the Chieftains, the Horseshoe Bend Bluegrass Festival .... well, you get the idea.

• Classical music? Of course. A large per- centage of the public radio stations in this country are essentially devoted to classical music—fine arts” stations, they like to call them. Much of the local programming is, of course, recorded music, but NPR’s network programs are virtually all live on tape. Here’s some of this season’s line-up:

The third complete San Francisco Opera season broadcasts include a Guiseppe with Luciano Pavarotti and Renata Scotto (the first time in these roles for both); a triple bill consisting of Poulenc’s La Voix Humaine with Magda Olivero, Dallapiccola’s Il Pri- gioniero, and Puccini’s Gianni Schicchi with Giuseppe Taddei; a Flying Dutchman with Simon Estes; Rossini's Tancred with Mar- lyn Horne; Roberto Devereux with Montser- rat Caballe; a Forza del Destino with Leon- tyne Price and Martti Talvela; a Cosi Fan Tutte with Thomas Stewart and Pilar Loren- gar; The Girl of the Golden West with Carol Nebbett and Placido Domingo; and an Elek- tra with Leonie Rysenek and Christa Lud- wig. If all that isn’t enough, there will be three productions of the Vienna Opera (the Bernstein Fidelio and a Figaro and an Ariadne directed by Karl Böhm) live from the Kennedy Center.

Orchestral concerts include the Los An- geles Philharmonic under Giulini, the Cin- cinnati and Indianapolis Symphonies under John Nelson, the Berlin Philharmonic under Antal Dorati, the Berlin Radio Sym- phon under Erich Leinsdorf, the Polish Chamber Orchestra, and radio orchestras from Stuttgart, Finland, Denmark, and the Netherlands. There are recitals by Lazar Berman, the Smetana Trio, the New York Vocal Arts Ensemble, and the Concord String Quartet (which will play all six quar- tets of George Rochberg, including the three written and named for the Concord). There is a whole week of programming recorded in

Cuba in conjunction with the fifty-fifth anni- versary of the Havana Philharmonic (now known as the Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional de Cuba). The American Music Sampler has a series on the American popular song with Alec Wilder and friends (they include Mabel Mercer, Thelma Carpenter, Barbara Lea, and the late Teddi King) as well as contempor- ary and avant-garde workers by younger composers. There are thirteen programs about the concert guitar, with an impressive list of performers, and both the Friedheim and Rockefeller Foundation competitions (chamber-music composition and voice, re- spectively) from Kennedy Center. And, oh yes, two theater operas—Civilization and Its Discontents and The Passion of Simple Simon, both by Michael Sahl and Eric Salz- man—especially realized for radio.

Not all of this, by any means, comes out of central control. In fact, an increasing amount of original programming comes from member stations and is then distribut- ed nationally by NPR in Washington. As one might expect, a few of the more dyna- mic stations around the country lead the way: WGBH-FM in Boston (their radio is as good as their television), KUSC at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles, and that old pioneer, WHA in Madison. New York’s WNYC (AM and FM) is an interest- ing case. One of the earliest public-radio sta- tions (dating from the Twenties) and one of the system’s most popular pro- grammers and the recipient of the (affectiona- te) title of Resident Smart-Ass. He likes to point out that NPR exists not to make money or to perpetuate itself, but only to fulfill its mandate: “You can say, ‘Hey, let’s do a program of new works,’ and you can go and do it without having it okayed by twenty-five executives, a board of directors, and a listener survey. You do for them as much as the construction of their souls as they do about oozing at the armpits, we wouldn’t have to worry about public broadcasting. Until that day, we have something to do.”

Steve Rathe, executive producer of Jazz Alive, Folk Festival USA, and the Sahl/Salz- man operas, has a similar view: “Mission, hell! Working at NPR and in public radio has been for me like living in a candy store. Each time we finish a project, there are two more sitting waiting on the next shelf.”

There just aren’t very many workplaces these days you can say that about.
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WILLIE NELSON
\[ \text{talks to Alanna Nash} \]
Eight years ago, when his house burned down, Willie Nelson left Nashville—to which he'd come in 1959—to return to his native Texas. The way he tells it, nobody much cared, certainly not RCA, his record company at that time. He had made eighteen or so albums, but he wasn't rich. The record company's executives seemed to have little faith in him as a vocalist, feeling that his peculiar, haunting baritone was just too alien to the prevailing smooth and sweet 'Nashville sound.' Nelson wasn't bothered, but he was frustrated.

'These people had things goin' their own way, and they were successful doin' it the way they were doin' it,' he recalls. 'Here I was, some upstart from Texas come runnin' up here, runnin' around sayin', 'Well, this is the way I want to do it.' I'd probably have reacted the way they did. They didn't have any idea that I knew what I was talkin' about. I have no idea who they were, really. They were always nameless, always in New York or somewhere. There was a computer somewhere that hated me. I think!' Nelson had stuck it out for a long time in Music City, playing bass for Ray Price and watching the songs he had written for himself—Crazy, Night Life, Hello, Walls, and Fanny (How Time Slips Away)—become major hits for other artists. The money from songwriting started rolling in, but as far as performing was concerned it came down to doing it Nashville's way or cutting out for Texas. There, even if he didn't make a million dollars, he could do things his way. Nelson chose Texas, and not even he knew that there was an audience waiting for him, an audience made up of hippies and rednecks, liberals and conservatives, oldsters and youngsters bound together only by their attraction to the curious and highly personal blend of country, blues, gospel, honky-tonk, Western, and Texas swing that made up the music of Willie Nelson.

A year after he left Nashville, Nelson returned there to record 'Yesterday's Wine,' a concept album he still considers his best work. But RCA was not able to market it successfully, so he went to New York and Atlantic Records to do 'Shesumminville' (1971) and the critically acclaimed 'Phases and Stages' (1974), which sold 400,000 copies. With that, Columbia Records offered him a contract that gave him just what he wanted: total artistic control. The result was 'Red Headed Stranger.' The brilliant theme album of love and murder. Columbia reportedly had reservations about the album's sparse instrumentation and wanted to overdub strings, but Nelson reminded them of the creative-control clause and they did it his way. In the end, they had a best seller on both the country and rock charts, and the cult that had sprung up in Texas (where Nelson worshipers wore 'Matthew, Mark, Luke and Willie' T-shirts and turned out 60,000 strong for his annual Fourth of July picnics) began to spread. Suddenly, the hottest things in country music were Willie Nelson, the 'new breed' of singer/songwriter, and what someone quickly termed the 'Austin Sound.'

Wasn't he just once, in all those years of struggle, tempted to compromise a little to get ahead? 'No,' he answers, 'I didn't make it because I got mad somewhere along the way and decided I would not do it, and it got to be fun, not doin' it. I mean, not compromising got to be a thing with me, maybe to the point where we went overboard in the other direction. We were doin' okay, the way we were goin'. We weren't gettin' rich, but we were eatin'.'

If 'Red Headed Stranger' was Nelson's breakthrough album (a single from it, Fred Rose's Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain, became a freak hit), the one that secured his superstardom was RCA's 'Wanted: The Outlaws,' released in 1976. In addition to Nelson, it featured Waylon Jennings, Jessi Colter, and Tompall Glaser in what RCA termed a quintet of 'Nashville rebels!' Although the company hoped it would be a winner, nobody foresaw that he could record virtually anything and be assured it would do well. 'Stardust' was no exception, and Nelson had another platinum album.

'I never had any doubts about how it would do,' he relates, 'because those were songs that I've been doin' for people every night nearly all my life. I knew that people liked'em, and I knew I could do 'Stardust' and turn around and do any kind of music. Those people didn't know whether the songs were country or pop, because there had never been such divisions in Texas. They just knew they liked the music, and they'd sit out there and drink a beer and dance to Stardust or You Are My Sunshine.'

When I got into the record end of the business, I found out they had music sliced up into a bunch of different categories. That was very confusing to me—I had to start slicin' up what I knew: 'Well, you can't play this one, 'cause it's not country,' or 'You can't play that one, 'cause it's not commercial.' There's a lot of people who still live under the illusion that music is sliced up, but it's not. A 'G' is a 'G.' A quarter note is a quarter note. Whoevers's doin' it makes it different. I think.'

Certainly that's true of Nelson, who has been credited with bridging the gap between country and rock with his progressive country style. 'Well, that's a nice thought,' he observes in his ever-humble manner. 'Whether it's true or not, I don't know. I may have been partly responsible, but there's been guys doin' it all along. When Leon Russell came out with Hank Wilson's Back,' that helped a lot too. There was a lot of Leon Russell rock-and-roll fans...
WILLIE NELSON

who listened to country music for the first time, Leon laid the groundwork for guys like me.

Nelson’s admiration for Russell becomes apparent when he discusses their joint spring and summer tour and “One for the Road,” their recent double album of—you guessed it—pop and country standards.

“Leon and I have been friends for years,” he told me aboard his bus outside a Lexington, Kentucky, hall. “I’d been trying to figure out a way to make records with him for a long time. I finally talked him into doin’ one with me. Leon is just a genius, that’s all. We’ve got a mutual admiration society goin’, and I’m in awe every night of the tour.”

Last July Nelson took his plaintive sound to Las Vegas to play Caesar’s Palace. In his jeans, T-shirt, and pigtail, he might seem an unlikely candidate for Vegas, but he has been playing the town for twenty years—and Tahoe and Reno too. Does he appeal to the same crowd that comes to see Anthony Newley and Shecky Greene? “Ordinarily the people who go to the shows out there are just vacationers,” he answers. “But it’s not just an old-people’s hangout any more. I think a lot of young people feel like they can go there and have a good time, too.”

The Las Vegas date was not the only thing that interrupted Nelson’s concerts with Russell. Nelson has been in and out of the recording studio, putting finishing touches on his upcoming album of Kris Kristofferson songs. He also recently cut some tunes with country great George Jones, who reportedly opted for dubbing in his parts rather than trying to keep up with Nelson’s phrasing and his singing ahead of or behind the beat, something he picked up from the Sinatra records he listened to while growing up. Still to come, Nelson says, is a “Son of Stardust” album with Booker T. Jones and “Pretty Paper,” a Christmas album. Then, too, he hopes to finish another of his concept albums, “The Convict and the Rose.”

Some have suggested that the reason Nelson has relied so heavily on other artists’ songs lately is that he suffers from a severe writer’s block. Nelson doesn’t exactly deny it.

“I go for a long time when I think, ‘Well, I’ll never write nothin’ else. I’ve written my last song.’” He laughs. “And then another idea will come along. Sometimes I’ll get on kicks and write about only one thing. I got on house songs for a long time. Every song I’d write would be about a house. Hello, Walls was one of ‘em. You’re probably not familiar with the rest of ‘em—Hello, Roof, Hello, Car. But I don’t worry about it when I don’t write. Because I know eventually I’ll write.”

In the unlikely event that Willie Nelson’s magic streak ends and the public suddenly tires of him, he has another career waiting in the wings. He’s just completed his first movie role, as Robert Redford’s manager in The Electric Horseman. Before it premieres in December, Nelson should already have begun shooting Sad Songs and Waltzes, a film he describes as “just an ol’ movie about a guy with a band on the road.” Next year, he hopes to do another film, The Songwriter, but by that time production should have started on the movie version of his “Red Headed Stranger.” “I really had a movie in mind from the beginning,” he says of the record album on which the film is based. “I felt like I was writin’ a soundtrack when I did it.”

What kind of a job does Nelson think he did on his first acting assignment? “Oh, I thought I was good,” he says quickly. “I thought I was real good.” He breaks into an embarrassed laugh. “No, I really did,” he adds. “It wasn’t as hard physically as doing one-nighters. Only thing is, when you do the shows, you get the audience response immediately. You’ve got to wait a long time on these movies, I found out. Another bad thing is that filming lasts maybe ten to twelve weeks. Durin’ that time I don’t play as much, and I miss it. But when we start this next movie, I’m plannin’ on playin’ on weekends so I won’t have to go three months without playin’ some kind of music. I’d go crazy.”

With such heavy concentration on films, Nelson is likely to be the target for one of the criticisms leveled at his good friend Kris Kristofferson—that he has nurtured his movie career at the expense of his music. “Oh, I’m sure I’ll be criticized, whatever I do,” says Nelson. “But while they’re talkin’ about me, they’re lettin’ somebody else rest. I just want to play cowboys, is all. I’ve been wantin’ to be in the movies ever since I saw Gene Autry in there, singin’ and pickin’.” And Roy Rogers and all those guys—Don ‘Red’ Barry, Lash LaRue. I guess I was like every other kid. I wanted to be in the movies.” But Nelson stresses he’s being careful. “I gotta wait and see how I do in this stuff. I’m gonna look at this first movie, I think, before I get into the second one. I’m kinda anxious to see how they turn out.”

One thing he’s not anxious about—only excited—is the authorized biography of him being written by Newsweek columnist Pete Axthelm and possibly to be turned into a film. With such good fortune coming his way at last, perhaps it’s not surprising that Nelson says he can’t think of anything he’d like to do with his life that he’s not already doing. Except maybe play some guitar with B. B. King or record albums with Ray Charles and Rita Coolidge.

Still, in the lulls between shows at $50,000 a crack, does he ever think back to the years when, instead of owning homes in Austin, Aspen, and Malibu, he was worried about the rent? Can he remember playing bars so mean that the owners strung chicken wire across the bandstand to keep performers safe from flying beer bottles?

“I think about those days when the places were smaller and the crowds were smaller and the reaction was smaller,” he says with a short laugh, “but I don’t really want to go back. And I wonder about why it all got so big. I guess it’s because of the energy from the young people. When that much energy gets behind any project, it’s got to skyrocket. And there’s millions of those kids out there who buy records, and that audience all of a sudden became a country-music audience. I don’t know why they chose me. I really don’t. But I’m not gonna question it. I’m just gonna enjoy it.”

Alanna Nash, a country-music specialist, is a regular critic of the Louisville Courier-Journal. Her book on Dolly Parton, Dolly, was published by Reed Books, Los Angeles.
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Randy Newman
(Photo: Warner Bros.)
Randy Newman’s Movie Music

I think that Randy Newman is the best songwriter of our time—and I do—it’s not because I see him as the modern representative of the great traditions of Franz Schubert or Hugo Wolf, of Irving Berlin or Noel Coward, but just because he does what he does so well that I can’t think of anyone today who writes any kind of songs better. The slight negative element in that praise can be ignored, but anyone who gets the idea that I find something different about Newman’s songs is on the right track.

Musically, Newman’s songs have almost exclusively American roots: jazz, rock, ragtime, barbershop, hymn tunes, folk songs, parlor songs, spirituals, blues, film music—you name it. Their lyrics have American references: slavery, gangs, middle America, church, the circus, violence, perversion, the movies, prejudice, nostalgia, the common man (nice list, no?). This they share with many other songs of our time (popular, not classical). What they share with a few other songs of our time is artistic quality. But what they, at least as a body, seem to share with no other songs of our time is a kind of theatrical objectivity, the “once-removed” quality of the writer or filmmaker who is less interested in expressing himself than he is in interpreting his world. Newman’s songs are the musical numbers for films that have never been made.

The thing you have to ask yourself with virtually any Randy Newman song is, “Who is singing?” Because it’s never Randy Newman who’s singing; it’s a sick old man or a good ol’ boy, a hood or a psychopath, a farmer or a politician, and, just once in a while, a singer-songwriter whose name just happens to be Randy Newman. And it’s the combination of the character and the song that creates the scene and makes the whole thing meaningful. This is nothing new: it’s how opera is written and how great musical shows are written. But Newman’s “opera” has never been written in full; there are only these isolated characters from the great human comedy who appear to us for a few moments and sing us their songs. The amazing thing about Newman is as much the range of his understanding as it is the consistency of his dramatic and artistic success.

“Born Again,” his latest, shows the same approach, but there are differences between this album and the other recent ones. The comfortable nostalgic glow of historical Americana is largely absent here: there are no strings in the arrangements, no brass choir, no barbershop harmonies, little, in fact, in the way of real tunes. There is a synthesizer on eight of the eleven numbers, which will tell you something, because it’s not in there just to perform as a cheap substitute for strings. In general, this is an album of a more recent America than Newman usually interprets. It is also a tough album—even, in places, an exceedingly nasty one. Mr. Sheep, for example, gives us a crowd of potential muggers taunting their victim, and Pretty Boy, the warnings of a local gang to an outsider who has just invaded their turf. The cinematic qualities of these songs are almost palpable.

The “anthem” of this album, the Short People of it, the Rednecks of it, is obviously intended to be It’s Money That I Love—and that’s the ironic tie-in to the “Born Again” title and the cover with Newman as an executive with green dollar signs painted over his eyes. Who’s singing that song? A lot of us are today (“Used to worry about the poor/But I don’t worry anymore”), just as a lot of us, maybe not the same ones, sang Rednecks and Short People. But the anthem could also be the closer, Pants (“Gonna take my pants.../And your mama can’t stop me/And your papa can’t stop me/And the police can’t stop me/No one can stop me”). Rendered by Newman in a voice so patently psychopathic you want to quick throw a net over the speaker. What would happen with that as a single, blasted over a thousand radio stations a dozen times a day?

There’s a lot more on the album that’s worth talking about; it’s easy to run off at the mouth about Newman. There are rock references and film references. There’s a sick-old-man song (Ghosts), and an “old old story” song, told with the kind of brutal matter-of-factness that identifies people of the “me” generation. And there’s one of Newman’s typical paranoid songs, Spies (“They even got ‘em in Chicago”). Throughout, Newman performs brilliantly. It may not be comfortable, but it’s art, and even if it doesn’t last for a thousand years, it’s the best we’ve got now.

Randy Newman: Born Again. Randy Newman (vocals, piano, Fender Rhodes); instrumental and vocal accompaniment. It’s Money That I Love; The Story of a Rock and Roll Band; Mr. Sheep; Pretty Boy; They Just Got Married; Ghosts; Spies; The Girls In My Life (Part I); Half a Man; William Brown; Pants. WARNER BROS. HS 3346 $8.98, © W8 3346 $8.98; ® W5 3346 $8.98.
Cory Daye's Solo: An Engaging Album of Uncommon Rhythmic and Lyrical Freshness

"Cory and Me" is a record album of hard-to-describe richness. I could start with the songs, I suppose: a wonderfully mixed bag united by musical quality and a rhythmic and lyrical freshness that is all too uncommon these days. Take Wiggle and Giggle All Night, for instance. This jazz-calypso gem reworks the oldest theme (sex) with stuff like this: "I met this crazy guy from Texas/Said his father was a Mexi-Can, his mother was the purest Cherokee./It was the little part of her in him/That made him such an Indian,/But he was all American to me." (Go ahead, read it aloud; it's wonderful!) And I could move on to the arrangements. Cory, her back-up boys and girls, and the musicians mix it all up, and it comes out fabulous. There's scat pitted against bebop, disco inflected with jazz, and just plain musical excitement, as in the sensational chorus of Keep the Ball Rollin'. My favorite moment of all is the album's disco single Green Light. The song opens (and closes) with the phrase "give him that, give him that, give him that, give him that, give him that green light" sung almost subliminally below the music and then gradually emerging from the texture as the song opens up wider and wider. This is pop music-making of a high order, and terrific disco as well.

Then there's the engineering, the best today's technology can provide. The music in "Cory and Me" is complex and layered, the sound texture varying all over the lot. Yet everything is balanced, everything is hearable. But mostly there is Cory Daye. She used to be the lead vocalist in Dr. Buzzard's Savannah Dance Band (RCA AMR-2402), where she showed herself to be an interesting, if oddball, singer. She sings in this solo debut with wit, intelligence, and skill, far surpassing her earlier work with the Savannah Band. And she did the vocal arrangements (the instrumental arrangements are by Joe Delia).

So Cory Daye has come up with one of the year's most engaging pop albums. Disco fans may object to the non-disco elements that run through it, but there's plenty for them to enjoy in Green Light and Pow Wow. The rest can celebrate the making of good, unpretentious, delightful music.

-Edward Buxbaum

The Cleveland Quartet's Beethoven: Intensity, Flexibility—and Gorgeous Sound

The Cleveland Quartet is now ten years old and well established as a quartet in the great tradition—maybe even the quartet (pace Juilliard, pace Tokyo). They have the solidity and virtuosity of the modern style together with a good head about the music and a willingness to let it be shaped—as it should be—outside the strict demands of the metronome.

One of the tragic things about classical music today is that we have almost lost the traditional idea of ensemble, in the sense that a rock group or a dance or theater company, rehearsing and performing together day after day, week in, week out, becomes an ensemble. The string quartet is the major exception, and groups such as the Cleveland, with their consummate ensemble, deeply studied and deeply felt, are therefore especially important in our musical life. String quartets can actually play ensemble rubatos; they can articulate together and create big, expressive forms out of shared ideas and feelings. That's what the Cleveland does, anyway, and hats off to them!

It is a tribute to this still-young ensemble that they have taken on the Beethoven quartets slowly over the years, spending months studying each work and only gradually introducing them into their performing repertoire. Just recently they have rounded out their Beethoven cycle in performance, and they are now in the process of re-
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The spirit of Canada: We bottled it.
RCA's new four-disc set—the second of three such in progress—comprises the three quartets commissioned by Count Rasoumovsky, the odd Op. 74, and the F Minor Quartet, Op. 95, sometimes called (apparently even by Beethoven himself) the "Serious." One of the set's outstanding features is that the players take Beethoven's controversial metronome marks seriously: indeed, the last movement of their tour de force Third Rasoumovsky must be heard to be believed. The beginning of Op. 95 is almost as astonishing (they don't quite hit the prescribed half-note = 92, and they let up on tempo—in good romantic style—for the contrasting material).

There's a lot to praise here: big phrases made out of articulations and big, dramatic forms built up out of phrases (and right from the top: listen to the First Rasoumovsky's opening movement). Once in a while I found myself actually wishing that the quartet would stick their bows out even a little further in matters of tempo variations, rubato, and ritard, but perhaps the more moderate choices are better for a documentary medium like recording. These performances are full of intensity and flexibility with never a hint of self-indulgence, romantic excess, or, for that matter, academicism or over-study. The string sound is gorgeous and beautifully recorded, although the heavy-breathing level seems high even for an intimate chamber-music recording. Maybe it makes the recording sound more Live or Sexier or something (didn't they use to have a separate mike to catch Glenn Gould's singing?). Never mind: the real heavy breathing is where it counts—in the music.

—Eric Salzman


First Recording: Richard Strauss' Quicksilver Opera Die Schweigsame Frau

Richard Strauss began sketching out his opera Die Schweigsame Frau in 1932 while putting the finishing touches on Arabella. Fired by a new libretto submitted by the renowned author Stefan Zweig, he was eager to get going on the fast-moving comedy which had been freely adapted from Ben Jonson's Epicoene. Strauss had every reason to believe that in Zweig he had found an ideal replacement for Hugo von Hofmannsthal, librettist for six of his operas, who had died suddenly in 1929. Zweig was not only skilful, but deferential and accommodating as well.

The opera was successfully presented in Dresden in 1935, but by that time the Nazis were in power. Zweig was a Jew, and Strauss' protestations were useless: Die Schweigsame Frau was banned after the second performance. Details of the political events surrounding the premiere are interestingly set forth in the annotations to the opera's long-delayed first recording on the Angel label, one which may help to fulfill the prediction Strauss made to Zweig: "You can rest assured, the opera will be a total success, if perhaps only in the twenty-first century."

Zweig's libretto is a work of considerable literary merit. Jonson's bawdy tale was changed quite radically and the action moved forward into the eighteenth century, but much of its salty language was retained. It bears more than a casual resemblance to the plot of Donizetti's Don Pasquale: just substitute Don Pasquale for the retired Admiral Morosus, Ernesto for the dis-
inherited and amorous nephew Henry. Norina for Aminta, and Malatesta for the Barber (shades of Beaumarchais). The deception practiced here on Morosus, however, is more elaborate than that suffered by Don Pasquale. Aminta is an actress-singer—a member of a touring opera company, in fact, for whom play-acting is a professional challenge. With the cooperation of her colleagues, the ruse is played out on a truly grand scale. Zweig's text is rather wordy (hardly a hindrance so far as Strauss was concerned, for he was used to Hofmannsthal's verbosity), but not really repetitious and certainly never dull.

Strauss was seventy when he wrote Die Schweigsame Frau. He told Zweig, "I am not blessed with long melodies as Mozart was; I only get as far as short themes. But what I do know is how to turn a theme, paraphrase it, extract everything that is in it, and I believe nobody today can do this as well as I can." Indeed he could, and no one has emerged in the past forty years to surpass him at it. The melodies in this opera are short-winded. Though they soar hauntingly at times (notably in the lyrical conclusion of Act II), at others they tease more than they delight. But the music is endlessly inventive and kaleidoscopically colorful, ranging from typical "Straussian richness" to a chamber-music transparency recalling Ariadne auf Naxos.

If Der Rosenkavalier is Strauss' Figaro and Die Frau ohne Schatten his Zauberflöte, Die Schweigsame Frau may safely be called his Così Fan Tutte on the strength of its jewel-like, exquisitely wrought ensembles. It is, a virtuoso opera, and conductor Marek Janowski performs it in a virtuosic manner, with precise execution dovetailing countless delicate details. The ensemble precision alone is a splendid achievement for a score of such quicksilver qualities.

The cast is, by and large, very good. The role of Aminta calls for Zerbinetta's high tessitura and the kind of fabulously embellished line of which Strauss was perhaps a bit too fond. Jeanette Scovotti's voice seems limited in volume (or perhaps it is only distantly miked), but she sings neatly and accurately and portrays the character with liveliness. The light tenor part of Henry is also treacherously written, but Eberhard Büchner handles it well. Neither Theo Adam (Morosus) nor Wolfgang Schöne (Barber) would win any bel canto prizes, but both are outstanding singing actors enjoying their parts to the hilt. The part of Morosus, incidentally, calls for a bass voice of exceptional extension; Adam manages its unreasonably demands creditably, low D-flats and all.

The recorded repertoire has been significantly enriched by the addition of Die Schweigsame Frau—not a great Richard Strauss opera, but certainly a good one, and blessed with possibly the best libretto of the twentieth century. Its author, a refugee from the Nazis, died by his own hand in 1942.

—George Jellinek

MARIA MULDAUR: Artistically Red-hot In an Album Worth Shouting About

A s of right now, Maria Muldaur is at much the same point Linda Ronstadt was about five years ago: known and respected within the profession itself, the heroine of a smallish group of regular, record-buying admirers, but still without the mass audience she deserves. This may all change, radically and happily, with the release of "Open Your Eyes," her newest Warner Bros. album.

Muldaur first came to attention more than a few years ago when she sang with the Kweskin Jug Band (Linda started much, much further down with something called the Stone Pones), and since going solo she has made several albums that may have had some dazzling single tracks—her one hit so far has been the three-years-ago Midnight in the Oasis—but did not fully reflect all sides of an elegant musical talent. "Open Your Eyes" does, from the deliberately and unselfconsciously market-oriented title song (done with the same dry humor and charm Art Garfunkel showed in his recent "Fate for Breakfast" album), to a lovely and raving Lover Man, performed with a bluesy, shaking-with-passion intensity that might sound foolish coming from any other contemporary pop singer, to the let-it-all-hang-out nostalgia rock of (No More) Dancin' in the Streets. In short, this album demonstrates that Muldaur is—right here, right now—artistically red-hot, and if she doesn't knock you down with her sensitive, sensual reading of Birds Fly South (When Winter Comes), with Stevie Wonder playing superb harmonica as he weaves in and out of a gorgeously limpid arrangement by producers Patrick Henderson and David NIchtern, then you have no blood left in you and you shouldn't be listening to records anyway.

Burning-question time: Has She Arrived? Yes—and then some. Actually, she made her big leap with Oasis, but it hasn't been until now that she's given us a complete album that can justifiably be shouted about from beginning to end. "Open Your Eyes" needs no special Certificate of Approval to be en-
ReVox Linattract

...successor to the tonearm

The unique Linattract opto-electronic servo drive system in the ReVox turntable replaces the conventional tonearm. In the true tangential tracking B790, the cartridge is lifted and lowered electrically, and guided laterally by a beam of light on an overhead trolley.

The revolutionary Linattract cartridge carrier eliminates the two major problems of conventional record players, angular tracking error caused by the geometry of the tonearm, and non-groove-compliance resulting from the moving mass of the tonearm. The ReVox B790 delivers much cleaner sound reproduction and its error proof sensing system yields greatly extended playing life for both the stylus and your treasured records.

You expect accurate speed from ReVox and you get it with a quartz crystal controlled direct drive servo motor like those used in the legendary Studer and ReVox tape recorders. You also get many other niceties that are available only on the ReVox B790. To experience these benefits, take your favorite record to your ReVox dealer and ask for a demonstration of the B790. For complete information and the name of your nearest dealer, circle reader service number 68 on reader service.
Why do we make more than one speaker?

Just about everyone who recognizes the name Bose® also knows the Bose® 901® Direct/Reflecting® speaker. They know it as the very unconventional speaker that, soon after its introduction, became internationally the most highly reviewed speaker regardless of size or price. And now, more than 300 design improvements later, it is the standard bearer for the state-of-the-art in our technology.

So why do we manufacture any other speakers? Because we appreciate that not everyone is able to acquire the 901 system as his first investment. And we would like that investment to be in Bose. Toward this end we have adopted a definite design goal for each of our speakers.

Our continuing goal for the 901 is to produce the best speaker regardless of price and our objective for each of our other speakers is to produce the best speaker for its price. We pursue these goals by identifying three price points below the 901 system and putting as much of the 901 system technology into each design as the price will allow. Each is a Direct/Reflecting® speaker and each offers a measure of the spaciousness and clarity of sound for which the 901 speaker has become famous.

The Model 601
Direct/Reflecting® speaker is simply the finest speaker we know how to make using woofers and tweeters (rather than the more-expensive full-range drivers used in the 901 speaker). In its elegant walnut enclosure are two high-performance woofers and four tweeters, arranged to provide that balance of reflected and direct sound most suitable for a floor-standing speaker.

The Model 501
Direct/Reflecting® speaker is the Bose economy floor-standing speaker. A long excursion 10" acoustic suspension woofer, two tweeters and a control for directing the energy from one of the tweeters combine to provide a speaker of exceptional value.

The Model 301
Direct/Reflecting® bookshelf speaker represents one of our most challenging designs. The object was to provide a clear and spacious musical sound from an enclosure that fits comfortably on a bookshelf. You can imagine our pride when an independent market survey found the 301 to be the best selling speaker in the U.S.A.

Whatever your price range, if you cannot start with the best speaker, you can own a substantial portion of the technology that makes it the best. And you can own a measure of the special performance benefits that only a Bose Direct/Reflecting® speaker can provide.

Better sound through research
Covered by patent rights issued and pending.
JOYED; IT IS PURE RAMBOUCIOUS DELIGHT, OVERFLOWING WITH MUSICIANSHIP, AN ALBUM THAT OUTP TO PLEASE ALMOST EVERYONE. RONSTADT’S EVENTUAL BREAKTHROUGH WASN’T ANY REAL SURPRISE TO ANYONE IN THE BUSINESS, AND MARIA MULDAUR’S NEW, STEEP-FOOTED STARDOM WOULDN’T ASTONISH ANY OF THE SHARPER EARS THAT HAVE BEEN LISTENING TO AND ADMIRING HER FOR YEARS EITHER. SO THIS IS ANOTHER OF THOSE DOUBLE-BARRELED SUCCESSES: GREAT EXPECTATIONS FULFILLED FOR THOSE WHO KNEW IT ALONG, AND A REAL DISCOVERY FOR THOSE WHO DIDN’T. —PETER REILLY

MARIA MULDAUR: Open Your Eyes. Maria Muldaur (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Fall in Love Again; Finally Made Love to a Man; Birds Fly South (When Winter Comes); Heart of Fire; Lover Man (Oh Where Can You Be); Open Your Eyes; (No More) Dancin’ in the Streets; Eloisa; Clean Up Woman; Love Is Everything. Aa combination of spectacular repertoire-as-sound, superb performances by a major American orchestra, first-rate interpretation, and true loving care lavished on every stage of the recording process from initial microphone setup to finished disc. Telarc’s new digitally recorded Moussorgsky disc comes the closest yet, in my experience, to realizing the fabulous potential of the latest recording technology.

The disc starts off with the Night on Bald Mountain, actually a Rimsky-Korsakov composition put together from Moussorgsky materials. It’s a fair warmer-upper, but even in the finest recorded performance it gets here it does not quite prepare us for the performance of the Pictures at an Exhibition (in Maurice Ravel’s arrangement) that follows. To begin with, Ravel’s orchestra in this instance is far more phonogenic than Rimsky’s, and from the very opening Promenade statement, one senses that things are really going to go right. The microphoning has clearly been arranged to capture the sound of the Cleveland Orchestra in its totality, yet without slighting detail where it is needed. Further, and most important, the recording ambiance is ideal for the music: Cleveland’s Masonic Auditorium, which, when properly handled, is one of the finest recording locales anywhere. As the music progresses through the Gnomus episode—violent contrasts of dynamics and of frequency extremes from bass drum to whipcrack—one is aware of everything’s being exactly in place: excellent instrumental localization, solid low-percussion transients, and a handsomely extended high end that allows cymbals and snare drums to sound freely with no “choking up.”

Again, the quiet lyricism of Il Vecchio Castello offers opportunity to appreciate how digital mastering, with its absence of spurious background noise, brings out the fine detail and subtle differences in sonic perspective. The evocation of children playing in Tuileries comes off musically with the greatest elegance, and the Bydlo cattlewagon episode, complete with first-rate solo tuba, is almost palpably real as it moves across the stage and into the distance. And as for the Chicks in Their Shells, it is a real dazzler not only for orchestral virtuosity but for its superb sonics. In the Two Polish Jews there is nary a trace of the pre-echo that heralds, in most recordings, the entrance of the domineering party. The quarreling womenfolk in Limoges Market Place fare especially well here by virtue of conductor Lorin Maazel’s flair for capturing Moussorgsky’s speech rhythms. In Catacombs and the Hut on Fowl’s Legs, the most telling parts are not so much the big bow-wow bits as the quiet episodes that require the most subtle orchestral coloration.

The concluding Great Gate of Kiev is all one might expect, but with a significant difference from most other interpretations: Maazel takes a solemn rather than a festive view of the music, as though to remind us that Moussorgsky did, after all, compose the work as a memorial to his architect-painter friend Victor Hartmann. All told, this is in every respect an exceptional sonic realization of the Moussorgsky/Ravel Pictures. The price tag is stiff, but perhaps not too high for what may prove to be a historic disc, comparable in its way and in its time to the one produced (and featuring the same music) by Mercury in Chicago’s Orchestra Hall nearly twenty-nine years ago. —DAVID HALL

Realizing the Fabulous Potential of Digital Recording in Moussorgsky’s Pictures

As a combination of spectacular repertoire-as-sound, superb performances by a major American orchestra, first-rate interpretation, and true loving care lavished on every stage of the recording process from initial microphone setup to finished disc, Telarc’s new digitally recorded Moussorgsky disc comes the closest yet, in my experience, to realizing the fabulous potential of the latest recording technology.

The disc starts off with the Night on Bald Mountain, actually a Rimsky-Korsakov composition put together from Moussorgsky materials. It’s a fair warmer-upper, but even in the finest recorded performance it gets here it does not quite prepare us for the performance of the Pictures at an Exhibition (in Maurice Ravel’s arrangement) that follows. To begin with, Ravel’s orchestra in this instance is far more phonogenic than Rimsky’s, and from the very opening Promenade statement, one senses that things are really going to go right. The microphoning has clearly been arranged to capture the sound of the Cleveland Orchestra in its totality, yet without slighting detail where it is needed. Further, and most important, the recording ambiance is ideal for the music: Cleveland’s Masonic Auditorium, which, when properly handled, is one of the finest recording locales anywhere. As the music progresses through the Gnomus episode—violent contrasts of dynamics and of frequency extremes from bass drum to whipcrack—one is aware of everything’s being exactly in place: excellent instrumental localization, solid low-percussion transients, and a handsomely extended high end that allows cymbals and snare drums to sound freely with no “choking up.”

Again, the quiet lyricism of Il Vecchio Castello offers opportunity to appreciate how digital mastering, with its absence of spurious background noise, brings out the fine detail and subtle differences in sonic perspective. The evocation of children playing in Tuileries comes off musically with the greatest elegance, and the Bydlo cattlewagon episode, complete with first-rate solo tuba, is almost palpably real as it moves across the stage and into the distance. And as for the Chicks in Their Shells, it is a real dazzler not only for orchestral virtuosity but for its superb sonics. In the Two Polish Jews there is nary a trace of the pre-echo that heralds, in most recordings, the entrance of the domineering party. The quarreling womenfolk in Limoges Market Place fare especially well here by virtue of conductor Lorin Maazel’s flair for capturing Moussorgsky’s speech rhythms. In Catacombs and the Hut on Fowl’s Legs, the most telling parts are not so much the big bow-wow bits as the quiet episodes that require the most subtle orchestral coloration.

The concluding Great Gate of Kiev is all one might expect, but with a significant difference from most other interpretations: Maazel takes a solemn rather than a festive view of the music, as though to remind us that Moussorgsky did, after all, compose the work as a memorial to his architect-painter friend Victor Hartmann. All told, this is in every respect an exceptional sonic realization of the Moussorgsky/Ravel Pictures. The price tag is stiff, but perhaps not too high for what may prove to be a historic disc, comparable in its way and in its time to the one produced (and featuring the same music) by Mercury in Chicago’s Orchestra Hall nearly twenty-nine years ago. —DAVID HALL
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Power!

That's the Jensen Car Stereo Triax*II.
That's the thrill of being there.

Power is right! 100 watts! Now all the energy and intensity that went into the original performance comes through the Jensen Triax II 3-way speaker.

This incredible 100 watt capability gives the Triax II an unparalleled clarity of sound throughout the entire spectrum.

Check out what else the Triax II has to offer.
A newly designed 20 oz. magnet structure coupled with a high temperature, high power 1½” voice coil allows higher listening levels with less distortion. And with the new high power car stereo units available today, that’s important.

The Triax II is also fully compatible with the advanced bi-amplified power sources for outstanding clarity and separation.

So go to the concert. Hear the Jensen Triax II. That’s the thrill of being there.

JENSEN
SOUND LABORATORIES
Jensen Car Audio
4136 N. United Parkway
Schiller Park, Illinois 60176

(C) "Triaxial" and "Triax" are registered trademarks identifying the patented 3-way speaker systems of Jensen Sound Laboratories. (U.S. Patent #4,122,315.)
J. S. BACH: Chaconne (see Collections—Michael Newman)
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101 years after Tchaikovsky composed it, Perlman recorded it with The Philadelphia. It was worth the wait.

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Angel Records.

Mr. Perlman's performances on the galvanic Eroica conducted by Wynn Morris (Peters PLE-020), the still more dramatic new one by Karajan (Deutsche Grammophon 2531 103), and the solid account by Karl Bohm (DG 2530 437). But Giulini's ought to be heard and savored for that collective who like to have more than a single version of such "basic" works will find a place for it. One remarkable feature of the new disc is that Funeral March is unbroken, though the playing time of the side is nearly thirty-eight minutes; the output level is low, but there is no appreciable distortion. The sound on both sides is well up to DG's current standards.

R.F.

BRAHMS: German Requiem, Op. 45; Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a. Kiri Te Kanawa (soprano); Bernd Weikl (baritone); Chicago Symphony Chorus and Orchestra, Georg Solti cond. LONDON OSA 12114 two discs $17.96.

Performance: Good to outstanding
Recording: Good, but lacks depth

When Georg Solti first recorded Brahms' German Requiem nearly twenty-five years ago, during his tenure at the Frankfort Opera, Robert Shaw and the young Herbert von Karajan were his only competition. Today Schwann lists eight other versions, including two by Karajan and the 1962 recording by Otto Klemperer that for me still sets the interpretive standard.

I was surprised to discover that in his new recording Solti takes an even stantier view of the music, the first and last movements especially, than did Klemperer, who was notorious for his slow tempos. The monumental movements come off best here, thanks to superb choral work and highly effective pacing and tempo contrast. Both the soloists are good, but Bernd Weikl offers no match for Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau's eloquent delivery of "Herr, lehre doch mich" in the Klemperer recording, and Kiri Te Kanawa does not equal Elisabeth Schwarzkopf in her prime. The new release has a more full-bodied sound than the Klemperer recording, the text is more intelligible, and the chorus is well up front, but not at the expense of orchestral balance. What is missing, however, is the sterner depth perspective so evident in the older recording.

The filler side is the real gem of the album, for Solti and his Chicagoans present the most exciting and brilliant performance of the Haydn Variations since the incomparable 1936 reading by Toscanini and the New York Philharmonic. I hope it will soon be available as part of a single-disc pairing.

D.H.

BRUCKNER: String Quintet in F Major. WOLF: Italian Serenade. Enrique Santiago (viola), in Bruckner; Melos Quartet. TURNABOUT TVC 17005 $3.98.

Performance: Warmhearted
Recording: Good

This must have been the first recording the Melos Quartet made, or at least the first issue in this country; it was released more than ten years ago as Candid CE 31014, and I regretted its later decision because it was quite the finest Bruckner quintet in stereo at that time. Last year, however, London gave us an attractive version of the quintet, together with the Intermezzo in D Minor that Bruckner composed as an alternative scherzo for the work (using the same trio as the original scherzo), played by the Vienna Philharmonia Quintet (STS-15400), and for the most part I prefer the Viennese version. Both outer movements of the quintet have a little more solidity on London, and the tempo of the scherzo is clearly too slow in the Melos performances; the phrasing lacks point in that movement, too, I'm afraid. But—and this is a major reservation—the Turnabout team is more persuasive in the adagio, which is quite rightly considered the heart of the work. Moreover, while the intermezzo has little more than curiosity value to recommend it, Wolf's delightful Italian Serenade would have a great deal more, and it receives a first-class performance here. Both discs are recorded well enough (the Turnabout benefits from a slight boost in the midrange) and both teams perform the original version of the last movement of the quintet, which is more powerful than the revised form in which we usually hear it.

R.F.


Performance: Good
Recording: Lacks space

I had high hopes that this new recording of the Chávez Piano Concerto would be an improvement over the 1964 Westminster issue with Eugene List (who played the world premiere in 1942 with the New York Philharmonic under Mitropoulos) and the Vienna State Opera Orchestra under the direction of the composer himself. I was not happy with the sonics on that disc and did not feel that the Vienna players really had the music in their fingers. The RCA performance with Mexican virtuoso Maria Teresa Rodriguez and Mexican conductor Eduardo Mata strikes me as sharper and more sure-handed on all counts. But what is missing is the epical, almost Brahmsian dimension (not style!) of the piece as I still remember it from the broadcast of the 1942 performance. No doubt a more spacious acoustic envelope would have accomplished just that, as well as bringing out the impact to the crucial orchestral percussion. But Rodriguez and Mata do bring a more convincing momentum to the introduction than List and Chávez, and they are somewhat more deliberate in the ensuing allegro. Textures emerge with greater clarity in the almost hieratic slow movement, with its prominent role for the harp, and the finale is cracklingly brilliant.

The five items from the 1973 set of preludes emphasize for me the "Mexican Bartok" aspect of Chávez, ranging as they do from the austere No. 1 through the charming No. 5—canonic in berceuse style—to the bracingly motoric No. 10. Rodriguez's pianism is impeccable in them.

We're not likely to get another recording of the Chávez Piano Concerto in the immediate future, so if you're convinced—as I am—of

(Continued on page 86)
The weakest link in your hi-fi system isn't in your system.

You could spend thousands of dollars on your stereo system and still not hear its full musical potential. That's because all hi-fi systems, even the most sophisticated, have one weak link—the music source itself.

Dynamic range (the difference between the loudest and quietest music passages) is one of the primary elements that creates the power and excitement of a live performance. Records (even digital and direct-to-disc), pre-recorded tapes and radio broadcasts sound lifeless in comparison because they're missing more than 1/3 of this vital dynamic range. But add a dbx Dynamic Range Expander to any system, large or small, and the missing dynamics are amazingly restored.

dbx offers three state-of-the-art expanders that let every stereo system flex its musical muscles. The 1BX, 2BX, 3BX Dynamic Range Expanders provide as much as a 50% improvement in dynamic range, with the additional benefit of up to 20dB reduction of background noise. Any model will let you enjoy all the music you never heard from your record and tape library.

Don't let the weak link make your investment in a good stereo system worthless. Visit your nearest dbx dealer for a demonstration of the dbx dynamic range expander that best fits your budget. Experience all the emotional impact and realism that was missing from your music. Records, tapes and radio broadcasts never sounded so good.

dbx Incorporated, 71 Chapel St., Newton, MA 02158, (617) 964-3210.
BARÓKʼS Concerto for Orchestra is an ideal vehicle for RCAʼs first classical digital recording. The music abounds in those contrasts of timbre, texture, dynamics, line, and rhythm that can, under the right production conditions, display all the advantages of the new system. But just how successful one finds this release depends to some extent on whether one prefers the super-real detail that can result from an elaborate surround-sound setup and mixing-down or a more basic, “less is more” approach, and minimal intervention between the edited master tape and the final transfer to analog disc.

In the RCA issue, which is excellently pressed on distinctive red vinyl, it is the element of considerable detail that impresses me most, with sharply defined localization and a demanding sonic framing of individual instrumental groups within the orchestra. The second movement lends itself perfectly to this approach, and I donʼt think Iʼve ever heard a more effective sonic realization anywhere of this delightful music. As orchestral performance, it is about the best word in elegance. Also singularly striking is the spooky episode that immediately precedes the final climax. Too often it emerges as a confused muddle, but RCAʼs twenty-six microphones and Eugene Ormandyʼs sovereign command over his virtuoso players make every strand of texture audible.

On the minus side, what I miss in Ormandyʼs reading is a genuine sense of rhythmic urgency in the end movements (except in the very last pages) and the gut passion needed to give the great slow movement its full due. As for the recording itself, I find myself wanting more of a sense of the orchestra as a whole and not such a constant parade of all-inclusive detail. My bias being what it is—in favor of having the conductor control the balance rather than the engineering-production staff—I find myself inclined toward the view that the technical advantages of digital recording should lead us to more simplifying microphone setups rather than more complex ones and hasten a return to the concept of the conductor as the controlling force in what emerges on the master tape.

—David Hall


The suite is based on American black spirituals, some of them affecting treated, all of them inventively.

William Grant Still was born in 1895 and died just last year. He studied under George W. Chadwick and Edgard Varese after he graduated from Oberlin College, but the charming miniature scores that make up Seven Traceries sound as if they owe more to the influences of Scriabin and Debussy. Still wrote a great many stunning works in the last half-century, but none more exquisite than these. Out of the mists of the initial work, called Cloud Cralles, emerges a series of delicate and dreamy musical impressions, ending with a brief “conversation piece, abounding in pungent witticisms and clever satire.” The short suite is composed throughout with remarkable skill and economy.

Frances Walker plays this music in a style that is taught, genteel, and always under firm control. The recording was sponsored by the Theophilus-Rosa Foundation for Blacks in the Fine Arts.

P.K.

COPLAND: Symphony No. 3. Philharmonia Orchestra, Aaron Copland cond. COLUMBIA M35113 $8.98.

Performance: Big
Recording: Superb

There have always seemed to be two Aaron Copland, the introverted composer of the Piano Variations and Inescapable, and the extrovert Copland of those outdoorsy, expansive, high-spirited ballet scores for Rodeo and Billy the Kid and the jazzy pages of the Piano Concerto. In the Third Symphony, written in 1942 on a commission from the Koussevitzky Music Foundation, the two Coplands seem to merge into one. It is a big, ambitious piece—in part because Koussevitzky, as Copland put it, “liked music in the grand manner.” When Virgil Thomson reviewed the symphony in 1947, he said he was not convinced “that the feelings expressed in the work are entirely spontaneous and personal.” In an interview with Philip Ramey three decades later (printed with the notes for this album), Copland replies: “My friend Virgil has never been one for the grand manner. He is, after all, an Anglo-Saxon character from the Middle West, and thatʼs a very different thing from coming from a long line of Jewish prophets.”

Grand and self-consciously prophetic in tone as this symphony is, and despite the curse of its unmistakably Forties sound, it still sings today with considerable eloquence. If it remains a bit too big for its britches, it sounds more alive now than most of the other music American composers were turning out at the time it was written. The Third Symphony has been recorded a number of times by others, notably Bernstein and Dorati, and once before by Copland, but never with such rich sound and superb control of its varying moods and rhythms as in this new version. The disc surfaces, incidentally, are surprisingly clean for a U.S. pressing.

P.K.

GLAZOUNOV: Cortege Solennel, Op. 91 (see BAKIREV).

RECORDER OF SPECIAL MERIT

The Ultimate Headphones...

The Unique, New PRO-50 by Realistic...only $79.95

The first headphones designed to reproduce sound the way you would hear it at a live performance. With the stereo image in front of you. With natural, unexaggerated channel separation and depth perception. But without the bass boominess and resonant peaks so common in other headphones. Along with exciting listening you get comfort, because PRO-50 weighs a scant 10.4 ounces including the cord and plug. The secret of this breakthrough is in the six passive diaphragms encircling the driver. These "slaves" perform two vital functions. At upper-middle and high frequencies they let the ear listen in a "free field" that eliminates self-resonance, and they allow the ear's own natural resonances to develop. Combined with acoustical resistances, this forms a controlled and highly damped vent to flatten resonant peaks and extend bass response. PRO-50 has an audio range of 16-20,000 Hz. All this performance without user adjustments — PRO-50 is self-adjusting. Come in and discover the ultimate in headset hi-fi. By the company that also builds and markets the TRS-80® the world's most popular personal computer.

Prices may vary at individual stores and dealers
Nobody can resist the power of Don Giovanni.

CBS Masterworks presents a superb new recording of Mozart's great opera Don Giovanni.

This specially boxed 3-record set features Ruggiero Raimondi as Don Giovanni and also stars Kiri Te Kanawa, Teresa Berganza, José Van Dam, and Kenneth Riegel with the Orchestra and Chorus of the Paris Opera, all under the direction of Lorin Maazel.

This production will soon be a major new film by Joseph Losey.
The new AR Vertical™ Speakers

They simply had to happen.

Because when a speaker as spectacular and full of innovation as the AR9 is introduced, it's only a matter of time 'till its most important design features are incorporated into other speakers.

To be brief.

The AR9 presented the concept of an array of vertical mid and highrange drivers to give a very precise stereo image.

This design feature is now part of all AR Vertical Speakers.

The AR9 introduced the AR Acoustic Blanket™ which absorbs reflections from the front of the enclosure and noticeably smooths high end response...another innovation that is now part of all AR Vertical Speakers.

Placing woofers in the side of the enclosure (and thus close to the wall behind the speaker) improves bass response dramatically in the AR9. Side-mounted woofers and newly designed slim enclosures accomplish the same objective in the other AR Vertical Speakers.

Liquid-cooled high end drivers give the AR9 terrific power handling capacity.

All the AR Vertical Speakers share these drivers with minor design variations.

So there you are.

Four of a kind (left to right): The AR92, a three-way system with new 10" woofer at about $300. The AR90, a four-way system with a pair of 10" woofers at about $550 each. The AR9, a four-way system with a pair of 12" woofers about $750. And the AR91 with 12" woofer at about $400 each.

They’re the finest expression of AR's continuing pursuit of 'truth in listening.'

And they're speakers that are going to change your mind about speakers.

Get the literature and give a listen at your AR dealers. Or write for information to AR, 10 American Drive, Norwood, Mass., 02062.
In her new Angel recital album the Spanish soprano Victoria de los Angeles is accompanied by Gerald Moore, who is generally regarded as the finest piano accompanist of the middle decades of this century and the equal partner of the great singers and instrumentalists with whom he performed. In his autobiography, *Am I Too Loud?* (Macmillan, 1962), Moore wrote of the special rewards of playing for De los Angeles. "Each concert is still more thrilling to me than the last. And when after every song she turns her dark, luminous eyes appreciatively and—yes—affectionately in my direction, I feel it is good to be alive, to be there with her, to bask in the radiance of her adorable personality. Of course I love her, but who am I among so many?"

It is interesting to know that a recital by De los Angeles gives this kind of pleasure to her long-time collaborator because it is precisely the same effect that she has had on audiences of millions around the world for the more than thirty years that she has been an international star. At the end of a Carnegie Hall recital in the early Seventies, a young man was so overcome by enthusiasm that he leaped from the orchestra floor onto the stage, threw his arms around his partner of the great singers and instrumentalists and proclaimed, "I am grateful for the way the American public has always been especially kind to me, and when the time came to resume my career, I did it first in the United States. I thought that if there was an audience anywhere that would still love and understand me, it was here, and I am grateful for the way the American public has rewarded me for that decision."

I then asked her if she could say what it is that makes audiences not only admire her musicianship and enjoy hearing her sing, but also feel such tremendous personal warmth and affection for her. "Certainly," she answered. "It is love. They know that I sing for them because I love this artist and I love this record. I think of them all the time. But I feel such tremendous personal warmth and sunshine right out of him. Not so Victoria! She opens her heart to him, and sings. And Germany is at her feet."

The new De los Angeles/Moore album was recorded live at the Royal Festival Hall in London in 1964, but it has just been released for the first time. It is a superb example of the work of De los Angeles the recitalist. The twenty-one songs range from Monteverdi and Handel through Brahms and Schubert to Ralph Vaughan Williams and contemporary Spanish composers. In the excellent liner notes Frank Granville-Barker expresses regret that there are no French songs here, but with such a large repertoire to choose from there wasn't room for everything.

Her technique is so secure that it is invisible, and her voice soars forth with no apparent effort. An exceptionally flexible voice characterized by sweetness and clarity in the middle and upper range and by a mezzo warmth in the lower register, it has never sounded more beautiful to me. The songs give her ample opportunity to express different emotions—sadness, joy, humor, and coquetry—and she is totally charming and convincing in all of them. A few purists claim that her interpretation of German lieder is not entirely idiomatic, but Moore has observed that some of the German and Austrian singers he has played for hold Schubert in such awe "that they puzzle and worry the sparkle and sunshine right out of him. Not so Victoria! She opens her heart to him, and sings. And Germany is at her feet."

And, as usual, to signal to the audience that the recital was over she sang Adiós Granada, accompanying herself on the guitar. I have never heard her sing it better. Gerald Moore, now retired, is in splendid form on the album, and it is a treasurable souvenir of a great musical collaboration. Texts and translations are included, and the sound is fine although the master tape is fifteen years old. The price we pay for the spontaneity and immediacy of a live performance is the applause. It explodes after each song here, but it is quickly faded out by the engineer.

Victoria de los Angeles is performing again after a hiatus of several years in the middle 1970s. She is giving recitals all over the world and is at the New York City Opera this season singing the title role in *Carmen* for the first time in New York and the Countess in *The Marriage of Figaro*. And she has made new records—Vivaldi's *Orlando Furioso* for RCA and a recital to be released shortly by Columbia. She rewarded the loyal attendants who may have already made her voice do everything it could fifteen years ago, but in a recent concert at Avery Fisher Hall she made me believe she could.

When I interviewed her a few months ago, I asked about how someone who seems to take such joy in singing could go for five years without singing at all. She said, "I was so burdened with personal problems that I felt I was falling down under their weight. At that time any music—so much as one note on the piano—was painful to me. I have learned to deal with those problems, and I feel one hundred per cent secure in my music. The American public has always been especially kind to me, and when the time came to resume my career, I did it first in the United States. I thought that if there was an audience anywhere that would still love and understand me, it was here, and I am grateful for the way the American public has rewarded me for that decision."

"I am grateful for the way the American public has rewarded me for that decision."

I then asked her if she could say what it is that makes audiences not only admire her musicianship and enjoy hearing her sing, but also feel such tremendous personal warmth and affection for her. "Certainly," she answered. "It is love. They know that I sing for them because I love them, and they love me in return."

There is a Spanish proverb that says "Amor con amor se paga" ("Love is repaid with love"). I feel obliged to tell you that I love this artist and I love this record. I think you will too.

—William Livingston

**VICTORIA DE LOS ANGELES: In Concert.**

Get The Professional Disco Sound!

Three great reasons why a recent survey published by Billboard Magazine reveals that for the third year in a row Stanton has increased its share of the Disco phonograph cartridge market. The Stanton share has grown to an impressive 55.8%... a full 24 percentage points more than its nearest competitor.

The 500AL, known as the workhorse of the broadcast industry, meets the extremely rugged requirements of live application without sacrificing performance quality. The 680EL is designed to deliver sound excellence and at the same time stand up to back cueing, vibrations and mishandling.

For home Disco, the 680SL is the perfect choice. It features the patented Stereohedron™ stylus tip assuring longer life for record collections.

From Disc cutting to Disco... to home entertainment... your choice should be the Choice of the Professionals... Stanton cartridges.

For further information contact: Stanton Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, New York 11803
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HEADPHONES THAT PUT THE MOST EXPENSIVE SPEAKER SYSTEMS TO SHAME.

When you listen to Sony headphones, you'll share an intimacy with the music you've probably never experienced before; you'll hear subtleties you've missed with most speakers. Admittedly, this may sound rather extraordinary. But then, so do our headphones.

SONY
We've never put our name on anything that wasn't the best.

An elite team of designers and engineers -- the Advance Design Group -- keeps Garrard turntables at the frontier of technology and responsive to the needs of today's music lover. You can choose among belt or direct drive units, single or multiple play models. You can have carbon fibre headshells, super-light tonearms and the extraordinary Delglide® automatic system. Whichever turntable you choose, you're assured of unsurpassed performance and unprecedented reliability underscored by a 3-year limited warranty. Write to us for complete information.

Advance Design Group

Garrard
Division of Nessey Consumer Products, Dept. A, 100 Commercial Street, Plainview, NY 11803

When Johnny Comes Marching Home

This Varese Sarabande disc is the first major product of a collaboration with the Roy Harris Archive, and it augurs well for the future. Those familiar with Harris' Fifth Symphony, even in the somewhat inadequate Louisville recording, will recognize a kinship between that sinewy 1943 score and the toccata and the chorale for organ and brass from the same period. The sonorities of the latter pieces are grand, the largely modal harmonic texture is rich, and the lyrical polyphony represents Harris at his best, though some may find the "heavenly lengths" of the chorale a bit drawn out and the harmonic progression on the static side.

With the 1964 Fantasy for Organ, Brass, and Timpani and the Concerto for Amplified Piano, etc. of 1968, we find a new element in Harris' work, namely humor. The brash opening of the fantasy, redolent of America in Bernstein's West Side Story, and the grandiose "wild Irish" dance summation at the end are obvious instances in point. Then there are the amusing "quotes" from Debussy and others in the motoric opening toccata of the concerto, as well as the whimsical use of prepared-piano effects toward the end of the movement. The slow movement harks back to the corresponding part of the Fifth Symphony, and the finale is a brilliant three-way give and take among solo piano, brass, and timpani with a no-holds-barred ending.

All in all, I thoroughly enjoyed this disc. The organ-brass recordings done at UCLA's Royce Hall emerged impressively from my speakers, and the 1971 studio recording of the concerto, with Harris himself conducting and his wife as the brilliant soloist, is absolutely first-rate, leading me to hope for more Harris-directed performances, especially of the Third and Fifth Symphonies.

D.H.


Performance: Juilliardish
Recording: Very good

Haydn's Op. 20, written in 1772, is considered to be one of the great turning points in musical history. According to H. C. Robbins Landon's always informative notes (did you know, for example, that Haydn's Op. 3, No. 5, including the famous serenade, was actually written by one Pater Romanus Hoffstetter?) show us how Haydn was consciously trying to raise the intellectual and spiritual level of his style. There are many ways in which he did this; the most obvious is the undoubtedly the reintroduction of fugal counterpoint—three of these quartets have full-fledged fugal finales! But that is actually only part of it. There is here a weight, a drama, a scale, and a balance of the parts that are consistently impressive. It is fashionable to play down the role of individuals in creating history.

(Continued on page 94)
The Nikko NR-1219 state-of-the-art AM/FM Stereo Receiver gives you the features, performance and versatility of separates plus all the convenience of a receiver.

Lots of Sock

100 watts minimum per channel both channels driven into 8 ohms, 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.03% total harmonic distortion. That's more than enough — even for rock concert levels. And distortion is so low you'll never hear it.

T-Locked Tuning

Once you place the tuning indicator close to an FM station, all you have to do is take your hand off the tuning knob. The Nikko T-Locked circuit automatically locks onto the exact center of the FM frequency. Perfectly. Every time.

DC Power Amplification —
Less Distortion, Wider Bandwidth

The latest word in power amplifiers. DC (direct coupling) means that input and output capacitors have been eliminated. The output transistors are, in effect, coupled directly to your loudspeakers. The phase distortion and bass limitations of conventional amplifiers have been eliminated.

The NR-1219 amplifier section gives you bass response right down to the theoretical limit: 0 Hz, or dc (direct current).

LED Power Readouts

Nikko peak-holding LEDs display power directly in watts and in decibels for each channel. LEDs are more accurate, easier to read and faster than any meter mechanism.

There's More Yet

- 12-dB per octave subsonic filtering eliminates distortion due to turntable rumble or warped records
- A 20-dB muting switch lets you lower volume temporarily and return to the exact original setting
- Two-position tape dubbing with full monitoring and copying from either deck
- Pre/main terminals for optional external signal processors
- 25 µS Dolby* FM de-emphasis
- Exclusive Nikko fully electronic protection circuitry
- Wood veneered side panels.

Don't Just Take Our Word For It

Write for complete information and specifications, or call toll-free (800) 423-2994 for the name of your nearest Nikko dealer. Compare features. Compare performance. Compare price.

* Dolby is the trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

Nikko NR-1219: Anything Less Is Just A Good Receiver.
phical movements, but surely Haydn built a bridge between the Rococo and Classical styles as carefully and consciously as Schen- berg invented the twelve-tone method.

As to these performances, they are... well, remarkable. If you think that word sounds as though I were trying to avoid saying "good" or "bad," you're right. These are tightly knit, tightly packed, thought through and without out performances of a very special kind. They are not idiomatic eighteenth-century Haydn (although I assume that the Juilliard's playing is different from my score because they are using a better edition). Nor is this romantic quartet playing in the old Budapest manner. But then I wouldn't call it modernistic or just Juilliardistic. The players have a unity of purpose, a concentration, and a clarity that are truly illuminating, although the approach is often so single-minded that it becomes hard to take. It works most magnificently in the fugues. I would prefer, here and there, a bit more drama and humor, but I will say that either Haydn, I, or the Juilliard, or perhaps all of us, warmed up as we plowed through the set; Nos. 5 and 6 were the high points. E.S.

KHACHATURIAN: Gayne (complete ballet).

Moscow Radio Symphony Orchestra, Jansug Kakhidze cond. COLUMBIA/MELODIYA M3 35155 three discs $26.98

Performance: Impassioned

Recording: Very good

Aram Khachaturian’s Gayne—with its beguil- ing Armenian folk melodies, lilting rhythms, and richly colorful orchestration—has undoubt- edly been a popular favorite in concert halls and on records. It was not always so successful, however, and the score has a complicated history. The composer used the results of his research into the folk music of his native Armenia in Happiness, a three-act ballet set on a collective farm that was first presented at a music festival in Yerevan, his home town, in 1939. A revised version of the score, renamed Gayne after the protagonist, a young cotton picker, opened in Moscow in 1942 but received an unenthusiastic official reception. Khachaturian then extracted three of excerpts from the full ballet. Fi- nally, in 1957, still another version, with altered ideological content and about one-third new music, was staged at the Bolshoi Ballet.

Not surprisingly, in view of this history, Gayne never seems to get played the same way twice on records. There are various albums of excerpts—one, on Angel, conducted by the composer—and others with the first two of the 1942 suites. Last year RCA issued a dazzling two-record set of all three suites conducted by Loris Tjeknavorian. And now we have from Columbia a three-disc set of the complete 1957 Gayne—all fifty numbers, from the overture and four-part prologue through the seven scenes of its three acts—performed under the direction of Jansug Kakhidze, the composer’s own choice as conductor.

Hand in hand, Gayne gains in interest through the development of its familiar themes, which compellingly change as the moods of the drama shift. But there is also a lot of musical funistan to endure in the melo- dramatic sections between the folk dances, which remain the most captivating elements of the score. This is a handsome presentation of the work, however, with impassioned con- ducting by Kakhidze, and it is good to have the complete ballet on records at last. The performance seems to have been somewhat distantly miked, but in general the sound is sufficiently overwhelming. P.K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Splendid

Recording: Fine

This is the first time I have come across Martinů’s concerto, whose very title is a re- minder that Beethoven actually called his own Triple Concerto a “concertino.” This really is a diminutive work, though, in four very concis- e movements and more in the spirit of the concert grosso. The only near parallel that occurred to me, in fact, was the Concerto Grosso No. 1 of Bloch, with which this work has a certain spiritual kinship. The concerto was written for the Hungarian Trio in just twelve weeks in August 1933, and the white- beat spontaneity of that creative spirit is reflected in the intensely concentrated energy that dominates the motoric outer movements and provides an undercurrent of tension in the two inner ones. With the Suk Trio functioning as concertino, the performance is all a com- poser—or listener—could ask.

The Sinfonietta Ginonca for a much more fa- miliar matter, one of Martinů’s most success- (Continued on page 98)

Bamboo

Curtain

Music

The man who called music an international language may not have been that far off; cer- tainly, it is an international business. Here we have a Dutch company recording an American orchestra with a Japanese conduc- tor and two Chinese soloists in works by an American bandmaster, a Hungarian pianist, and a communist Chinese committee. You may wonder who buys records like this. I do—wonder, that is. But whatever the reason (the music was not recorded at a live concert in Peking), quite a lot of people are buying this one, for the record is on the classical best-selling charts.

The pipa, a traditional Chinese instrument, is a kind of four-string, fretted lute, and the soloist here, Liu Teh-hai, is an evident virtuoso of the instrument. The Concerto for Pipa and Orchestra, a “committee work” by the pipa player, Wu Tsu-chiang, and Wang Yen-chiao (for some reason the labels list Wu alone as the composer), is a typical piece of communist institutional chit chat with “inspiring program.” It is, as most such pieces are, very Western in sound; it could as easily have been a banda concerto by a Ukrainian communist committee and I probably would not have known the difference. It would be inter- esting to hear Mr. Liu’s artistry in some tradi- tional Chinese pipa music (if there is any of it in unbowedized form), but as for Little Sisters of the Grassland, one listening is quite enough.

Liu Shih-kun is apparently the Chinese People’s Republic’s leading pianist (Western style, at least) today, and he was runner-up to Van Cliburn in the 1958 Tchaikovsky Competi- tion in Moscow when he was eighteen. He has plenty of keyboard technique, flair, and a sense of style, and he and Seiji Ozawa give us a first-class rendition of the Liszt E-flat Concerto. This is fine if you happen to need a recording of the E-flat Concerto, but with rec- ords already available by such as Richter, Berman, Gutierrez, and Argerich, I would think that most people would have already satisfied that repertorial urge. Still, there’s nothing that will make Liszt’s ideas sound fresher or more important than putting them up against Little Sisters of the Grassland, and, given the quality of the performance, I haven’t been so impressed by the E-flat Concerto in years. The recording is excellent, as is the pressing.

Though I am a long-time admirer of John Philip Sousa, in the only record here I simply could not listen to The Stars and Stripes Forever. Its inclusion perhaps made some point in the People’s Republic’s leading pianist’s repertoire, but it makes no point at all in my living room. Who plans these records anyway?

—James Goodfriend

Varese Sarabande and Chalfont offer
THE DIGITAL RECORDING EXPERIENCE

With Three Albums of Collector Quality

DANZAS FANTASTICAS
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CARLO CURLEY GOES DIGITAL
BACH: Toccata and Fugue in D Minor
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Mirada by Dodge. Engineered from scratch to be fuel efficient.

If you own a Thunderbird, Grand Prix, Monte Carlo, Cutlass Supreme, Regal

Best equipped personal car in the mid-size class.
Automatic Transmission
Power Steering
Power Brakes
AM Radio
Tinted Glass
Bucket Seats
White side-wall radials
Working Gauges
Brushed-Metal Instrument Panel

17 EPA EST. MPG. 25 HWY. MPG.

Use this estimate for comparisons. Your mileage may vary depending on your speed, weather and trip length. Your actual highway mileage will probably be less. California estimates 16 EPA estimated mpg. 24 EPA estimated highway.

Leather interior available.
But not at the expense of styling, luxury or performance.

or Cougar, you owe it to yourself to test drive The New 1980 Dodge Mirada.

Console with floor shift available.
Romantic-Organ buffs and subwoofer fanatics will have a field day with Crystal Clear's two direct-to-disc albums titled 'The Fox Touch.' Virgil Fox provides predominantly extrapolated (and sometimes highly idiosyncratic) readings of two Bach masterpieces and a collection of late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century French virtuoso showpieces. The large, modern instrument he plays is a Ruffati installed in 1977 in a Garden Grove, California, church of a contemporary design and with, in Fox's characterization, "concert hall" acoustics. The knockout recording job was supervised by producer Ed Wodenjak and engineer Bert Whyte.

Musically, Fox's super-brilliant performances of the French works come off best—though a little of this repertoire goes a long way with me (I liked the comparatively restrained Dupré Prelude and Fugue and the exciting Alain Litane the most). As with the direct-to-disc piano records I've reviewed in recent months, I find it amazing that even so righthand a technician as Virgil Fox can manage to play twenty minutes of this sort of music at a time with virtually no audible fluffs.

Fox's interpretation of Bach's Toccatas, Adagio, and Fugue in C Major is most unusual. The conventional treatment (by E. Power Biggs, say) of the famous adagio is to start quietly and to tear the roof off at the end with the tremendous recitative and the ensuing series of chords loaded with dissonant suspensions. Fox takes exactly the opposite approach, beginning mezzo piano and treating the entire movement as a study in diminuendo, including even what would normally be considered its climax. Other interpretative points worth mentioning: the Franck Pièce Héroïque is taken at a pleasingly brisk pace, thereby relieving the music of some of its inherent pomposity, and the Widor toccata, one of the all-time showpieces of its kind, is played faster than I can remember ever hearing it.

The church where these discs were recorded has enough space to allow the organ to speak in full voice without overloading the room, but the reverberation time is relatively short, so the articulation of attacks and the polyphonic interweaving of lines are perfectly clear. If you want the ultimate test of what an audio system can handle in the way of combination tones from a large organ with all stops out recorded under ideal conditions, try the end of the Jongen toccata here. (My system had to say "Uncle" at this point.) On the whole, the entire production was very well handled in terms of microphone setup (there are some fine antiphonal effects) and general sonics. I do wish, however, considering the steep price tag for these discs, that Crystal Clear had taken the trouble to supply more detailed notes on the music.

---

MOUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition; A Night on Bald Mountain (see Best of the Month, page 77)

MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 9, in E-flat Major (K. 271); Piano Concerto No. 21, in C Major (K. 467). Alexis Weissenberg (piano); Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Carlo Maria Giulini cond. ANGEL S-37567 $8.98, © 4XS-37567 $8.98.

Performance: Elegant, fluent Recording: Very good

"Like oil" was the way Mozart said that one of his concertos should go, and I've never heard his E-flat better executed. The conventional treatment (by E. Power Biggs, say) of the Widor toccata, one of the all-time showpieces of its kind, is played faster than I can remember ever hearing it.

I do not wish to say "Uncle" at this point.) On the whole, the entire production was very well handled in terms of microphone setup (there are some fine antiphonal effects) and general sonics. I do wish, however, considering the steep price tag for these discs, that Crystal Clear had taken the trouble to supply more detailed notes on the music.
Sansui is breaking up a very successful relationship. The TU-717 has a new mate: The AU-719.

Sansui has just introduced an exciting new integrated amplifier, the AU-719. It represents the very latest developments in audio and electronics technology. It is so good, in fact, that it has replaced its rave-reviewed, best-selling predecessor as the partner of the TU-717 tuner.

The TU-717's performance has been extravagantly praised by professional critics and knowledgeable consumers alike. With advanced features like switchable IF bandwidth and specs like 81dB signal-to-noise ratio and 0.06% THD, it's only natural.

We expect the tuner's new mate to receive a tremendous reception and set industry amplifier standards for a long time to come. Here's why.

INTRODUCING DD/DC
What particularly distinguishes the new AU-719 amp is Sansui's patent-pending DD/DC (Diamond Differential/DC) circuitry that provides the extremely high drive current needed to reduce THD by adding large amounts of negative feedback without compromising slew rate or adding TIM.

Slew rate refers to an amplifier's ability to respond to rapidly changing musical signals. The slew rate of the AU-719 is an astounding 170V/μSec.

MAGNIFICENT MUSIC
Many modern amplifiers have extremely low total harmonic distortion specs. And that's important. But THD is measured with steady test signals and is not really representative of an amp's ability to deal with music. Sansui alone, with its DD/DC technology, is able to provide both low THD and lowest TIM simultaneously. Instead of the harsh metallic sound you sometimes get on a conventional amp when the musical signals are complex, with the AU-719 you hear only magnificent music.

THD is less than 0.015% at full rated power of 90w/channel, min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms from 10 - 20,000 Hz. Overall frequency response is awesome: DC - 400,000 Hz, +0, -3dB. Hum and noise are a super-silent -100dB on aux and -88dB on phono. The phono equalizer, which adheres to the standard RIAA curve within ±0.2dB from 20 - 20,000 Hz, also uses our unique DD/DC circuit for record reproduction that's second-to-none.

CONTROL YOURSELF
The unit is equipped with a full complement of versatile controls and connections to create the system and sound that's right for you, including two phono and two tape inputs, defeatable tone controls with switchable center frequencies, deck-to-deck tape dubbing and a very convenient 20dB muting switch.

Audition the new AU-719 and matching TU-717 at your authorized Sansui dealer. We think it will be the start of a very successful relationship.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071  Gardena, Ca. 90247
Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo Japan
Sansui Audio Europe S.A., Antwerp Belgium
In Canada: Electronic Distributors
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a very subdued (for Nono) elegiac work with an evident personal meaning only darkly hinted at in the program notes (and the peculiar title, which obviously refers both to Nono's Venetian home and to the requiem-like character of the work).

Nono's more familiar position as an artistic and political radical is represented by A Floresta e Jovem e Cheja de Vida (The Forest Is Young and Full of Life), and, although it is a rough, dirty, confused work, I much prefer its state Jovem e Cheja de Vida (The Forest Is Young and Full of Life), and, although it is a very subdued (for Nono) elegiac work with a kind of documentary resonance, very much printed texts). It is a mess, but yet it has a kind of documentary resonance, very much of its time and deeply felt.

E.S.

**SCHUBERT: Der Vierjährige Posten (D. 190).** Peter Schreier (tenor). Duval; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (baritone), Walter; Helen Donath (soprano), Kathchen; Willy Brokmeier (tenor), Captain; Friedrich Lenz (tenor), Veit; others.

**SCHUBERT: Die Verschworenen (D. 190).** Kurt Moll (bass), Count Heribert; Edda Moser (soprano), Countess Ludmilla; Martin Finke (tenor), Astolf; Gabriele Fuchs (soprano), Helena; Adolf Dallapozza (tenor), Udolin; Elke Schary (soprano), Isella; others.

Both the latter are in the Singspiel form, Ma Vlast does not give you at least a slight urge to march out and enlist in the Czech army, it has't been given a really effective performance. After all, Ma Vlast is one of the supreme masterpieces of nationalistic music. Its rich anthems and compelling program aren't meant to serve some abstract ideal of beauty, though the work is certainly wonderfully beautiful: its purpose is to express pride in a place, its people, and its past, to celebrate the Czech national experience.

By that standard, I think Paavo Berglund's recent Angel recording of Ma Vlast with the Dresden State Orchestra rings hollow. There is ample evidence of "objective" mastery: the Finnish conductor is singularly articulate and the Dresden orchestra is clearly among Europe's finest. East or West (those frequent comparisons with the Berlin Philharmonic are not at all out of line). But, overall, this reading fails to communicate the splendor and simple button-popping patriotism that runs through the music like a vein of gold. Berglund seems somewhat hushed and evanescent. The Moldau here doesn't have the same spirit, both the Dvorak fillers on side four—the Third Slavonic Rhapsody and the Scherzo Capriccioso—are quite good. Dvorak this transparent and disciplined is well worth hearing, though perhaps not worth buying a two-disc set to get.

The RCA recording of Ma Vlast by Wolfgang Sawallisch and the Suisse Romande Orchestra shows more of the proper spirit, both interpretively and sonically. Sawallisch brings a particular intensity to the opening of Vysehrad, and even if the orchestra's strings subsequently turn a bit threadbare in sound, the character of their playing is ideally exuberant; the tone poem's final ebbing away is perfectly evanescent, and evanescent. The Moldau here doesn't have the same spirit, both the Dvorak fillers on side four—the Third Slavonic Rhapsody and the Scherzo Capriccioso—are quite good. Dvorak this transparent and disciplined is well worth hearing, though perhaps not worth buying a two-disc set to get.

As a friend of mine aptly put it: if hearing Smetana's symphonic poem Ma Vlast (My Country) doesn't give you at least a slight urge to march out and enlist in the Czech army, it hasn't been given a really effective performance. After all, Ma Vlast is one of the supreme masterpieces of nationalistic music. Its rich anthems and compelling program aren't meant to serve some abstract ideal of beauty, though the work is certainly wonderfully beautiful: its purpose is to express pride in a place, its people, and its past, to celebrate the Czech national experience.

By that standard, I think Paavo Berglund's recent Angel recording of Ma Vlast with the Dresden State Orchestra rings hollow. There is ample evidence of "objective" mastery: the Finnish conductor is singularly articulate and the Dresden orchestra is clearly among Europe's finest. East or West (those frequent comparisons with the Berlin Philharmonic are not at all out of line). But, overall, this reading fails to communicate the splendor and simple button-popping patriotism that runs through the music like a vein of gold. Berglund seems somewhat hushed and evanescent. The Moldau here doesn't have the same spirit, both the Dvorak fillers on side four—the Third Slavonic Rhapsody and the Scherzo Capriccioso—are quite good. Dvorak this transparent and disciplined is well worth hearing, though perhaps not worth buying a two-disc set to get.

As a friend of mine aptly put it: if hearing Smetana's symphonic poem Ma Vlast (My Country) doesn't give you at least a slight urge to march out and enlist in the Czech army, it hasn't been given a really effective performance. After all, Ma Vlast is one of the supreme masterpieces of nationalistic music. Its rich anthems and compelling program aren't meant to serve some abstract ideal of beauty, though the work is certainly wonderfully beautiful: its purpose is to express pride in a place, its people, and its past, to celebrate the Czech national experience.

By that standard, I think Paavo Berglund's recent Angel recording of Ma Vlast with the Dresden State Orchestra rings hollow. There is ample evidence of "objective" mastery: the Finnish conductor is singularly articulate and the Dresden orchestra is clearly among Europe's finest. East or West (those frequent comparisons with the Berlin Philharmonic are not at all out of line). But, overall, this reading fails to communicate the splendor and simple button-popping patriotism that runs through the music like a vein of gold. Berglund seems somewhat hushed and evanescent. The Moldau here doesn't have the same spirit, both the Dvorak fillers on side four—the Third Slavonic Rhapsody and the Scherzo Capriccioso—are quite good. Dvorak this transparent and disciplined is well worth hearing, though perhaps not worth buying a two-disc set to get.

The RCA recording of Ma Vlast by Wolfgang Sawallisch and the Suisse Romande Orchestra shows more of the proper spirit, both interpretively and sonically. Sawallisch brings a particular intensity to the opening of Vysehrad, and even if the orchestra's strings subsequently turn a bit threadbare in sound, the character of their playing is ideally exuberant; the tone poem's final ebbing away is perfectly evanescent, and evanescent. The Moldau here doesn't have the same spirit, both the Dvorak fillers on side four—the Third Slavonic Rhapsody and the Scherzo Capriccioso—are quite good. Dvorak this transparent and disciplined is well worth hearing, though perhaps not worth buying a two-disc set to get.
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the plot could do with a lot more spice, the music makes Die Verschorenen eminently stageable.

Both works receive expert performances here, lovingly conducted by Heinz Wallberg. The prominent singers acquit themselves in a manner worthy of their reputations, particularly the resonant Kurt Moll.

G.J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Authoritative
Recording: Very good

I don’t think I have been swayed by the eponymy involved here in feeling that the Smetana Quartet has always shown a unique authority in performing Smetana's quartets. This splendid ensemble has always seemed just that much more persuasive than any other in the well-loved E Minor, and, indeed, none other seems to bother with the poignant, similarly autobiographical D Minor. These are not the same performances that circulated in the late Sixties on Crossroads 22 16 0112 but were taped aresh in February 1976. They are perhaps even more intense and affecting than the earlier ones; they are certainly more richly recorded, and this time the layout is more sensible, with each work complete on a single side (the finale of No. 1 began side two on Crossroads). These are the same performances that have been available for the last two or three years on Denon OX-7049-ND, and the digital two-channel edition is unquestionably cleaner and more lifelike; but Supraphon’s nondigital quadraphonic recording is very good in its own right, with good definition and a full-bodied character.

R.F.

STILL: Seven Traceries (see COLERIDGE-TAYLOR)

R. STRAUSS: Die Schweigsame Frau (see Best of the Month, page 75)

VERDI: Un Ballo in Maschera. José Carreras (tenor), Riccardo; Ingvar Wixell (baritone), Renata; Montserrat Caballe (soprano), Amelia; Patricia Payne (contralto), Ulrica; Sona Ghararian (soprano), Oscar; Jonathan Summers (baritone), Silvano; Robert Lloyd (bass), Samuel; Gwynne Howell (bass), Tom; others. Orchestra and Chorus of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, Colin Davis cond. PIPS 6790 020 three discs $29.94, © 7699 108 $29.94.

Performance: Ups and downs
Recording: Excellent

This is a strange Ballo, only partially fulfilling what such an illustrious cast and conductor would lead us to expect. The "strangeness" has a lot to do with Colin Davis, whose conducting I find fastidious but unidiomatic. He has a first-rate orchestra to work with and knows how to draw rich sounds, transparent textures, and expressive playing from it, but the Verdi flow that is unmistakably communicated by, say, Lamberto Gardelli is only intermittently present here. Davis’ tempo choices are frequently too slow and at times
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CIRCLE NO. 30 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Model 7-4880
**Fiddle 'Fanciers' Feast**

What a pair! Two splendid discs of virtuoso violin music played by Itzhak Perlman and Vladimir Spivakov. The Perlman disc, the by-product of a television program, has only one new item. Bazzini’s devilish *Dance of the Goblins*; the other selections have been drawn from at least six previous releases. My admiration for Perlman’s artistry is virtually unreserved. I know he is only human and perfectly capable of doing something that is not violistically right, and I am willing to wait patiently for such a slip-up—but it just never seems to happen. Certainly nothing of the sort happens here. The music is all lightweight, but Perlman’s warmth and intensity give it an ennobling radiance.

Vladimir Spivakov—like Perlman, in his thirties—is a somewhat different sort of artist. Compared with Perlman’s rich and throbbing tone, Spivakov’s seems all satin and silver, more “classical” than “romantic.” His disc offers works by Schubert, Paganini, and Brahms, and the Schubert A Minor Sonatine unfolds with a cool, unburdened ease that proves how right the composer was to call it a “sonata” (dubbing it and its two companion pieces “sonatines” was publisher Diabelli’s idea). But Spivakov lacks neither technique nor temperament, as the rest of his program proves. The fanciful Joachim arrangements of four of Brahms’ Hungarian Dances, with their resonating chords and chains of double stops, pose challenges worthy of a Paganini. Spivakov dispatches them, and the two Paganini pieces as well, with unfluffled ease.

Both artists enjoy exemplary accompaniments, and both recordings are excellent. These two discs are feasts for fiddle fanciers.

—George Jellinek


*Performances: Impressive  Recording: Stunning*

This appears to be the first direct-to-disc guitar recording, and the sound is quite stunning: incredibly clean, without a hint of background noise. The perfectly on-center German pressing is of superb quality too. I am especially impressed by the dynamic range, which, though not abnormally extended, is unusually wide for the instrument. (The average signal level of the recording is also rather high, so there is some danger of reproducing the guitar sound at a much larger-than-life volume in the loudest passages; this can be easily avoided by finding a comfortable control setting for the softest passages, such as at the conclusion of the Turina piece, which then brings all the rest right into focus dynamically.) The result, despite very close miking, is extraordinarily realistic.

And what of the guitarist himself? Michael Newman, who is twenty-one years old, studied with Valdes Blain and Oscar Giuglia, among others, and is currently on the faculty at Rutgers University. This is his first album, and a debut of this caliber would deserve considerable praise even if it were not a direct-to-disc recording, with all that that requires in terms of stamina, concentration, and noise (since editing is not possible with this technique). Any twenty-one-year-old, however, who can toss off repertoire of this sort non-stop and make virtually no mistakes has to be looked on as a phenomenon.

The program includes a barcarolle: the Bach chaconne, which is an acknowledged staple, is nothing very special, and it totals only twenty-eight minutes. The Albeniz piece is a trifling transcription, and although it is well played, one does not hear in it the rhapsodic subtleties or tonal allure that mark Newman’s other interpretations. The Turina *Fandanguito* the guitarist definitely comes into his own. Thoroughly atmospheric and moody, it and the bittersweet *Canonadas del Alba* (Dawn Bells) are the high points of the album. Newman’s relaxed and lyrical playing, coupled with a lovely sense of dynamics, are quite irresistible here. But the Bach chaconne, which is an acknowledged staple, is nothing very special, and it totals only twenty-eight minutes. The Albeniz piece is a trifling transcription, and although it is well played, one does not hear in it the rhapsodic subtleties or tonal allure that mark Newman’s other interpretations. The Turina *Fandanguito* the guitarist definitely comes into his own. Thoroughly atmospheric and moody, it and the bittersweet *Canonadas del Alba* (Dawn Bells) are the high points of the album. Newman’s relaxed and lyrical playing, coupled with a lovely sense of dynamics, are quite irresistible here. But the Bach chaconne, which is an acknowledged staple, is nothing very special, and it totals only twenty-eight minutes. The Albeniz piece is a trifling transcription, and although it is well played, one does not hear in it the rhapsodic subtleties or tonal allure that mark Newman’s other interpretations. The Turina *Fandanguito* the guitarist definitely comes into his own. Thoroughly atmospheric and moody, it and the bittersweet *Canonadas del Alba* (Dawn Bells) are the high points of the album. Newman’s relaxed and lyrical playing, coupled with a lovely sense of dynamics, are quite irresistible here. But the Bach chaconne, which is an acknowledged staple, is nothing very special, and it totals only twenty-eight minutes. The Albeniz piece is a trifling transcription, and although it is well played, one does not hear in it the rhapsodic subtleties or tonal allure that mark Newman’s other interpretations. The Turina *Fandanguito* the guitarist definitely comes into his own. Thoroughly atmospheric and moody, it and the bittersweet *Canonadas del Alba* (Dawn Bells) are the high points of the album. Newman’s relaxed and lyrical playing, coupled with a lovely sense of dynamics, are quite irresistible here. But the Bach chaconne, which is an acknowledged staple, is nothing very special, and it totals only twenty-eight minutes. The Albeniz piece is a trifling transcription, and although it is well played, one does not hear in it the rhapsodic subtleties or tonal allure that mark Newman’s other interpretations. The Turina *Fandanguito* the guitarist definitely comes into his own. Thoroughly atmospheric and moody, it and the bittersweet *Canonadas del Alba* (Dawn Bells) are the high points of the album. Newman’s relaxed and lyrical playing, coupled with a lovely sense of dynamics, are quite irresistible here. But the Bach chaconne, which is an acknowledged staple, is nothing very special, and it totals only twenty-eight minutes. The Albeniz piece is a trifling transcription, and although it is well played, one does not hear in it the rhapsodic subtleties or tonal allure that mark Newman’s other interpretations. The Turina *Fandanguito* the guitarist definitely comes into his own. Thoroughly atmospheric and moody, it and the bittersweet *Canonadas del Alba* (Dawn Bells) are the high points of the album. Newman’s relaxed and lyrical playing, coupled with a lovely sense of dynamics, are quite irresistible here. But the Bach chaconne, which is an acknowledged staple, is nothing very special, and it totals only twenty-eight minutes. The Albeniz piece is a trifling transcription, and although it is well played, one does not hear in it the rhapsodic subtleties or tonal allure that mark Newman’s other interpretations. The Turina *Fandanguito* the guitarist definitely comes into his own. Thoroughly atmospheric and moody, it and the bittersweet *Canonadas del Alba* (Dawn Bells) are the high points of the album. Newman’s relaxed and lyrical playing, coupled with a lovely sense of dynamics, are quite irresistible here. But the Bach chaconne, which is an acknowledged staple, is nothing very special, and it totals only twenty-eight minutes. The Albeniz piece is a trifling transcription, and although it is well played, one does not hear in it the rhapsodic subtleties or tonal allure that mark Newman’s other interpretations. The Turina *Fandanguito* the guitarist definitely comes into his own. Thoroughly atmospheric and moody, it and the bittersweet *Canonadas del Alba* (Dawn Bells) are the high points of the album. Newman’s relaxed and lyrical playing, coupled with a lovely sense of dynamics, are quite irresistible here. But the Bach chaconne, which is an acknowledged staple, is nothing very special, and it totals only twenty-eight minutes. The Albeniz piece is a trifling transcription, and although it is well played, one does not hear in it the rhapsodic subtleties or tonal allure that mark Newman’s other interpretations. The Turina *Fandanguito* the guitarist definitely comes into his own. Thoroughly atmospheric and moody, it and the bittersweet *Canonadas del Alba* (Dawn Bells) are the high points of the album. Newman’s relaxed and lyrical playing, coupled with a lovely sense of dynamics, are quite irresistible here. But the Bach chaconne, which is an acknowledged staple, is nothing very special, and it totals only twenty-eight minutes. The Albeniz piece is a trifling transcription, and although it is well played, one does not hear in it the rhapsodic subtleties or tonal allure that mark Newman’s other interpretations. The Turina *Fandanguito* the guitarist definitely comes into his own. Thoroughly atmospheric and moody, it and the bittersweet *Canonadas del Alba* (Dawn Bells) are the high points of the album. Newman’s relaxed and lyrical playing, coupled with a lovely sense of dynamics, are quite irresistible here. But...
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CIRCLE NO. 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Arthur Fiedler would have been eighty-five this December 17. When he died last July, a lot of twaddle was printed and broadcast by way of “tribute,” while a good deal was omitted in what appeared to be a media drive to enshrine him as a “Mr. Pops” who liked to be photographed in funny costumes and to thumb his nose at “serious” music. One of the major television networks allowed one of its “newsmen” to tell an audience of millions, with a Boston landmark behind him for support, that Arthur Fiedler created the Boston Pops when he took over the Boston Symphony Orchestra and changed its name!

Actually, Fiedler, who rarely got to conduct the Boston Symphony Orchestra (his one record with the BSO—Dvořák’s New World Symphony and Carnival Overture—was issued in honor of his seventy-fifth birthday ten years ago), had more than a dozen predecessors as conductor of the Pops (one of them was the composer Alfredo Casella), but in a sense he did create the institution known to the world. Indeed, he became an institution himself, and he certainly set a record for longevity of tenure, conducting exactly fifty consecutive seasons of Boston Pops concerts. (Even Willem Mengelberg’s reign over the Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam wasn’t that long, and Ernest Ansermet chose to retire after “only” forty-nine years as chief of the Orchestre de la Suisse Romande that he founded in 1918.) What Fiedler did create was the outdoor Esplanade Concerts, which he initiated in 1929, a year before he took over the Pops and fifteen years after he joined the BSO as a violist; he presided over this series also for a full half-century, and it was for this activity in particular that the city named a bridge for him.

Forgotten or ignored in the stories about “Superpops” were Fiedler’s activities as a choral conductor and as founder—conductor of the Arthur Fiedler Sinfonietta, perhaps the only permanently constituted chamber orchestra in the country in the 1930s, with which he toured New England and made some splendid recordings. The Sinfonietta made the premiere recording of Hindemith’s viola concerto Der Schwanendreher, with the composer as soloist. With organist E. Power Biggs there were works of Handel, Corelli, and Mozart. There were the big Mozart Divertimento in B-flat Major, K. 287, and the Wind Serenade in C Minor, K. 388, Telemann’s Don Quichotte suite, and such rarities as the marvelous little Christmas Symphony of Gaetano Maria Schiassi and a suite by Esa- jas Reusner (the latter with the first U.S. recording of the Pachelbel Canon as filler).

At the same time, Fiedler and the Boston Pops were turning out recordings that were recognized as more or less standard reference versions of dozens of light classics and dozens more not so light. His 78-rpm recording of Beethoven’s Consecration of the House Overture was regarded by virtually every critic who reviewed records as superior to Toscanini’s. He was the first to record Liszt’s Totentanz, the Paderewski and Gershwin concertos, and the MacDowell Second Concerto, all with Jesús Maria Sanromá, and the first with Kodály’s Dances of Galánta and Dvořák’s Husitská.

As a teenager, while studying in Europe, Fiedler actually played in the Strauss family orchestra, conducted then by Johann Strauss III, son of the Waltz King’s brother Eduard. The experience was not wasted on him. What may have been the very first entry in the Boston Pops discography was a 1935 recording of the Strauss waltz Wo die Zitronen Blüh’n that was regarded as “perhaps more Viennese than the Viennese.” There were many more fine Strauss recordings in the four decades that followed; not all of them had the magic of that first one (the 1936 remake of the Zitrone- waltzer on RCA LSC-2028 doesn’t quite match the 1935 version, and the introduction to Josef’s Dynamiden is chopped up on that disc, though it was intact on the now deleted mono), but just two years ago Deutsche Grammophon issued one of the best of all the Fiedler Strauss packages, which includes a remake of the waltz Neun Wien and the first complete version of the lesser-known München aus dem Orient (2584 008).

It’s a shame there weren’t remakes of more of the early Pops material and that Fiedler never got round to recording the Frescobaldi/Kindler tocatta: he was one of the very few to conduct that attractive piece after Kindler’s death. But it is pointless to dwell on what might have been, and we are confronted now with three discs, on different labels, which would appear to constitute a composite valedictory gesture—one of them representing the solid concert repertoire, one an example of the latter-day “anything to be groovy” approach, and the third a stunning demonstration of Fiedler’s stylish way with the music of George Gershwin.

As it happens, it is only the last of these that really qualifies as a Fiedler valediction. The Gershwin disc, on London, bears the heading “Celebrating His 50th Anniversary with the Boston Pops” and was recorded in the summer of 1978. It is a solid hour of relatively unfamiliar pieces, not one of which is entirely Gershwin’s own work as presented here. The four overtures are in the by-now-standard arrangements by Don Rose that Michael Tilson Thomas recorded a couple of years ago on Columbia M 34542. Fiedler’s performances of them are a little more broadly paced, more sumptuous, and, one might say, more nostalgic. From Girl Crazy he chose a similarly flavored little suite like Leroy Anderson instead of Rose’s overture; the tunes are the same of course, but the sly growl of the trombones introducing I Got Rhythm is one of those irresistible little touches that made Anderson himself a Pops regular for so long. Gregory Stone’s orchestral arrangements of the three preludes for piano solo enough like Gershwin’s own orchestral style to fool almost anyone, Walter Paul’s festive setting of W internight President is more than agreeable, and Robert McBride’s re-orchestration of the Second Rhapsody is more than brilliant—as is Ralph Votapek’s performance of the solo part. Altogether a gorgeous record, beautifully recorded and provided with uncommonly thorough annotation by Tim McDonald.

Although the Midsong International album “Saturday Night Fiedler” was taped just a month before Fiedler’s death, it appears that he was too old to conduct the sessions himself and they were led by E. Peter Ellis Dickson, Fiedler’s long-time assistant with the Pops, whom he called “my amanuensis for these sessions.” Despite Fiedler’s apparently happy participation in the form of photographs of himself in a John Travolta disco outfit (an act of cruelty to have printed those pictures, not because of the costume but because of the conductor’s pathetic physical condition at the time) and a letter about how much he enjoyed conducting the same material on television a month before the recording, there is little in these drab John Davies arrangements of Bach and rearrangements of five items from Saturday Night Fever that could be a source of pride to anyone except possibly the sound engineers. Maybe I’ve just passed into terminal curmudgeonhood, but this disc strikes me as no fun at all and a little depressing. I’d hate to think Arthur Fiedler really “signed out” with something like this.

The corrective, and it is a most effective one (visually as well as aurally, with a cover photograph of the robust Fiedler one prefers to remember), is a Deutsche Grammophon release titled “Fiedler’s Favorite Overtures.” That is actually a scene of a 1971 recording, but the original release on DG’s domestically pressed pop label (Polydor 245006) was so little noticed during its brief currency that it
comes to us now as almost new. One might think that if the four overtures offered here were really Fiedler’s favorites he would have recorded them long ago and several times over, whereas he evidently did not record any of them prior to taping this collection. However, the performances suggest that these pieces were indeed not only Fiedler’s favorite overtures, but his favorite music in all the world. They are downright elegant, and the music itself is fresh enough to afford the additional pleasure of discovery to most listeners.

Karl Goldmark’s *Im Frühling* (In Springtime), an unabashed outpouring of delight in the awakening of Nature, is appropriately warmhearted and vibrant. Copland’s *An Outdoor Overture* exhibits a real substance that even the composer’s own performances had not quite suggested. Sullivan’s *Overture di Ballo*, a piece that had never especially appealed to me, is revealed here as sheer enchantment, filled with wit and intriguing melodic and rhythmic interest. Even Shostakovich’s noisy *Festive Overture*, in Fiedler’s brisk but absolutely uncondescending treatment, manages to convey not only festivity of a high order but genuine dignity as well. Everywhere there is uncontrived vitality, affectionate shaping of phrases, the most subtle regard for internal balance in achieving just the right coloring.

**Deutsche Grammophon** should be embarrassed about offering such unfamiliar fare without a word of annotation (opus numbers are omitted too). The Goldmark has not been on records since Frederick Stock’s ancient 78 was retired, and the Sullivan has not been in our domestic catalog for years; a word or two might have been helpful. No embarrassment need be felt about any other aspect of this presentation, though. The sound itself is as grand as the performances; in the Shostakovich it compares not at all badly with Morton Gould’s new digital recording of the work (Chalfont SDG-301, reviewed in the October issue). In short, “Fiedler’s Favorite Overtures” are surely Fiedler’s Finest, and this collection could well be Everyone’s Favorite Fiedler. This conductor left no handsomer monument to himself—and none more endearing.

**I GOT RHYTHM—FIEDLER CONDUCTS GERSHWIN.** *Girl Crazy, Suite: Overtures; Oh, Kay!, Funny Face, Let ‘em Eat Cake, Of Thee I Sing, Wintergreen for President; Three Preludes; Second Rhapsody.* Ralph Votapek (piano, in Rhapsody); Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler cond. *London SPC 21185 $8.98.*

**SATURDAY NIGHT FIEDLER.** Saturday Night Fever Medley; *Bachamania.* Boston Pops Orchestra, Harry Ellis Dickson, “amanuensis.” *Midsong International MSI 011 $7.98, © MS8 011 $7.98, © MSC 011 $7.98.*


**We have several woodcut drawings of this old picture. If you’d like one free, just write.**

**THIS OLD PICTURE** reminds us that a few things have changed in Jack Daniel’s Hollow. Today’s grain is delivered in trucks instead of mule-drawn wagons. But our miller inspects each load as carefully as ever. And rejects it all if it’s not to his standard. Another thing we still do is gentle our whiskey with charcoal mellowing. That’s the process that accounts for Jack Daniel’s unique smoothness. And even though it dates back to 1866, we’re not about to change one part of it.

*Charcoal Mellowed Drop By Drop*

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery, Lem Motlow, Prop. Inc., Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352
Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
Any beleaguered politician worth his salt will tell you that votes are where you find them, so here's Frank Perdue look-alike Mayor Ed Koch horning in on James Taylor's recent free concert in the Big Apple's Central Park, which attracted more than 250,000 New Yorkers. Taylor's latest outing is on "Flag," Columbia FC 36058. Koch's a demonstration of hipitude as a guest on Saturday Night Live.

Who says punks aren't All-American kids? The minor-league softball team here is in fact made up of members of New Wave standard bearers The A's ("The A's," Arista AB 4238) and the redoubtable Ramones ("Road to Ruin," Sire 6063). Fashion note: is there perhaps some comment on the state of the economy in that new out-at-the-knees look?

Still more proof that the Sixties are over: Woodstock veteran Country Joe McDonald has gone Polyester Punk. Joe, whose forthcoming Fantasy album is titled "Leisure Suit," claims that the strategically placed rips in the outfit he's wearing here are not peek-a-boo but purely functional. "Polyester doesn't breathe," he explains, "so I have to provide some means for the air to circulate or I'd sweat to death on stage." And that, for the information of all you younger readers, is what my grandmother used to call a likely story.
You're right, that's **Bruce Springsteen**, backstage at the Bottom Line, hobnobbing with everybody's favorite rock-and-roll jailbait, Akron's own **Rachel Sweet** ("Fool Around," Stiff/Columbia JC 36101). Seems somebody told the Boss that Rachel, who turned seventeen during her show that evening, would like nothing more for the occasion than a chance to meet her idol. Guess they grow up obliging in Asbury Park.

Some smart cookie going around selling Girl Scouts? No, but those are Greater Boston area scouts in the company of madman **Ted Nugent** ("State of Shock," Epic FE 36000). Thirty of them were on hand to greet Ted at the Bean City's Logan Airport, perhaps to hustle a few tickets to Ted's show at the Boston Garden that night. Are there any merit badges for that?

Ever wonder why record prices are going up? Obviously, it's because of all those wild parties artists throw in the studio. For example, seen here contributing to the inflationary spiral are **Billy Mernit**, **Carly Simon**, and **David Spinoza**, guzzling it up during sessions for Carly's lately released "Spy" (Elektra 5E-506), reviewed in these pages last month.

Place: the Los Angeles City National Bank. Party: a celebration of the **Jacksons'** platinum album "Destiny" (Epic JE 35552). Guests: left to right, Michael Jackson, Graham Parker, Lene Lovich, and Lovich band-member Les Chappell. We don't know what Lovich and Chappell were up to, but Michael and Graham were comparing notes: Parker's new single, "I Want You Back," was Michael's very first record, "way back before his voice changed. (This, by the way, is one of those occasions when we regret that the photo's not in full color; Ms. Lovich's hair, they tell us, is this really great shade of pink.)
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CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD
THE A’S. The A’s (vocals and instrumentals). After Last Night; C.I.A.: Five Minutes in a Hero’s Life; Words; Parasite; Artificial Love: Who’s Gonna Save the World; and four others. ARISTA AB 4238 $7.98. © ATC 4238 $7.98. © ATC 4238 $7.98. © ATC 4238 $7.98.

Performance: Beside the point

Recording: Good enough

The A’s are cute in the Sixties sense (they look like a slightly seedy version of Herman’s Hermits), occasionally funny (check out their rehash of Twist and Shout), and transparently trendy. They are also the first punk band from Philadelphia to land a major record deal, which in itself should tell you something about them, considering that there hasn’t been much in the way of white rock-and-roll in the City of Not So Brotherly Love since the days of Cameo-Parkway Records, Frankie Avalon, and Bobby Rydell (and, come to think of it, not so much even then).

All of which is a roundabout way of saying that the A’s are to groups such as the Clash or the Cars (whose post-modernist stance they ape most strenuously) what Freddie and the Dreamers were to the Beatles or Fabian was to Elvis Presley: a sanitized, cunningly packaged, nonthreatening, low-calorie substitute. They’re not without talent (Teenage Jerkoff is their one-joke ditty. If I Said You Had a Beautiful Body Would You Hold It Against Me, got much air play, at least on country stations, because it was light and had a catchy bastard-Latin beat. Their sound and themes are basically Jimmy Buffet (further) simplified, and their depth is generally about an inch and a half (even the album title is unoriginal, having previously been used by Bob and Ray for their Broadway revue). Yet there is more than a suggestion here that the Bella- mys want to be taken seriously—little things, such as including the relatively sophisticated “sound” song, May You Never, by John Martyn, paying homage to the blues with Miss Misunderstood, and writing lines like “Why did we die so young?/There was a French kiss waiting on a red-hot tongue,” seem to spring from a desire for more than catchiness. They do a passable job of May You Never, they don’t butcher it, but in the end they neither amplify its charm nor give it any new definition; and the rest of the album, in the end, is the same kind of so-what proposition. It’s still a synthesis of sounds, not personality, that comes through.

N.C.

THE BELLAMY BROTHERS: The Two and Only. David and Howard Bellamy (vocals, guitar); Dizzy Rambler Band (instrumentals). If I Said You Had a Beautiful Body Would You Hold It Against Me; May You Never; Makin’ Music Mama; Wet T-Shirt; and six others. WARNER BROS./CURB BSX 3347 $7.98. © M 3347 $7.98. © M 3347 $7.98.

Performance: Ambitious synthetic

Recording: Good

The Bellamy Brothers are the country-flavored side of Ambitious Synthentic Chic in pop music. Their one-joke ditty. If I Said You Had a Beautiful Body Would You Hold It Against Me, got much air play, at least on country stations, because it was light and had a catchy bastard-Latin beat. Their sound and themes are basically Jimmy Buffet (further) simplified, and their depth is generally about an inch and a half (even the album title is unoriginal, having previously been used by Bob and Ray for their Broadway revue). Yet there is more than a suggestion here that the Bella- mys want to be taken seriously—little things, such as including the relatively sophisticated “sound” song, May You Never, by John Martyn, paying homage to the blues with Miss Misunderstood, and writing lines like “Why did we die so young?/There was a French kiss waiting on a red-hot tongue,” seem to spring from a desire for more than catchiness. They do a passable job of May You Never, they don’t butcher it, but in the end they neither amplify its charm nor give it any new definition; and the rest of the album, in the end, is the same kind of so-what proposition. It’s still a synthesis of sounds, not personality, that comes through.

N.C.
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NOVEMBER 1979
HE WY THOREAU was a good guy and a really great moralizer, but when he said “Simplify, simplify,” he gave us an awfully complicated set of instructions. On the surface, it would seem the way to simplify your life would be to become more self-sufficient (the way Hank did it), but in fact that means shifting from being a specialist (an accountant or dope dealer or whatever) to being a generalist, and while it may be relatively simple to learn the basic skills of self-sufficiency, managing those skills is something else again.

Just scheduling the work of taking care of yourself is no simple task. And that’s only the beginning of this simplifying business. If you try to simplify from the other direction—from the inside out—the complications are thicker than the traffic around Studio 54 before the latest gasoline price gouge. And such are the complications attending Bob Dylan’s new album, “Slow Train Coming.”

It doesn’t sound anything like either of them, but it may remind you of “John Wesley Harding” or “New Morning” as it gets back to the basics—some of the basics—the way they did. It’s a Muscle Shoals album, but an individualistic one, with the metallic electric keyboards of co-producer Barry Beckett and the occasional horns played off against the lachonic guitar of Mark Knopfler, who—to start complicating things—is the main cog in Dire Straits, a band perceived by most to have echoes of Dylan in its sound. I had begun to think that Dire Straits’ sound might be too narrow to wear well for long, but here Knopfler shows a sensitivity broader and more complex (I think) that I’d imagined. The economy of his playing naturally fits Dylan’s simplification effort, too, and the result—as far as the sound of it goes—is tight and basic and often, because it does not have the merit of excess, quick.

But the songs themselves are so direct, so simplified, that they grant us access to only one aspect of Dylan, this one somewhat narrower than usual. What is missing is poetic ambiguity. It’s extremely difficult or impossible to get the songs to say more than they say on the surface. That leaves you with what the songs are about and Dylan’s way with the language (laying aside for the moment the way he delivers them), and it leaves you feeling this is not quite rich enough to be a Dylan album. In short, it runs into the first thing you and I would bump into if we tried to simplify from the inside out: the tendency to over-contradict and wind up projecting an image that is ultimately a caricature. Do the same thing with a record album, and what you get is more like an exercise.

Yet there is some pretty good music in this one—basic blues-based music, much of it—and what these songs are about is interesting. Here and there they are about getting right with God, and they are almost fundamentalist about that. This is added to a sort of early Dylan tone reinvoked in the field of public affairs broadly defined. Some of the old outrage is there: “You’ve got innocent men in prison! Your insane asylums are filled . . . The rich seduce the poor! And the old are seduced by the young.” And so is some of the old humor: “You can call me Bobby/You can call me Ziggy/You can call me R. J./You can call me Ray/But you’re gonna have to serve somebody...”

Dylan being Dylan, there is enough on the surface, in the lines themselves, to keep speculators busy. Here he speaks up for Jesus, for example, and just a few years ago he went somewhat public about his Jewishness, visiting Israel and all that. Here he goes so far as to accuse us (or the world) of having pornography in the schools, and there are various ways his old liberal supporters could take that. Beyond all that, however superficially you have to take it. When He Returns, in which he’s accompanied only by a churchy piano, is a fine piece and may eventually take its place as a big Dylan song.

But the point, to me, is still that little is planted between the lines this time. It’s mostly in the lines and Dylan seems to be straining, often, to keep those lines taut. He even leaves in a couple of dubbed notes—rubbed not because he couldn’t reach them, but because he tried to squeeze them extra hard, like the very first Dylan voice we heard—and the tense, wired-up delivery is another thing that mitigates all the simplifying. I seem to want the songs to have a more lighthearted touch to change the pace. What we get is a backbeat-driven children’s song with a bobbed-off ending, Man Gave Names to All the Animals, which may remind you of a folk song evolved from a spiritual. But it’s merely whimsical, and what the album needs is something irreverent or maybe just something not quite so simple. Overall, this is a very well made commodity, a book from a gent who, in the past, has made art.

—Noel Coppage

BOB DYLAN: Slow Train Coming. Bob Dylan (vocals, guitar); Barry Beckett (keyboards); Pick Withers (drums); Tim Drummond (bass); Mark Knopfler (guitar); Muscle Shoals Horns; vocal accompaniment. Gotta Serve Somebody; Precious Angel; I Believe in You; Slow Train; Gonna Change My Way of Thinking; Do Right to Me Baby; When You Gonna Wake Up Man; Man Gave Names to All the Animals; When He Returns. Columbia FC 36120 $8.98, © FCA 36120 $8.98, © FCT 36120 $8.98.

with dance bands in the Twenties and rose to become one of the nation’s best-loved performers, with an easygoing style as both actor and singer that kept him popular for more than half a century. When he died last year, so many tributes to him and reviews of his career were televised that it scarcely seems necessary to do the same thing again. I have no doubt that record companies will still be issuing albums offering obscure examples of work well into the twenty-first century. The two at hand include specimens dating back to 1929 (Crosby cut his first disc in 1926); the latest is from 1944.

‘A Bing Crosby Collection, Volume III,” the most recent of a series being assembled and annotated by Michael Brooks for Columbia, opens with a dreadfully sticky ballad, My Angeline, that Crosby recorded with Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra at the start of the Great Depression. A number of other Depression songs, such as Let’s Spend an Evening at Home, with its celebration of the economies of domestic bliss, are included in the program, which bring the Crosby voice up to 1933. when he recorded Here Is My Heart for Harmony and My Love and I’m Playing with Fire for Brunswick. Despite the warmth of Crosby’s style and the expertise of such accompanists as the Tommy Dorsey and Isham Jones bands, many of the songs in this collection are pretty dull. Still, I would not have wanted to miss Orange Blossom Time from MGM’s Hollywood Revue of 1929, which was enhanced by spraying orange-blossom perfume on its performers’ faces at the larger movie palaces.

‘Bing’s Music Hall Highlights” offers Crosby in the Forties, in the midst of World War II, cheering up his radio listeners with little vignettes in which he and a girl he calls Judy (played by Marilyn Maxwell) recall bygone years through popular songs of what was already the past, from Paper Moon to Moonlight Bay. All are easy to take, and the sound is comparatively splendid, since Crosby was one of the first radio performers to tape his shows. The album’s no match, though, for the two volumes of his more varied entertainment to be found in Murray Hill’s bargain four-record package, “Bing Crosby and His Friends” (Murray Hill 894637).

P.K.

PHILIP D’ARROW. Philip D’Arrow (vocals, rhythm guitar); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Burn the Disco Down; I’m Barely Bruised; Hamburgers, Cheeseburgers; Alias Love; Suburban Bliss; and four others. PolYDOR PD-1-6210 $7.98, © ST-1-6210 $7.98, © CT-1-6210 $7.98.

Performance: Fair
Recording: Good

Philip D’Arrow tries very hard to sound like the next Billy Joel, but the problem is that the world does not need a new Billy Joel, being very comfortable with the one it has already. It is all right to be influenced by originals; it is foolish to try to duplicate them and presumptuous to attempt to replace them.

Burn the Disco Down, despite the sentiments, which some of us share, is not much more than an average sock-and-jab rock-and-roll song. Most of the rest of D’Arrow’s album is filled with complaints about false women and the world at large, and there is no sensible answer to his Angst (largely concocted, I suspect) other than to advise him frater- (Continued on page 114)
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This is what happens when you try to use the commercial models of something as if they were sources. Billy Falcon apparently looks up to Bruce Springsteen and Robert Gordon, maybe even Kim Fowley, and to punk rockers in general, but he goes on to show that music based on punk rock rather than punkism is not quite the “real” thing. What it is is more like zit rock. It’s all about how difficult it is to be young and have this amazing, ravenous body developing, only to be pent up in school all day, etc., etc., Billy Falcon’s vocals are heavily mannered, and his songs make Cheap Trick look like intellectuals. N.C.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

CRYSTAL GAYLE: We Should Be Together. Crystal Gayle (vocals); Dave Kirby (guitar);

amins; for Gronenthal’s sake, they should have taken him aside and said, “Look, Max, you’re going at this all wrong…” J.V.

KISS: Dynasty. Kiss (vocals and instrumen-
tals); Charisma; Dirty Livin’; Hard Times; Magic Touch; Save Your Love; and four
others. CASABLANCA NBLP 7512 $7.98, © NBL5 7512 $7.98. © NBL5 7512 $7.98. © NBL5 7512 $7.98.

Performance: Stupid, trite, inept Recording: Average

Well, here’s another load of the same old garbage: dumb, boring, muddy-sounding, chord-saturated rock. My two prepubescent daughters readily agree that Kiss is nowhere musi-
cally—but they fought over the poster that came with the album. For reasons having nothing to do with music, Kiss has become an institution, to the point where the group is the multiple protagonist of its own TV special during the kiddie hours; society has certified (Continued on page 118)
"The skills you learn in the Army Guard do a lot of people a lot of good."

Communications. Paramedicine. Handling heavy equipment. Or whatever. The skill you need to get the job you want, you can learn in the Army National Guard. And once you've got it, you get to use it in a lot of very important ways. Maybe it's evacuating flood victims with troop transports. Or using a tank to haul eighteen-wheelers out of snow drifts during a blizzard.

That's the way it is in the Guard. You use what you've got in a lot of unexpected ways. Doing anything you can to help people in trouble. People right in your hometown. It's the kind of work that'll keep you on your toes. You don't forget the valuable skills you learn in the Guard. You don't get the chance. Because there's always somebody somewhere who needs you.

See your local Army National Guard recruiter. Or call toll-free 800-638-7600 (except in Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands). In Maryland, call 728-3388.

Help Somebody. Including Yourself.
Kiss as safe for children, like tabby cats. And everyone, including the children, seems to know better than to take it seriously. Kiss, therefore, is on its way to being as irrelevant as, say, Don Rickles; like Alice Cooper before them. Kiss really seems to aspire to play golf with Bob Hope and George Burns. It's the American way, I suppose. But listen to this godawful jumble of pointless noise and see if you won't join me in devising a way to take Kiss as safe for children, like tabby cats. There are sound marvelously fresh for all that. And it also happens to be a hell of a lot of lightweight fun.

—Steve Simels

THE FLAMIN' GROOVIES: Jumpin' in the Night. (The Flamin' Groovies (vocals and instrumentalists).) Jumpin' in the Night; Next One Crying; First Plane Home; In the U.S.A.; Down Down Down; Yes I Am; Werewolves of London; It Won't Be Wrong; Please Please Me; Tell Me Again; Absolutely Sweet Marie; SD; Ladyfriend. SIRE SRR 6067 $7.98, © MSS 6067 $7.98.

Recording: Exceptional

The Flamin' Groovies have been keeping the great tradition of the high-school British Invasion copy band alive for so long now (almost ten years) that time has finally caught up with them. The Sixties classics they so lovingly resurrect are back in fashion thanks to the post-punk activity of newer outfits from Cheap Trick to the Records, and that may explain why listening to their "Jumpin' in the Night" is such an unabashed pleasure.

Fact is, the various musicians who originated this stuff wouldn't, by and large, be caught dead performing in this style any more, and if you don't believe me try imagining the current McGuinn, Clark, and Hillman performance (as the Groovies do here) faithful versions of the Byrds' SD or Ladyfriend. Consequently, I am no longer troubled, as I have been with previous Groovies albums, about whether or not these spirited remakes surpass or even equal the originals. They don't, frankly, but they sound marvelously fresh for all that. And if some teenager hears the Please Please Me included here and consequently discovers that the Beatles were more than just Paul McCartney's old back-up band, then the Groovies have provided a valuable public service.

Almost everything on "Jumpin'" works on some level, even the Groovies' deliberately anachronistic originals. But the absolute standout is an off-the-wall version of Warren Zevon's not-so-venerable Werewolves of London hit, revamped with a ringing twelve-string guitar that instantly evokes the cheery Battle of the Bands I ever attended in a drafty VFW hall. If you're too young to know what I'm talking about (and even if you're not), I urge you to acquire this album immediately; it's the perfect aural equivalent of More American Graffiti, and it rings far truer. It also happens to be a hell of a lot of lightweight fun.

THE LITTLE RIVER BAND: First Under the Wire. The Little River Band (vocals and instrumentalists). Lonesome Loser; Start the Rumor; By My Side; Cool Change; It's Not a Wonder; Mistress of Mine; Man on the Run; and three others. CAPITOL 600-11954 $8.98, © 4000-11954 $8.98.

Performance: Pleasant

The Little River Band, from Australia, fits right into the pleasant pap formula of our late-Seventies rock radio programming. And why not? It does sound like they put their thing, their sound, together from parts bought at the same store patronized by many of our American and English groups. They seem to have bought some of the same parts, in fact, as Gerry Rafferty and Meatloaf have, among others. But what the hell, it's a brave new world, and standardization counts almost as much as uniqueness. The LRB is neat, too; it's not a hair out of place in its genre. There's more atmosphere in this than in anything else I've heard this year from anyone.

Yes, there are moments that don't make it. All My Love, though beautifully played and sung, is mostly a routine ballad, and I'm Gonna Crawl, a James Brown-style soul number blown up to symphonic proportions, is a miscalculation—Götterdämmerung in Las Vegas. But by and large this is a lovely, intelligent, and genuinely exciting record from a group that previously dealt almost solely in excess. I await Led Zep's next album with great interest.

S.S.

R E C O R D I N G O F S P E C I A L M E R I T

LED ZEPPELIN: In Through the Out Door. Led Zeppelin (vocals and instruments). In the Evening; South Bound Suarez; Fool in the Evening; Hot Dog; and three others. SWAN SONG 16002 $8.98, © TP 16002 $8.98, @ TP 16002 $8.98.

Performance: Revelatory

Recording: Very good

LED Zeppelin is a band I've never been able to enjoy except in small doses—for a number of reasons, none of them being Robert Plant's cartoonish macho yowling—and it was clear even to devotees that their inspiration had been flagging on their last couple of albums. (Have you listened to "Presence" much lately? Didn't think so.) But the three-year hiatus since their last effort has clearly had a healthy effect on them, if only because they've been able to soak up some fresh, generally youthful influences. Their "comeback" effort, "In Through the Out Door," is, surprisingly, the most consistently listenable, inventive, and entertaining record they've ever made. It's certainly the most spirited.

The two big changes here are in Plant's vocals and Jimmy Page's deliberate downplaying of his customary steamroller guitar attack. Plant sounds restrained, delicate; he seems to have abandoned his trademark Wagnerian blues style in favor of a voice-as-instrument approach that's at once cool and pretty, if you can believe it. Suddenly he's a first-rate, emotive, rock-and-roll singer. Page, meanwhile, has decided to integrate himself into a basically keyboard-oriented framework (there are elements of some of the artier New Wave outfits here, as well as a bit of the later Who), and when he does cut loose the effect is nearly always bracing. It may have taken him ten years to realize that less can be more, but it has been worth the wait.

The variety of this album is what's most impressive. There's a great, thundering riff-rocker with a nod to punk (In the Evening), a partly tongue-in-cheek dervish instrumental (Almost Everything on "Jumpin'") workson some level, even the Groovies' deliberately anachronistic originals. But the absolute standout is an off-the-wall version of Warren Zevon's not-so-venerable Werewolves of London hit, revamped with a ringing twelve-string guitar that instantly evokes the cheery Battle of the Bands I ever attended in a drafty VFW hall. If you're too young to know what I'm talking about (and even if you're not), I urge you to acquire this album immediately; it's the perfect aural equivalent of More American Graffiti, and it rings far truer. It also happens to be a hell of a lot of lightweight fun.

—Steve Simels
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**CIRCLE NO. 47 ON READER SERVICE CARD**
and it's tuneful and wordy enough for the grazing attention everyone seems to assume Technological Man (known increasingly by the Social Security number he keeps) is capable of giving. This album finds the LRB a little more straight-ahead than in the past, with fewer fancy introductions and jazz chords; you can easily get the lyrics in one take and have enough time left over to let your mind get into mischief. And sometimes it's pretty, in a plastic sort of way, like those lamps with the glowing fibers. But it's cool, man, cool as a computer in the Klondike, this going through the right motions without going through the right emotions.

N.C.

MOON MARTIN: Escape from Domination. Moon Martin (vocals); instrumental and vocal accompaniment. I've Got a Reason; She Made a Fool of You; Dreamer; Gun Shy; Hot House Baby; Bootleg Woman; and four others. CAPITOL ST-11933 $7.98, © 8XT-11933 $7.98. Performance Poor Recording Good

I didn't like Moon Martin's first album, "Shots from a Cold Nightmare," and I don't like this one for the same reason; neither is really an "album" in the sense of being an artistic or performing whole meant to express a musical personality. Martin is a talented songwriter but hardly a singer, and the production on both his releases is so thin that they seem more like quick, cheap, rather sloppy "demos" for his songs—or perhaps the idea was to present him as a new "no-frills" cult figure. Whatever the plan, neither Martin nor his songs are shown to much advantage.

J. V.

RONNIE MILSAP: Images. Ronnie Milsap (vocals, piano); instrumental accompaniment. Nobody Likes Sad Songs; Keep the Night Away; I Really Don't Want to Know; Just Because It Feels So Good; Delta Queen; and five others. RCA AHL-1-3346 $7.98, AHX1-3346 $7.98, AHK1-3346 $7.98. Performance Middle-age spread Recording Good

I see by the album jacket that Ronnie Milsap has developed a bit of a paunch, which his music had started to do several albums ago and continues to show here. This one has a particularly square and conservative feel to it, being an old-time one-hit-and-filler type (Sad Songs being the hit) to start with and being awash in strings at every opportunity. Milsap's forte, let's face it, is sounding black in country music, but he keeps making these albums (especially this one) that try to sound like Charlie Pride, who really is black but has one of the whiter sounds in the game. Or maybe it's a country-Liberace figure Milsap is trying to cut. It's hard to say. Anyway, what he's really got—a certain kind of blue-eyed soul—doesn't go with this WASPish throw-away mentality about selecting and relating to songs. This time especially. "Images" hits what simply has to be the nadir in self-indulgent laziness.

N.C.

MARIA MULDAUR: Open Your Eyes (see Best of the Month, page 78)

RANDY NEWMAN: Born Again (see Best of the Month, page 73)

(Continued on page 122)
THE SPARKOMATIC SOUND.
CAR STEREO FOR THE TRAVELIN' WOMAN WHO IS NO STEREOTYPE.

You're a travelin' woman because you know the action doesn't stay put. And one of the driving forces in your lifestyle is music—today's spectacular high fidelity sounds. Which means the stereo that shares your driving space had better share your high standards.

Meet Sparkomatic's High Power AM/FM Stereo with integrated Cassette SR 3100. A whole new generation of car high fidelity designed for your demanding expectations. Styled along the lines of the most beautiful and sophisticated home components. With reception and sound reproduction that compare as well.

This particular Sparkomatic Stereo is a High Power tour de force—45 scandalous watts of stereophonic power. With sensitivity and separation a purist like yourself will love. Advanced efficiencies like feather touch electronic switches activate major high fidelity functions. Separate bass/treble and balance/fader controls put you in total command of the performance. What you ultimately hear is the ultimate achievement in car sound.

There are 20 unique Sparkomatic car stereos to choose from, including many other High Power models. A set of Sparkomatic speakers completes a sound system in fabulous high fidelity fashion.

Because you're a travelin' woman who is no stereotype, Sparkomatic has your type stereo.

Visit a Sparkomatic dealer for a demonstration.

For our free catalogs on Car High Fidelity write: "For The Travelin' Woman or Man" Dept. SR, Sparkomatic Corporation, Milford, PA 18337

CIRCLE NO. 64 CN READER SERVICE CARD
The label on the cover says, "Rock's First All-Digital Recording." But it is not an all-digital recording any more than Ry Cooder is simply or merely "rock." It just goes to show you, you can't pin a label on it. "Bop Till You Drop" (though I suppose you could call it a sly reference to Root Boy Slim's "Boogie Till You Drop").

But no matter. It's a digitally mastered album, actually, and you can play it on your analog (as we say nowadays) turntable, but the sound of it is a revelation anyway, and Cooder, as usual, is something else. Being the first major pop figure to use this process is something of a responsibility, when you think about it—and I can't think of a more impeccable pop-music adventurer than Cooder. The album finds him nosing around in still more musical hues, giving top priority, as always, to getting the feeling right—and succeeding most of the time. The aura of authenticity continues to surround him.

The digital mastering process is said to transfer no generational noise through the dubbing and mixing activities, and what that means for this recording on my equipment is a noticeable improvement in stereo imaging, a somewhat more marked improvement in dynamic range, and a great improvement in the transparency of the sound—that is, you can crank it up so the bass is loud and you can still hear the words through it. It occurs to me that you can make a lot worse investment than "The Records." No self-respecting pop, everything the Knack aspires to and more. Which is to say that they're an archetypal rock-and-roll band John Lennon was working with, instead of raising cows or whatever the hell he's doing these days. Which is to say that they're an archetypal rock-and-roll band with one foot in the Sixties sound and feel of the Byrds' classic work into the modern age. They don't come any better than this one.

The rest of the album is a tad disappointing in comparison but enormously appealing nonetheless, real cruising-with-the-top-down stuff. What it demonstrates is that in a better world than this the Records would be the band John Lennon was working with, instead of raising cows or whatever the hell he's doing these days. Which is to say that they're an archetypal rock-and-roll band with one foot in the Sixties sound and feel of the Byrds' classic work into the modern age. They don't come any better than this one.

Well, the main thing here is Starry Eyes, one of the most memorable singles of the Seventies, which you probably know from the radio unless you're living exclusively in Disco City. Entire careers have been built on songs nowhere near as good, but this one has everything—wry lyrics, gloriously nasal singing, enormous drive, and a guitar hook that brings the mid-Sixties sound and feel of the Byrds' classic work into the modern age. They don't come any better than this one.

ROBERT PALMER: Secrets. Robert Palmer (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Bad Case of Loving You (Doctor, Doctor); Too Good to Be True; Can We Still Be Friends?; In Walks Love Again; Jealous; Remember to Remember; and five others. Island ILPS 9544 $7.98. © M8 9544 $7.98. © M5 9544 $7.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

Rock is a simple form but not necessarily a banal one. Robert Palmer knows the difference. His no-nonsense approach is refreshing and pleasing as he cheerfully churns out straight-ahead rock-and-roll. His own material isn't bad at all, and he also essays Bad Case of Loving You (by Moon Martin, who's a good writer but a poor singer) and Can We Still Be Friends (by Todd Rundgren, who's also better at writing than at singing). "Secrets" isn't an album you'll play all the time, but you might find yourself listening to it on and off for the next few years because it's easy to take and because it's nice to hear a fellow who sounds happy in his work.

ROBERT PALMER: Secrets. Robert Palmer (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Bad Case of Loving You (Doctor, Doctor); Too Good to Be True; Can We Still Be Friends?; In Walks Love Again; Jealous; Remember to Remember; and five others. Island ILPS 9544 $7.98. © M8 9544 $7.98. © M5 9544 $7.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good
Great bass used to mean great furniture. But KLH just changed the rules.

The KLH-3 gives you clean bass, flat down to 40 Hz (-3dB), in a cabinet just 8" x 12" x 6". The reason is one of the most sophisticated components ever integrated into a speaker system:

The KLH Analog Bass Computer.**

The computer is a separate module that sits next to your receiver. It continually monitors the bass signal and controls woofer excursion to deliver bass equal to speakers four times larger. Bass you feel, as well as hear.

The KLH-3 also makes use of the latest technology in speaker cone material: polypropylene.* For a clear, uncolored mid-range and high end.

Introducing the Computer Controlled KLH-3.

The KLH-3. $450 the pair, with Analog Bass Computer.**

Don't think of it as a great small speaker. Think of it as the first great speaker that happens to be small. To find out where you can hear the full line of KLH Computer Controlled speakers,™ call 800-225-6042 (in Mass. 800-532-9566). KLH Research and Development Corp., 145 University Ave., Westwood, MA 02090. In Canada: The Pringle Group, Ontario.

*Pat. applied for.
**Manufacturer's suggested retail price.
Simply focus and shoot with a Yashica FR II camera. It's that easy!

This quality, compact SLR is totally electronic making 35mm photography fun and foolproof.

And the Yashica FR-II is so affordable you can begin building a complete system with Yashica and Zeiss lenses, plus more than 200 accessories.

Free and easy.

Buy a new Yashica FR-II camera and get a Free "35mm World" photography course! Ask your camera dealer for details.

YASHICA
Yashica, Inc., 411 Sette Dr., Paramus, N.J. 07652

FR is a licensed trademark of Cine Magnetics, Inc.

CIRCLE NO. 81 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CONTROL TOWER.

Control your sound in a masterful setting.

Our tower handles the most massive stereo components, even the biggest receivers and turntables.

The tower's in our catalog (along with all the other beautiful audio furniture we make).

Write me, Mike Sheperis, for a free copy.

You've never seen five-foot-four stacked so good.

GUSDORF CORPORATION
6900 Manchester, St. Louis, MO 63143
GUSDORF Canada Ltd.,
4830 Cote Vertu, Ville Ste. Laurent, Quebec

CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD

REO SPEEDWAGON: Nine Lives. REO Speedwagon (vocals and instrumentalists). Heavy on Your Love; Drop It; Easy Money; I Need You Tonight; Back on the Road Again; and four others. Epic FE 35988 $8.98, © FEA 35988 $8.98, © FET 35988 $8.98.

Performance: Affable

Recording: Good

REO Speedwagon, which first established itself in the Midwest, plays mostly what we now call "power pop," a subgenre that by definition doesn't take itself too seriously. REO is no more serious but is more intense than, say, Cheap Trick; it sounds more wired-up than any of the others and more solid musically than most. Every now and then a Gary Richrath guitar solo will uncoil out of the muddiness and sear a little bit. Kevin Cronin's vocals are almost always intense (and don't range a lot emotionally) in this album, but the music still comes across as affable and unserious, full of tuneful moments if not engrossing whole tunes. On the whole, a fun record.

N.C.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

LEON RUSSELL: Life and Love. Leon Russell (vocals, keyboards, guitar); instrumental and vocal accompaniment. One More Love Song; You Girl; Struck by Lightning; Strange Love; On the First Day; and four others. PARADISE PAK 3341 $7.98, © M8 3341 $7.98, © M5 3341 $7.98.

Performance: Surprise!

Recording: Very good

After years—and years—of fooling around with superstar poses, third-rate songs (his own), and excessively mannered singing, all of which wasted the exciting promise he showed in the late Sixties, Leon Russell has at last made a good album. No, scratch that; he's made a damned good album.

The songs here aren't world beaters, but they are simple, direct, and catchy. Russell sings and plays like he means it, and the album is very difficult to remove from the turntable. It's the kind you let play through again because it's such uncomplicated fun. Among its delights are the "home cooking" sounds: blues syncopation, jazz bumps and glides, Latin touches, and a straight-ahead folk/country beat. This mixture has been the staple of Southern and Southwestern rockers since Buddy Holly; it is so accessible that it seems substantial even when the material is thin. Russell knows—or, more accurately, he has remembered—his home cooking, and he uses it splendidly here on One More Love Song, Struck by Lightning, Strange Love, and Sweet Mystery. "Life and Love" may not totally fulfill Leon Russell's promise, but, by golly, it sure gets it out of hock.

J. V.

DON SAMPSON: Americansongs. Don Sampson (vocals, guitar); Frank Reckard (guitar); Jack Bone (bass); Elvin Myers (drums); other musicians. Highway 66; King of the Strip; Workingman's Blues; I Like My Country Music (With Just a Little Shot of Rock and Roll); Coming Down Hard; Rolling Wheels; Love and a Sweet Song; Wild West Show; and four others. REVOLVER R101 $7.98 (from Revolver (Continued on page 126)
All your records will sound better with Dual's new ULM tonearm and cartridge system.

Even if they look like this.

Although none of your records may be in such bad shape, many are probably warped enough to present serious problems to conventional turntables.

The high inertia of a typical tonearm and cartridge combination, with approximately 18 grams total effective mass, causes the stylus to dig in riding up the warp and to take off on the way down. Tracking angle and tracking force vary widely— as much as 30 percent. And a warp as small as 1.5mm (which is barely discernible) can generate harmonic distortion of 2.7 percent. That's audible!

These problems have now been solved by Dual's new Ultra Low Mass tonearm and cartridge system.

Dual's research into the effects of mass on record playback led to a collaboration with Ortofon. A cartridge was developed with substantially less mass than any in existence. It weighs just 2.5 grams, including mounting bracket and hardware.

At the same time, the mass of the Dual tonearm was further reduced so that a perfectly matched tonearm and cartridge system emerged. Its total effective mass is just 8 grams. That's less than half the mass of conventional tonearm and cartridge combinations.

Tracking a record with the same 1.5mm warp, the ULM system reduces harmonic distortion to only 0.01 percent. That's 270 times less than that produced by the conventional tonearm and cartridge.

Not only is the overall sound audibly improved, but stylus and record life are significantly extended.

To experience the demonstrable advantages of ULM, bring a badly warped record to your Dual dealer. Listen to it played with the ULM tonearm and cartridge. (All nine new Dual turntables feature this system.)

You will hear the difference that ULM can make on all your records.

For the complete ULM story, please write to United Audio directly.

ULM.

A major breakthrough in record playback technology.

United Audio
120 So. Columbus Avenue
Mt. Vernon, New York 10553.
How can we lose," asks Charlie Brown on the mound, his team trailing 14-0. "when we're so sincere?" Don Sampson is certainly sincere about being an observer of the American scene. He gives it a good shot here, getting off to a promising start with a song about what a disillusionment Route 66 is nowadays. But a Jim Croce he's not, a John Prine he's not—good lines and irresistible tunes always seem about to jump off the turntable at you, but they never quite make it. The thing seems to lack that last ounce of energy or sparkle or something, like a case of too much hard work and not enough inspiration. But Sampson's heart is in the right place. His voice will be adequate when he learns irony a little better, he has the necessary native songwriting intelligence, and his band, though a bit ragged at times, attempts to play music rather than the canned riffs so fashionable nowadays. And we do need people like him to keep on trying.

THE EARL SCRUGGS REVUE: Today and Forever. Earl Scruggs (banjo); Gary Scruggs (vocals); Randy Scruggs (guitar); Bob Moore (bass); Pig Robbins (piano); Billy Sanford (guitar); other musicians. I Could Sure Use the Feeling; Blue Moon of Kentucky; Play Me No Sad Songs; Give Me a Sign; Bye Bye Love; and five others. COLUMBIA JC 36084 $7.98. © ICA 36084 $7.98. © JCT 36084 $7.98.

Performance: So-so
Recording: Average

The truth is, Earl Scruggs is not very imaginatively used—or does not very imaginatively use—in the Earl Scruggs Revue. Mostly he just plunks along in the background. The only thing slightly unusual about this program is the banjo in a rock song, or the country song transcribed to rock, as happens here (to nobody's benefit) to Bill Monroe's venerable Blue Moon of Kentucky. And you have the added distraction that the actual Earl Scruggs Revue gets rather lost in the crowd of studio musicians brought in by producer Larry Butler. The result is nothing very distinctive of any sort. Gary Scruggs' vocals are supposed to lace it together, I guess, but a whole album of Gary's vocals is a bit much. They're thin, if not whiny, and this particular assortment of forgettable songs and chestnuts has Gary aiming at an unusual number of elusive low notes. It all has the flavor of the Earl Scruggs Revue recorded live with a little studio slickness slathered over it, but live on a mediocre night and with the slickness slapped on like whitewash. If you listen superficially it isn't bad, but if you're sitting at home listening for something to really happen it's going to be a long night.

SNIFF 'N THE TEARS: Fickle Heart. Sniff 'n the Tears (vocals and instrumental). Driver's Seat; New Lines on Love; Carve Your Name on My Door; This Side of the Blue Horizon; Looking for You; and five others. ATLANTIC SD 19242 $7.98. © TP 19242 $7.98. © CS 19242 $7.98.

Performance: Vigorous
Recording: Good

Sniff 'n the Tears is a young British group somewhere between Old Pop and New Wave, looking for some comfortable place between the glories of Sixties British pop and the nihilist debauch of the late Seventies. It may be corny to call such a search a youth identity crisis, but that's just what it is. The group has energy and ambition but no distinctive sound and direction as yet, although Driver's Seat has been all over the air waves. Maybe fate and luck will hurl them deeper into the commercial mainstream. At least it's heartening to know that a part of the younger generation is looking for a way to regenerate British rock.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

MAVIS STAPLES: Oh What a Feeling. Mavis Staples (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Tonight I Feel Like Dancing; Let Love Come Between Us; Loving You; I Don't Want to Lose My Real Good Thing; I've Been to the Well Before; Oh What a Feeling; and four others. WARNER BROS. BSK 3319 $7.98, © M8 3319 $7.98, © MS 3319 $7.98.

Performance: A delight
Recording: Very good

Mavis Staples puts a whole lot of heart into everything she does, whether she is singing about the power of the Almighty or the simple pleasures of life. This special core of conviction (Continued on page 128)
REFERENCE: A WHOLE NEW SLANT ON SOUND.

You'll know what's behind it when you know who's behind it.

Pacific Stereo, the nation's largest retailer of name brand components is proud to announce the addition of four unique Reference speakers to our exclusive line of Reference products.

It marks the completion of a family of components made to our exacting specifications, and sold exclusively in our nationwide family of stores.

Reference speaker's seven sided enclosure allows the serious listener to overcome several limitations in regular speaker performance.

For example, the new enclosure design improves phase response, reduces bass coloration and enhances tweeter high frequency performance.

Reference: The sound you've been working up to.

There's a full range of sophisticated components to complement our new speakers, including a new cassette deck with mechanical tape capability.
The New ADS L810-II
"radical improvements wouldn't have been possible..."*

"ADS' Series II speakers are subtly improved over the original versions — radical improvements wouldn't have been possible considering the high quality of the originals. The 810 was highly respected for its extreme clarity, and for the natural, tight bass response it exhibited. The Series II continues to offer these attributes, will handle more power, and have better high end dispersion. A fine speaker has been made better, and we recommend it highly."

"As quoted from the May 1979 Complete Buyer's Guide to Stereo/Hi-Fi Equipment."

ADS has indeed spared nothing in the quest for perfection. Less than $375 apiece, the ADS 810 is accurate enough for the professional recording engineer and affordable enough for the lover of good music at home. Discover the best today. Discover the ADS L810-II.

There is a selected ADS dealer near you.

For more information and complete reviews, write ADS, Dept. SR9, or call 1-800-924-7888 (California 1-800-852-7777) toll free and ask for Operator 483.

(ADS 810) shown with optional stands (F800)

STEREO REVIEW
Analog & Digital Systems, Inc., One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 (617) 658-5100

GEORGE THOROGOOD AND THE DESTROYERS: Better than the Rest. George Thorogood (vocals, guitar); Michael Levine (bass); Jeff Simon (drums). In the Night Time; I'm Ready; Goodbye Baby; Howlin' for My Darling; My Weakness; and five others. MCA MCA-3091 $7.98, © MCAT-3091 $7.98, © MCAC-3091 $7.98.

Performance: Redefines brash
Recording: Okay

I'm in a bit unclear as to where MCA got hold of these tapes, or under what circumstances Thorogood recorded them (in 1974, a sticker on the cover informs us), but from the sound I'd guess they were hurried demos made at a cheapie four-track studio; there are lots of sloppy endings, and on a purely technical level the stuff here has nowhere near the punch of Thorogood's recent, wonderful Rounder albums.

In a way, though, that only adds to the charm of the whole thing: it sounds so damned authentic. And I don't mean authentic in the Paul Butterfield/John Hammond Jr. sense, or that it in any way approaches the level of its great Chicago blues sources. Rather, it sounds eerily like all those poorly engineered re-creations by the white, English, Sixties rock bands who had the same inspirations—like outtakes from the first Kinks album, say, or previously unknown tracks by Van Morrison's Them or the Pretty Things. Thorogood can't sing worth a lick, and he's also no better a guitar player than, oh, Rory Gallagher. But he doesn't care, and neither do I; he enjoys the hell out of what he does, and he's got more energy and enthusiasm than a dozen punk bands. And if you like your rock-and-roll served up hard, fast, and... well, cocky, then you should snag this one immediately.

S.S.
Put Sound Guard on trial.

Take up to 30 days to try Sound Guard on your records. Get your money back if not fully satisfied.

Judge the effectiveness of Sound Guard Record Preservative for yourself. Use it on your records for up to 30 days. See how the ultra-thin lubricant works to reduce static charges, cut down friction, virtually eliminate record wear—and provide your music with long-lasting protection.

Only Sound Guard has the confidence in their record preservative to make this money back trial offer. If you're dissatisfied for any reason, send us the product, a copy of your dated sales slip, and we'll refund your money, no questions asked. That's an offer no other record care product seems to be making.

Our confidence also extends to the entire line of Sound Guard record care products; like the Record Cleaning Kit, Stylus Care Kit and Total Record Care System that contains both the preservative and cleaning kits.

You could spend your hard-earned money on all those other record cleaners, preeners, washers and brushes—or you can try Sound Guard at absolutely no risk. We think our offer is the best way to decide which one to try. You've got everything to gain—clean, better-sounding records—and best of all, nothing to lose.

Sound Guard™ preservative — Sound Guard™ cleaner. Sound Guard™ Total Record Care System. Sound Guard is Ball Corporation's registered trademark. Copyright © 1979, Muncie, IN 47302.
H HOAGY CARMICHAEL recently celebrated his eightieth birthday. It is a good reason to recall how many fine melodies he wrote, and it is a pleasure to find that most of them appear in their original recorded versions (electronically reprocessed for stereo) in the Carmichael entry in RCA's "Legendary Performer" series.

I recall watching Carmichael's show in the early days of live television. I watched not so much because I then understood or appreciated him as a musician but because he had been a friend of Bix Beiderbecke. Their meeting in the Twenties did not produce any collaborations, but they had the same interest in advanced harmonies, compositional structure, and musical adventure. Both of them sought to expand their music beyond the confines of the standard pop song, Bix in his playing and Hoagy in his writing.

The best recorded example of this kind of experimentation—this adventurousness—is Carmichael's 1935 piano solo in his most famous song, Star Dust, included in the RCA set. It is not a straightforward rendering of the melody; rather, it is a set of variations on the theme, with frequent references to jazz and specifically to the harmonies and rhythms of Bix's piano tone poem In a Mist. Also included is the second-best example, Carmichael's featured role in a showcase recording of Washboard Blues by the Paul Whiteman Orchestra in 1927. Bix and Bill Challis persuaded Whiteman to have Hoagy appear in To Have and to Have Not with Lauren Bacall.

Washboard Blues date (which, incidentally, was the first time Bix recorded with the Whiteman band) because he was interested in finding new talent. Another Whiteman discovery was vocalist Mildred Bailey, whose recording of Carmichael's Rockin' Chair was so successful that she became known as "Mildred Bailey, the Rockin' Chair lady." The original version is included here (but not, alas, the 1930 Victor recording with Carmichael doing some vaudeville vocals while Bix and Bubber Miley blaze away on cornets).

It would be pointless to compare Ethel Waters' version of Georgia on My Mind (1939) with Carmichael's own (1930), though both are included here. The song is practically immortal, and Waters performed it like the great artist she was. Carmichael, his nasal, Hoosier voice quite aside, has persuasively dead-true phrasing, but it is Bix's muted closing statement that makes the Carmichael version a treasure. This was Beiderbecke's last record date; he was sick, frightened, and despairing, and it was less than a year from death, and for the first time in his career his playing revealed personal pain. His Georgia solo is beautiful, but it is a carol of defeat.

Lazy River is another indestructible Carmichael song, and his vocal perfectly fits the romantic whinsom of the lyrics. Tommy Dorsey, Eddie Lang, and Joe Venuti were along for love but the serene faith to give it as well. The instrument), and while his lips weren't never lost his ability to portray the innocence of the farm kid come to the big city, seeing how oddly city folks act—and yet not finding any basic difference between them and his own kind. He was an unabashed, unreconstructed romantic who had not only the need for love but the serene faith to give it as well.

And for such faith his name and works will be well remembered.

—Joel Vance

HOAGY CARMICHAEL-A Legendary Performer and Composer. Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra with Frank Sinatra and the Pied Pipers: Star Dust. Ethel Waters and Joe Venuti: Moon Country. Muggsy Spanier, the Chicago cornetist who at fourteen used to sneak into downtown clubs to hear King Oliver and Louis Armstrong, all his life believed in and practiced what he called "righteous jazz"—a small, slugging combo raising the skirts of a tune. His 1939 "Ragtime Band" sessions for RCA were rightly known as Assassi's Two-Fisted, no-apologies Dixieland style. The selection here is Riverboat Shuffle. Carmichael wrote it as Free Wheeling for the Wolverines, who tore up the campuses of Indiana when Bix was the lead horn. Bix liked the tune but not the title; he renamed it Riverboat Shuffle and recorded it twice.
When your taste grows up, Winston out-tastes them all.

Only Winston's Sun-Rich™ Blend of the choicest, richest tobaccos tastes this full and satisfying. Winston after Winston.

Simply focus and shoot with a Yashica FR II camera. It's that easy!

And the Yashica FR II is so affordable you can begin building a complete system with Yashica and Zeiss lenses, plus more than 200 accessories.

Free and easy.

Buy a new Yashica FR II camera and get a Free "35mm World" photography course! Ask your camera dealer for details.

YASHICA
Yashica Inc. 411 Sette Dr. Paramus, N.J. 07652
FR II is a licensed trademark of Cine Magnetics, Inc.

CIRCLE NO. 83 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BUY LIKE THE WHOLESALERS

Pioneer Cassette Deck
CTF 800 $249

Nikon Camera
EM 50mm F1.8 Series E incl. lens $217

Teac Reel to Reel
3300 SX $466

Introducing CAMERAS
We carry the complete lines of: Nikon, Canon, Minolta, Pentax, Vivitar, Yashica

TOLL FREE 800-356-9514
Over 100 Brands like:

Technics Maxell Sony Cerwin Nixon
Pioneer Empire Teac Vega Canon
Marantz Altec Akai JBL Minolta
Kenwood Sharp Dual Audio Pentax
Sansui Phillips Koss Technica Vivitar
Jensen Shure TDK Clarion Yashica

WISCONSIN DISCOUNT STEREO
2517 Whalen Ln. Madison, WI 53713

CIRCLE NO. 80 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PETER TOSH: Mystic Man. Peter Tosh (vocals, guitar, keyboards); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Mystic Man; Recruiting Soldiers; Can't You See; Jah Seh No; Fight On; and four others. ROLLING STONES COC 39111 $7.98. © TP 39111 $7.98. © CS 39111 $7.98.

Performance: Mystic mess Recording: Overcooked

Peter Tosh, a reggae singer from Trenchtown, Jamaica, where his songs have sometimes been played and sometimes banned on local radio, here sings turbulent ballads summoning his Rastafarian brothers—who worship the spirit of the late Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia as a god—to "free" Africa by 1983 and bring about an apocalyptic end to white oppression. Tosh, who has been singing since the age of three, recorded his furious songs in Jamaica with a band named Word, Sound and Power, and they were mixed in a New York City studio. The result is unfortunate. The basic five-man band has been augmented by sixteen supporting players and singers who create a great deal of racket in the course of which the reggae sound, with its strange mixture of Calypso, Latin rhythms, the blues, and a dash of rum-flavored rock, gets lost in almost total musical confusion. The bullying sound of Tosh's surly voice, with its curious religious overtones, is all that's left intact; it's intimidating but not very entertaining. P.K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

NEIL YOUNG AND CRAZY HORSE: Rust Never Sleeps. Neil Young (vocals, guitar); Crazy Horse (instruments). My My, Hey Hey; Thrasher; Ride My Llama; Pocahontas; Powderfinger; and four others. REPRISE HS 2295 $8.95, © R8 2295 $8.95, © R5 2295 $8.95.

Performance: Gutsy Recording: Pretty good

Some people think the hippie attitude lives as long as Neil Young survives, and here's some good news for them. Young divided this album into an acoustic side and an electric side—an arrangement that does not thrill me—and when the opener, My My, Hey Hey, gets a reprise at the end as Hey Hey, My My, the electrified sound is as distorted as he and Crazy Horse can make it, to go with the words "Rock and roll will never die." To tell the truth, much of the electric side is running on a lean mixture, let's say, musically. Sedan Delivery, written in 1977, is a throwback to the psychedelic mishmash song, and Welfare Mothers (which is a good idea) is just a chant, every other line being "Welfare mothers make better lovers." But the meat of the acoustic side (Thrasher, Pocahontas, and Sail Away) is so good—and such a unique, Neil Young kind of good—that it qualifies the whole thing as a job well done. Pocahontas, especially, is a high point; in addition to a funny twist of lyric involving Marlon Brando as the top certified Indian lover, it has a neat twist of chording at a key spot, for which they wisely brought in a twelve-string guitar. Except in Thrasher, Young's viewpoint is slightly detached from the action, just enough to make everything wryer than usual. A toast, then, to the King of the Hippies, realizing that with hippies you can't have everything. N.C.

(Continued on page 134)
KEF Model 304
on optional stand ULS II

KEF Model 303
on optional stand ULS I

Elegant, Efficient, Effective.

The traditional KEF accuracy in music representation now combined with a higher level of efficiency.... Whether for use with amplifiers up to 100 watts or music centers as small as 10 watts, the two new KEF speakers—Model 303 and Model 304—can achieve surprisingly loud volume levels without any sacrifice of the tonal quality for which KEF is world-famous.

Visit your authorized KEF dealer for a thorough demonstration.

For his name and product information write to: KEF Electronics, Ltd., c/o Intratec, P.O. Box 17414, Dulles International Airport, Washington, DC 20041.

In Canada: Smyth Sound Equipment, Ltd., Quebec J4H 3V7.
Take it ... easy

Simply focus and shoot with a Yashica FR Series camera. It's that easy. These quality, compact SLR's are totally electronic making 35mm photography fun and foolproof.

And the Yashica FR, FR-I and FR-II are so affordable you can begin building a complete system with Yashica and Zeiss lenses, plus more than 200 accessories.

Free and easy.

Buy a new Yashica FR Series camera and get a Free "35mm World" photography course! Ask your camera dealer for details.

YASHICA

Yashica, Inc. 411 Sette Dr. Paramus, N.J. 07652
FR is a licensed trademark of Cine Magnetics, Inc.

CIRCLE NO. 82 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WE COULDN'T SAY SCOTCH® NOW HAS THE WORLD'S TRUEST SOUND IF IT WEREN'T THE ABSOLUTE TRUTH.

Here's the proof...new Scotch® Metafine®. Made with pure metal particles, not just metal oxide, it delivers higher highs, lower lows—double the output of chromium dioxide tapes.

The same dedication to technological perfection that made Metafine possible is a part of every Scotch recording tape we make.

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE. THE TRUTH COMES OUT.

3M

CIRCLE NO. 43 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DISCO

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

JAMES BROWN: The Original Disco Man. James Brown (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. It's Too Funky In Here; Let the Boogie Do the Rest; Still; and three others. POLYDOR PD-1-6212 $7.98. © ST-1-6212 $7.98. CIRCLE NO. 82 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Performance: Still Soul Brother No. 1 Recording: Good


(Continued on page 136)
It's our way of introducing you to THE TIME LIFE VIDEO CLUB. Every selection will be carefully chosen to bring you the very finest in home entertainment. At affordable prices. Videocassettes are available in both BETA and VHS one-half inch format. There is no minimum purchase requirement or automatic shipment. You only get exactly what you order.

You'll have access to perhaps the finest, most comprehensive master library of videocassette programs ever assembled. Here are just some of the program categories you'll be able to choose from: FEATURE FILMS... SPORTS... INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARIES... GREAT CLASSIC FILMS... BROADWAY SHOWS AND PLAYS... LAS VEGAS EXTRAVAGANZAS... STAND-UP COMEDY... GREAT BIOGRAPHIES... CONCERTS... EXPLORATIONS INTO NATURE.

Many of the offerings will be exclusive club programs, and most others have never been offered before in videocassette form. You'll enjoy the convenience of making your selections in the privacy and comfort of your own home. No gasoline to burn, no crowds to fight.

As the club grows so will the variety of programs offered—all with THE TIME LIFE VIDEO CLUB's reputation for quality and value.

You'll get new selections at spectacular prices. Approximately every four weeks, you'll receive a special bulletin featuring exciting new programs at introductory prices up to 25% below regular club prices. The bulletins will also offer a wide range of VCR accessories and equipment that will often be priced as much as 40% below retail.

Your membership includes three exclusive bonus benefits.
1. Free dust-proof jackets with every videocassette purchase. These attractive, durable club jackets will hold either BETA or VHS cassettes.
2. The Video Hot Line. It's a toll-free number you can call 24 hours a day to get fast delivery on club merchandise.
3. Video Planner. A leather-like portfolio with a pad of tear-off sheets for scheduling the TV shows you want to watch and record.

Here's how to start enjoying membership right now. If you act now, you can become a CHARTER MEMBER of THE TIME LIFE VIDEO CLUB—a $15 value. By joining this fabulous club and making your first purchase now, you will get one of the videocassettes shown above Free. That's two selections for the price of one plus one year's club membership—up to a $125 value—all for just $64.95. All you do is fill out and return the coupon or call the 800 number right now.
A disco treatment of Rhapsody in Blue, a reggae interpretation of Swan Lake with a little Grieg thrown in, a Dixielandish couple of minutes called Half Holiday, and an all-keyboard track of traditional jazz are among the diversions to be encountered in Rick Wakeman's new two-disc A&M album "Rhapsodies." Wakeman, who brings humor and intelligence to his efforts (as well as a certain amount of what he admits is self-indulgence), did all the writing and/or arranging here, plays the keyboards imaginatively, and even sings on one track—Pedro da Gavea, a kind of sci-fi ballad about a place where "warships are fighting 'round me in the sky"—in the manner of a man with electronic vocal cords.

Wakeman and his quartet of versatile instrumentalists occasionally allow their ingenuity to obstruct too flashily, but their bold experiments in applying contemporary idioms to familiar material are more often ingratiating than they are irritating. Even their updating of Gershwin has a certain musical logic to it, while Animal Showdown—to the tune of Yes, We Have No Bananas—makes for a mirthful interlude, and Wooly Willy Tango and the Albinonified Sea Horses are engaging stunts.

Wakeman, a blond and bearded Englishman, made his reputation through an on/off relationship with the group Yes and his own theme albums with such gaudy titles as "Journey to the Centre of the Earth," "The Myths and Legends of King Arthur," and "No Earthly Connection." He lives in a farmhouse in Switzerland these days, and much of the work on "Rhapsodies" was done in Montreux. The clear, clean mountain air seems to have had a bracing effect on him. —Paul Kresh

RICK WAKEMAN: Rhapsodies. Rick Wakeman (vocal, keyboards); Bruce Lynch (bass, guitars); Frank Gibson (drums, percussion); Nico Ramsden (electric guitars); Tony Visconti (taco guitars). Pedro da Gavea; Front Line; Bombay Duck; Animal Showdown; Big Ben; Rhapsody in Blue; Wooly Willy Tango; The Pulse; Swan Lager; March of the Gladiators; Flacons de Neige; The Flasher; The Palais; Stand-by; Sea Horses; Half Holiday; Summertime. A&M SP 6501 two discs $9.98, © 8T 6501 $9.98, © CS 6501 $9.98.

JOEL DIAMOND EXPERIENCE. Joel Diamond Experience (vocals and instrumentalists). Tall in the Saddle; Body Language; and five others. CASABLANCA NBLP 7168 $7.98, © NBL8 7168 $7.98, © NBL5 7168 $7.98.

Performance: Better than the material Recording: Superb

Something happens when white folks try to be funky. It often comes out collegiate-dirty. Well, there's a strong element of Animal House sleaze about the Joel Diamond Experience: double entendres a fourteen-year-old would be certain to get, rockets zooming through 'rock it' lyrics (cute), painfully juvenile smirks over references to s-e-x. Fortunately, there's also a lot of good music here. Rockets aside. Just As Long As I'm Dancing (Rock-It Tonight) works up a dynamite sweat. Whiplashes and hoofbeats aside, so does the hard-driving last section of Tall in the Saddle. In fact, at its best—as in Finger Snaps, with pulled-in, closely harmonized voices, and a bouncy swinger called Heaven in the Afternoon—the album is very good indeed. Ron Frangipane's arrangements are tricky, varied, and inventive. The engineering is as good as it gets these days, and the singing is terrific. (A maddeningly unidentified female vocalist does wonderful work in Body Language, pitting her strong, soul-based voice against a rock-bottom bass chorus.) As silly as the album sometimes gets, nothing in it is truly bad. Producer Diamond just needs a bit more discipline to create something memorable. —E.B.

CORY DAYE: Cory and Me (see Best of the Month, page 74)

JACOBI DOROTHY EXPERIENCE. Jacobi Dorothy Experience (vocals and instrumentalists). Never Let Me Go; My only Love; Love to the Centre of the Earth; The Myths and Legends of King Arthur; and another. A&M BT 76016 $7.98, © TP 76016 $7.98, © CS 76016 $7.98.

Performance: Promising Recording: Fine

There's so much that's good about this album that I wish someone would roll up his sleeves, get in there and remix a cut or two to double the present length, and give Hot a big, big disco hit. Three strong female voices sing eleven good songs with confidence and thorough professionalism; the arrangements are not straight disco but are certainly danceable, and the energy level is high.

True, the songs are mostly about love lost or love going: I Don't Wanna Be Around When the Hurt Comes, Taking My Love for Granted ("If it makes me feel sick inside, then I can do without"), that sort of thing. Even when it's done well, as in One Man's Woman ("I'm one man's woman, but another man's wife/One man's weakness, and another man's life"), I'm not sure these are the sentiments dancers want pulsing out at them from those floor-to-ceiling speakers. But several of the songs, most notably Borrow Me and Getta Getta You Into My Heart, strongly suggest that disco stardom is within Hot's reach. Next time out, let's have fewer songs, each tailored for dancing, and see what happens. —E.B.

HOT CHOCOLATE: Going Through the Motions. Hot Chocolate (vocals and instrumentalists). Going Through the Motions; I Just Love What You're Doing; Dreaming of You; Dance (Get Down to It); and three others. INFINITY INF 9010 $7.98, © INFT 9010 $7.98, © INF 9010 $7.98.

Performance: Sound and fury Recording: Very good

Beneath the clever recording devices and careful production techniques used for this record, there lies an enormous musical void. As much as anything I have heard lately, it shows how nothing can be passed off as something providing it's load enough. As a rule, the songs employ only two chords, which are worked to death and given a few fancy synthesizer embellishments in the background, and the lyrics are at the same level of idiocy. I suppose that the emphasis on rhythm and repetition might have a certain hypnotic effect at three in the morning if you're stoned on something or other and surrounded by a gyrating crowd. Yet some critical intelligence must have been involved here in the title department. Both Mindless Boogie and Going Through the Motions are all too accurately descriptive of what Hot Chocolate does. —P.G.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT MACHINE. Machine (vocals and instrumentalists). There but for the Grace of God Go I; You've Come a Long Way to Give It to Me; Get Your Body Ready; and three others. RCA AFS1 3410 $7.98, © AFS1 3410 $7.98, © AFK1 3410 $7.98.

Performance: Uncommonly Interesting Recording: Fine

Machine specializes in the kind of slightly syncopated music—vaguely Forties, vaguely (Continued on page 138)
INVEST IN METAL.

AKAI’s new metal decks with Super GX™ Heads significantly improve specs with all tape formulations.

Once in a great while, some truly important advancements in tape recording technology are introduced.

Meta tape is one of them. AKAI’s new Super GX Head is another.

Found exclusively on all new AKAI metal-capability cassette decks, Super GX Heads reproduce unsurpassed, crisp sensitive sound.

Guaranteed* for 150,000 hours, Super GX Heads improve frequency response by up to 2,000 Hz, signal-to-noise ratio as much as 6 dB and expand dynamic range, as well. With every tape formulation you use.

With a head this impressive, we had to design a full complement of metal decks to match. The GX-F90 is our top-of-the-line, loaded-with-features edition. With the 3-head performance of our Super GX Combo Head, High Current Erase Head to accommodate metal tape,

Instant Program Location System, Dual Process Dolby™ two-color fluorescent bar meters, tape/source monitoring, fine bias adjustment, mic/fine mixing, memory rewind and auto-repeat, just to name a few. And take a look at these specs:

Frequency Response 25-21,000 Hz (± 3 dB using metal tape), S/N Ratio 72 dB (Dolby on) at metal position, Wow/Flutter less than 0.03% WRMS.

The other three new decks share many of the same outstanding specs and features. But no matter which one you choose, you can feel confident that dollar-for-dollar, spec-for-spec, you’ve made a sound investment you’ll want to live with for a long time.

See for yourself at your AKAI dealer, or write AKAI, P.O. Box 6010, Compton, CA 90224; in Canada, AKAI AUDIO VIDEO CANADA, 2776 East Broadway, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V5M 1Y8.

*limited warranty
††Dolby Labs, Inc.

AKAI

You never heard it so good.
Jazz—that is purveyed by the Savannah Band. The resemblance is not surprising, since August Darnell, a prime mover in SB, produced this album. Machine ranges here from the charming calypso beat of Give It a Go (sweetly sung, as befits a song about love and peace and good will toward all, by soloist Jay Stovall) to the bluesy ballad Mr. Destiny. The new group isn’t as adventurous as the Savannah Band, but there are complex rhythms that build hypnotically into good dance numbers. Though more patience is demanded than with most disco material, repeated hearings are musically rewarding.

Nevertheless, it’s mainly for the disco hit There But for the Grace of God Go I that people will buy the album. This is a serious disco “message” song, the story of the wayward, overprotected daughter of Carlos and Carmen Vidal. That alone makes it uncommonly interesting (not that you’d ever hear the lyrics on the dance floor), rhythmically, too, this is a stunner that works very well for dancing. Only It’s the Last Time Again among the album’s six other songs approaches the same level of pure danceability. But nothing Machine does is really dull. Keep an eye on this group.

E.B.

MECO: Moon Dancer. Meco (vocals and instrumentals). Moon Dancer; Love Me, Dracula; Spooky; and three others. CASABLANCA NBLP 7155 $7.98, ® NBL8 7155 $7.98, © NBL5 7155 $7.98.

Performance: Merely okay Recording: Very good

This album is full of good melodies, nice uptempo beats, and top-drawer engineering. Yet nothing happens. The music simply doesn’t command attention. The spirit is definitely high; Grazing in the Grass and Living in the Night, for example, are infectiously happy numbers. And Meco’s Cantina Band provides thoroughly professional vocals. So what’s missing? Energy, that’s what. Meco’s arrangements, which have in the past worked disco wonders on adaptations of widely varied material—from Superman, Star Wars, The Wizard of Oz—here rarely get beyond the workmanlike. Only one cut, Devil Delight, with its clipped strings and doubled percussion, catches fire. For the rest, it’s fine for swaying to while you wash the dishes or get dressed to go out for some real dancing. E.B.

TONY ORLANDO: I Got Rhythm. Tony Orlando (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Sweets for My Sweet; Bent on Keeping You; I Remember Yesterday; They’re Playing Our Song; and three others. CASABLANCA NBLP 7153 $7.98, ® NBL8 7153 $7.98, © NBL5 7153 $7.98.

Performance: One good cut Recording: Excellent

For six of its seven bands Tony Orlando’s new album is a fizzle. Firework. In disco-derived arrangements that couldn’t be busier, the beat bumps along, the slick sounds grind on and on, and the famous Orlando voice, sassy and silly, goes on and on too. In High Steppin’ he offers a disco dance lesson that might qualify the disc as an educational recording of some sort, with the right instruction booklet included, but as music that too fizzes. Then, just when you’ve given up, there comes that glorious, high-spirited hit

(Continued on page 140)
**Gould Conducts His Own Compositions**

**Gould Conducts His Own Compositions**

GCS-7005 - Definitive interpretations of Gould's sonic spectaculars, "Spirituals for Orchestra", and "Foster Gallery".

The Most Awesome Organ Records Ever Made — Virgil Fox

CSS-7001 - Bach: Toccata, Adagio and Fugue, and Toccata and Fugue in D minor; J.S. Bach: Toccata from Symphonic Concertante

Valenti: Master of the Harpsichord

CCS-7007 - Scarlatti: Sonatas 146, 419, 132 and 133; Bach: 2 minuets from Partita No. 1, and Two Little Preludes; Handel: Sarabande from Suite in D minor; also Soler, Rameau, Purcell

Walter Susskind Conducting the London Philharmonic

CSS-7006 - Prokoviev: Love for Three Oranges Suite; Ravel: La Valse; DeFalla: Dance from La Vida Breve

Stunning Organ, Brass and Percussion Recordings — Richard Morris, Atlanta Brass Ensemble

CSS-7010 (Volume One) — Copeland's Fanfare for the Common Man; Bach: Toccata and Fugue in D minor; Bach: Let Nothing Ever Grieve Thee; and Gigout: Grand Chorus in Dialogue

CSS-7011 (Volume Two) — Strauss: Fanfare from Also Sprach Zarathustra; Widor: Toccata from the Fifth Symphony; Dupre: Poeme Herouque; Mouret: Rondeau; Bouquerin: Chaconne, and Stanley: Voluntaries for Trumpet and Organ

**The Classic Sound of the Classics from Crystal Clear**

Special Collectors’ Limited Edition

Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops

CCS-7003 — Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops; Tchaikowski’s Capriccio Italian and Rimsky-Korsakov’s Capriccio Espagnol. Fiedler’s only Direct To Disc recording! Very limited supply, so order now!

"...there is no denying the stunning impact direct to disc can make, and this is just about the finest example thereof I have heard."

— Stereo Review

Available at leading Stereo and Record Stores, or you may order direct: To order call toll-free: 800-227-4259.

Mail to:

First Edition Club
Crystal Clear Records
649 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Please send me the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCS-7003 (Fiedler)</td>
<td>Tchaikowski’s Capriccio Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS-7005 (Gould)</td>
<td>Rimsky-Korsakov’s Capriccio Espagnol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS-7001 (Fox)</td>
<td>Tchaikowski’s Capriccio Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS-7002 (Fox)</td>
<td>Rimsky-Korsakov’s Capriccio Espagnol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS-7006 (Susskind)</td>
<td>Tchaikowski’s Capriccio Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS-7007 (Valenti)</td>
<td>Rimsky-Korsakov’s Capriccio Espagnol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enclosed is check or money order for $ for records.

Send catalog only. □

Name

Address

City State Zip

Direct To Disc Records Make Excellent Christmas Gifts

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD
with the goofy words, _They're Playing Our Song_, and at long last the album takes off. The performer’s popular reputation is vindicated in the space of eight infectious minutes. The rest is glop.

**RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT**

**SAMANTHA SANG:** _From Dance to Love_. Samantha Sang (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. _From Dance to Love; In the Midnight Hour; It's the Falling in Love; I Can Still Remember; Moments;_ and four others. **UNITED ARTIST** UA-LA965-H $7.98, EAA965-H $7.98, CA965-H $7.98.

Performance: **Solid**

Recording: **Terrific**

This impressive vocal performance moves from excellent disco to powerful pop. Samantha Sang has the flexibility and control needed to ease her voice down into the fabric of the music and then soar over it. She has the voice needed to participate in the constantly shifting dynamics of such a splendid disco cut as _In The Midnight Hour_, and she has the pop sensibility to dig into the lyrics of Carole Bayer Sager's _It's the Falling in Love and find gold_.

All the cuts have big arrangements by Harold Wheeler. He doesn't aim to break new ground in them; instead, he uses familiar material, from gospel to honky-tonk piano to a pure Caribbean lilt (Now), with great skill, weaving it all into perfect backdrops for his singer. Whether the song struts or whispers or shouts, Samantha is right there, with just the right voice. _Take a Chance_, for example, has an intimate MOR delivery that opens up in a big way for a hand-clapping gospel revival. And there are moments in the dramatic little item called _Moments_ when Sang sounds like Liza Minnelli crossed with Streisand, though she’s a lot warmer and sexier than either. This is wonderful, sensitive, intelligent singing, and it makes for an important new record by a top new singer. **E.B.**

**MARLENA SHAW:** _Take a Bite_. Marlena Shaw (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. _Suite Seventeen: It Was a Very Good Year/I'm a Foster Child/Love Dancing/Thank You/Touch Me in the Morning;_ and four others. **COLUMBIA** JC 35632 $7.98.

Performance: **132 thumps per minute**

Recording: **Good**

Marlena Shaw worked briefly with Howard McGhee fifteen years ago, sang with Count Basie’s band on and off for a couple of years ten years ago, and launched her recording career on the Chicago-based Cadet label in 1966, but she never really made it as a jazz singer. In 1972 Shaw joined the already de-jazzed Blue Note label and changed her course in the direction of wider appeal. I daresay more people know of Marlena Shaw now than would have if she had kept on her old course, but she is also paying the price by taking a back seat to thumping treadmill arrangements.

Her voice isn’t bad, but she has yet to figure out what to do with it. She calls _“Take a Bite,”_ her third Columbia album, _“just a musical feast.”_ I prefer to call it just another disco album. Shaw now sings and raps like an exaggerated Harlem street dude; in her desperate attempt to be “real,” she is reduced to... (Continued on page 143)
“My turntable was turned on all night playing “Games.”

Larry Fast knows how to treat your components. GAMES, his new Synergy L.P., is a “state of the art” electronic affair of aural energy. Synergy reveals the dynamics of sound you’ve always wanted to hear from your stereo system. “Games”... people play... at 33 1/3.

Synergy is an all electronic production produced, engineered and programmed by Larry Fast.

On Passport Records & Tapes.
MARKETED EXCLUSIVELY BY JEM RECORDS, INC.
NAT ADDERLEY: A Little New York Midtown Music. Nat Adderley (cornet); Johnny Griffin (tenor saxophone); Victor Feldman (bass); Roy McCurdy (drums). Yeehaw Junction; Sunshine Sammy: Come Rain or Come Shine; Whipitup; and three others. GALAXY GXY-5120 $7.98.

Performance: Inspired
Recording: Good

Nat Adderley’s new album was recorded in Berkeley, California, in late 1978, but to the majority of those involved in this session it must have seemed like midtown Manhattan almost twenty years ago. That was when Riverside Records was a veritable jazz factory almost twenty years ago. That was when Riverside Records was a veritable jazz factory—of the time he was a freshman bassist from Rochester, New York. Yet this record is not intended as any kind of reunion or nostalgia session—at least there has been no attempt to point out past associations—and neither repertoire nor approach indicates that it is any more than a straightforward, inspired outing by a well-assembled quintet. Not everything here reflects wisdom, however; Feldman’s use of the electric piano is unfortunate; it dilutes the rich sound of the other instruments on two thirds of side one (Fortune’s Child and Sunshine Sammy). The rest of the album is quite another matter, with Adderley and Griffin perpetuating a rapport they evidenced on the former’s first Riverside album in 1958; the rhythm section works well together, steered, it seems, not by Feldman’s piano, but by Carter’s luxuriant bass. Though Adderley never got high scores for originality as a player, he imbues his style with his own ideas and good taste. Here he makes frequent and effective use of the mute, sounding good at all tempos employed, but shining with particular radiance on the slow, laid-back Yeehaw Junction.

STANLEY CLARKE: I Wanna Play for You. Stanley Clarke (vocals, bass, synthesizers); Tom Getz. Tom Scott (saxophones); Jeff Beck (guitar); Steve Gadd (drums); Airto Moreira (percussion); George Duke (piano); Harvey Mason (drums); Dee Dee Bridgewater (vocals); other musicians. Rock ‘n’ Roll Jelly; All About; Jamaican Boy; Christopher Ishton: My Greatest Hits; Strange Weather; I Wanna Play for You; Just a Feeling; The Streets of Philadelphia; Blues for Mingus; and five others. NEMPEROR KZ 235680 two discs $11.98, ZAX 35680 $11.98, ZTX 35680 $11.98.

Performance: Half and half
Recording: Very good

Half of this two-disc set is well worth hearing: the live sides on which bassist/vocalist Stanley Clarke and an array of stellar jazz chums play some very inviting “new fusion” music. But the other two sides are a mixed bag of disco, electronic vaudeville, and turkey-gobble jive. Apparently Clarke is in a hurry to show himself as all things to all people (“Hey, gang, it’s Mr. Versatile!”), so instead of issuing the live and studio sessions as separate albums—which they should have been—he’s come up with this wheat-and-chaff package that seems to be a formal application for stardom. Still, when Clarke is working and not play-acting he is quite a talent, and he’s been around. A co-founder and co-captain (with Chick Corea) of Return to Forever, he also produced Roy Buchanan’s “Loading Zone” album, which is by all odds Buchanan’s best. If Clarke were less obviously anxious for stardom he might well be more certain of achieving it. That is the lesson of Coriolanus.

CHICK COREA: Delphi I. Chick Corea (piano). Delphi I-VIII; Children’s Song #20; (Continued on page 146)
How can equipment designed for an average listening room perform optimally in your environment?

There's nothing particularly wrong with your stereo system. It's just that different rooms have different acoustics.

Of course, you could build a room specifically designed around the needs of your speakers, and you could rebuild it every time you upgrade your system. But we have an easier way; an MXR Graphic Equalizer that enables you to achieve maximum performance from your system, in your room...without moving walls.

Our equalizers allow you to critically adjust the frequency balance throughout the entire musical spectrum. They can help to correct certain audible inconsistencies common in many of today's records and tape recordings. You can choose the MXR equalizer that best suits your needs. We make three models that differ in flexibility and precision/sophistication, but each is built to the same exacting specifications and all three share MXR's reputation, in the professional field, for reliability and integrity.

Our popular ten-band stereo EQ has one band per octave. Our stereo fifteen-band model allows even greater control with two-thirds octave per slider; and for the true audiophile, the MXR thirty-one band equalizer provides ultimate control with one-third octave per slider.

Each of the MXR Graphic Equalizers can help you get the most from your stereo system by working with your room, not against it.

Your MXR dealer can help you choose the MXR equalizer that best suits your needs.

MXR Innovations, Inc., 247 N. Goodman Street, Rochester, New York 14607, (716) 442-5320
fact: a new plus for the V15 Type III

The Hyperelliptical Tip

One of the critically acclaimed developments introduced in Shure's V15 Type IV phonograph cartridge was the Hyperelliptical nude diamond tip. This new design achieved a dramatic reduction of both harmonic and intermodulation distortion. Now the Hyperelliptical tip is also available in the V15 Type III Super-Track Plus Cartridge for sound purity and flat response at an eminently affordable price.

Upgrade your present cartridge

Replacing your present stylus with the new VN35HE improvement stylus will give your Type III cartridge the same specifications as the new V15 Type III-HE. The cost is extraordinarily low, yet the difference in sound will be immediately apparent.

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited, Outside the U.S. or Canada, write to Shure Brothers Inc., Attn. Dept. J6 for information on your local Shure distributor. Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.

CIRCLE NO. 58 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Stride Time I-VII. Polydor PD-1-6208 $7.98, © 8T-1-6208 $7.98, © CT-1-6208 $7.98.

Performance: Caution
Recording: Excellent

Chick Corea is a gifted pianist with laudable technique, but he simply cannot make up his mind what style to use. One album will have him making his way through a sludge of pop-jazz “fusion” and on the next he’ll be a lonely poet picking lint off his soul in twelve-tone scales. He keeps bouncing between the church and the whorehouse, never finding a just balance between the spiritual and the practical. This present item is a series of piano improvisations recorded at Delphi, a Scientology school in Oregon. There are moments, in the middle of all the film-flam technique, when Corea starts to stay something genuine about himself or his talent—a passage, a phrase, even hitting a chord for the sake of hitting it right, for the sake of passion pure and sweet—but they are few and furtive. Come on, man.

J.V.

EDDIE “LOCKJAW” DAVIS: Sweet and Lovely. Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis was never a startling innovator. In fact, I cannot link him to any innovation, startling or otherwise, but even in jazz true innovators are few and far between. And, though Davis has not brought anything “new” to jazz, he continues to fire a rich tradition without which there would be no new sparks from anyone. The same can be said of his fellow horn player in this quintet, trumpeter Harry “Sweets” Edison—who, like Davis, is a Count Basie alum-nus—and the expertly swinging rhythm section headed by pianist Gerald Wiggins.

This is very straightforward stuff: the horns swing as swing horns should and the rhythm men make that just the most of it. A basic Timpani and a major Harol major occasionally hums as he bow's (à la Slam Stewart); and the set, recorded in France four years ago, is as smooth as vintage wine. “Sweet and Lovely” is not only an apt title for the album, it also describes the gentler side of Davis’ playing. But, as he demonstrated so often when he co-led a quintet with saxophonist Johnny Griffin, there is also a stomping, robust side to Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis, and that side, too, emerges on this timeless album.

C.A.

SONNY FORTUNE: With Sound Reason. Sonny Fortune (also flute, soprano and alto saxophones); Larry Willis (keyboards); other musicians. Igbo's Shuffle; Georgiana; Loneliness Returns; Afortunado; and three others. Atlantic SD 19239 $7.98, © TP 19239 $7.98, © CS 19239 $7.98.

Performance: Ho-hum
Recording: Good

Philadelphia-born saxophonist Sonny Fortune came to New York with a rhythm-and-blues background some twelve years ago, but he soon found himself in the best of jazz circles. His bosses during the early Seventies includ-
ed Elvin Jones, McCoy Tyner, Buddy Rich, and Miles Davis, and he has had a longer list of equally distinguished peripheral associates during the past ten years. Fortune—now forty—is a most capable saxophonist with a chameleon-like musical personality that I suspect is preventing his own style from emerging. He can play very moving music, such as Larry Willis’ Loneliness Returns, then turn around and give us saxophone that is only one notch above Groover Washington Jr. Though he does take off on Afortunado, the final track here, “With Sound Reason” is mostly boring and uninspired. Accompanied by piano and rhythm only, Fortune trudges through material that often deserves better treatment than he gives it—this sounds like a low-budget Bob James session. Here, and there, is the keyboard work of Larry Willis (who is responsible for five of the seven com-
positions). This very talented performer first came to my attention more than a decade ago, and it’s high time for his creativity to be dis-played in more stimulating company.

C.A.

JAN GARABEREK: Photo with Blue Sky, White Cloud, Wires, and a Red Roof. Jan Garbarek (soprano and tenor saxophones); John Taylor (piano); Bill Connors (electric and acoustic guitars); Eberhard Weber (bass); Jon Christensen (Blue Sky); The Picture; Red roof; and three others. ECM-ECM-1115 $8.98, © M5E-1153 $8.98, © M5E-1135 $8.98.

Performance: Sparse
Recording: Excellent

Norwegian saxophonist/composer Jan Garbarek is a key figure in the development of what has come to be known as “the ECM sound.” His style still bears traces of a Coltrane influence, but it reflects more and more the stark, clear beauty of Garbarek’s mountainous homeland and the almost painful frugality of rural Scandinavians. Garbarek’s music never goes to one’s toes; its studied in-candescence will, at most, travel to and slightly animate a pair of shoulders, and when a small glow appears it hardly ever melts the ice surrounding it. I think it is a mistake to label the music of Garbarek—and, for that matter, that of the majority of ECM’s artists—jazz. But I happen to like much of Garbarek’s output, and this release, recorded last December, finds him leading an excellent quintet through a good forty-three minutes of music that feeds the intellect, though it would, in the long run, starve the soul.

C.A.

ERROLL GARNER: Dreamy. Erroll Garner (piano); bass and drum accompaniment. When You’re Smiling; Anything Goes; Avalon; Passing Through; But Not For Me; and four others. Encore © P14386 $4.98.

Performance: Unique
Recording: Good mono

The late Erroll Garner was enjoying great popularity between 1952 and 1956, when these recordings were made, but he climbed even higher after that, reaching far beyond his jazz audiences with Misty, a tune recorded at the same 1956 session that yielded the title song of this reissue album. So wide was Gar-
ner’s commercial appeal that many critics found it necessary to minimize their enthu-
iasm for his music; after all, they rational-
ized, only something that is less than art could

(Continued on page 148)
a Genuine Shure upgrade stylus is unquestionably the biggest bargain in hi-fi

We strongly urge you to check your stylus for wear at least once a year to protect your records and maintain the highest standards of listening pleasure. Regardless of when (or where) you purchased your Shure cartridge, there is a Genuine Shure replacement stylus available which will bring your cartridge right back to its original specifications. Even better, you may actually be able to improve its performance significantly over the original with a Genuine Shure upgrade stylus... at surprisingly low cost! For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF YOU OWN:</th>
<th>UPGRADE WITH:</th>
<th>THIS IS THE RESULT:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V15 Type III SERIES</td>
<td>VN35HE Hyperelliptical stylus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M95 SERIES</td>
<td>N95HE* Hyperelliptical stylus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M70 SERIES</td>
<td>N72EJ Biradial (Elliptical) stylus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N72B Spherical stylus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANY M91, M92, M93</td>
<td>N91ED* stylus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANY M71, M73, M75</td>
<td>N75 TYPE 2* Series stylus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANY M44 Series</td>
<td>N55E* stylus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3D, M7D</td>
<td>N21D* stylus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A dramatic reduction of harmonic and intermodulation distortion (formerly available only to owners of the incomparable V15 Type IV) is now possible with the V15 Type III and the M95 Series of cartridges simply by replacing the stylus. The Hyperelliptical stylus configuration contacts the record groove in a "footprint" that is longer and narrower than the popular Biradial tip design, making it pre-eminent for reproduction of the stereo-cut groove. Improved trackability especially at high frequencies, due to a new, redesigned low-mass N72 stylus assembly.

Much improved trackability due to the lower effective tip mass of the nude Biradial (Elliptical) stylus tip. Less tracing distortion compared with a Spherical stylus tip.

Improved trackability at higher frequencies due to a stylus assembly with a lower effective tip mass.

Lower tracking force with a Biradial (Elliptical) stylus, lower distortion, lower effective tip mass.

Improved performance at lower tracking forces.

*Before purchasing any replacement stylus be certain your turntable is compatible with the tracking force of the stylus you select.

Always insist on a Genuine Shure replacement stylus. Look for the name "Shure" on the stylus grip.

Genuine Shure upgrade styli by

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204

In Canada, A.C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

Outside the U.S. or Canada, write to Shure Brothers Inc., Attn: Dept. J6 for information on your local Shure distributor. Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.

CIRCLE NO. 59 ON READER SERVICE CARD
possibly appeal to such a broad segment of the public. Granted, Garner’s playing did at times become harped by clichés and not every recording was a gem, but his batting average was impressively high. If some grew tired of his distinctive style, put the blame on an industry that saw gold in them that tinkles and gave us Garner until our ears went numb.

“Dreamy” is a good collection of Garner as he sounded when the masses discovered him. I still think he made some of his best recordings earlier, the ones he did with small bop groups including Charlie Parker in 1948, some four years after Danish jazz enthusiast Baron Timme Rosenkranz first committed his playing to records. This is not the cream of Garner’s Columbia crop, but I can recommend it as a healthy addition to any collection. And at least one track, Will You Still Be Mine?, can be counted among the late pianist’s finest trio efforts.

THAD JONES/MEL LEWIS: Thad Jones (cornet); Mel Lewis (drums); UMOThe New Music Orchestra. Groove Merchant; Summary: Little Pixie; Tip-Toe; and four others. RCA AFI-13423 $7.98. © AFK1-3423 $7.98. © AKF1-3423 $7.98.

Performance: Excellent Recording: Good

THAD JONES/MEL LEWIS: Thad Jones, Mel Lewis, and UMO. Thad Jones (cornet); Mel Lewis (drums); UMO The New Music Orchestra. Groove Merchant; Summary: Little Pixie; Tip-Toe; and four others. RCA AFI-13423 $7.98. © AFK1-3423 $7.98. © AKF1-3423 $7.98.

Performance: Finn-ished Recording: Good

Thad Jones is a good arranger who can be excellent when the spirit moves him. That spirit obviously visited when he wrote some of the arrangements for this album, but getting this wet rag of an orchestra to render them in anything but a drowsy, faucet-dripping way seems to have been impossible. The orchestra in question is a Finnish group called UMO The New Music Orchestra, which not only can’t swing but also lacks life. Sure, they hit excellent when the spirit moves him. That spirit

CEDAR WALTON: Eastern Rebellion. Cedar Walton (piano); Clifford Jordan (tenor saxophone); Sam Jones (bass); Billy Higgins (drums). Naima; Bolivia; Bittersweet; and two others. TIMELESS MUSE TI 306 $7.98.

Performance: Excellent Recording: Quite good

CEDAR WALTON: The Pentagon. Cedar Walton (piano); Clifford Jordan (tenor saxophone); Sam Jones (bass); Billy Higgins (drums); Ray Manzella (congas). MANTECA; Darn That Dream; Una Mas; He Is a Hero; and two others. INNER CITY IC 6009 $7.98.

Performance: Excellent Recording: Excellent

“Eastern Rebellion” takes its title from a name given by the group’s leader, pianist Cedar Walton. The rebellion, according to the notes, is against “the more electric sounds of some of the fusion music….” This was a working quartet in December 1975, when the album was produced (by Walton himself) for Timeless Muse, a European label with a singularly appropriate name for the kind of music Walton and his colleagues make.

Tenor saxophonist George Coleman is a far better musician than his lack of renown would lead one to believe; a list of his past associates offers proof of his acceptance by other musicians. But try to find a George Coleman album—if there ever was such a thing, its existence has eluded me. When Coleman was a member of the Miles Davis Quintet in the early Sixties, he had yet to break out of the Coltrane mold (very few young tenor men escaped that mold in those days). He has long since taken his own path, however, and it should have led to center stage by now. Coleman and Walton make good musical partners, but Walton seems to relate more strongly to Clifford Jordan, Coleman’s predecessor with the group. You will hear what I mean if you compare “Eastern Rebellion” with “The Pentagon.”

I prefer the warmer sound of Coleman’s horn, but there is much to be said for the Jordan/Walton coalescence, and “The Pentagon”—with conga drummer Ray Manzella joining the quartet on three numbers—proceeds smoothly and on an even keel despite the tensions inherent in direct-to-disc recording (for the original issue on the Japanese East Wind label; the Inner City version was remastered using tape). Jordan’s tone is hard, his approach direct, and his style bears strong traces of Lester Young, particularly on Young’s D. B. Blues.

Performance: Caressing the past Recording: Good

SAXOPHONIST Bud Johnson, a member of Earl Hines’ band in the Thirties, was reunited with “Fatha” for this 1974 date shortly after both had appeared at a French jazz festival. Wishing to avoid a traffic jam of laudatory adjectives, I will say that their teaming produces certifiable bliss. Johnson’s tone, attack, and imagination are rich, supple, intimate, and convivial, while Hines is—well, he’s Earl Hines, the greatest jazz pianist, in my opinion, of all time. Noble support is given by bassist James P. Leary, who sometimes plays in the “buzzing” style of Slam Stewart, and that terrific pro drummer Panama Francis.

The six selections are of luxurious length—Blues for Sale and The Dirty Old Men run more than nine minutes each—so there’s plenty of room for Hines and Johnson to stretch out. Any Hines recording is special, but this one comes close to being an Event.

—Joel Vance

EARL HINES/BUDD JOHNSON: Linger Awhile. Earl Hines (piano); Bud Johnson (tenor and soprano sax); James P. Leary (bass); Panama Francis (drums). Blues for Sale; Gone with the Wind; If You Were Mine; Am I Wasting My Time; The Dirty Old Men; Linger Awhile. CLASSIC JAZZ CJ 129 $7.98.
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The car stereo buyer’s guide to the Audiovox range* of sound systems for 1980:

Model DGC-20
Electronic Tuning AM/FM Stereo radio with Cassette player and Quartz Clock

Model DGC-10
Digital Display AM/FM/Stereo radio with Cassette player and Quartz Clock/Calendar

Model CAS-600A
Super Power Stereo Cassette player with AM/FM/Stereo radio. Dolby*, 40 Watt output

Model TPG-5000
Super Power 8-Track player with AM/FM/Stereo pushbutton radio. 40 Watt output

Model ID-900
Digital Display AM/FM/Stereo radio with Cassette player and Quartz Clock

Model ID-800
Digital Display AM/FM/Stereo radio with 8-Track player and Quartz Clock

Model ID-675
Super Power Stereo Cassette player with AM/FM/Stereo radio. 40 Watt output

Model ID-425
Auto-Reverse Stereo Cassette player with AM/FM/Stereo radio. 4-Way balance

Model ID-725
Stereo Cassette player with Pushbutton AM/FM/Stereo radio. 4-Way balance

Model ID-605
Stereo Cassette player with AM/FM/Stereo radio. "500" Nosepiece for Import Cars

Model ID-610
Stereo Cassette player with AM/FM/Stereo radio. Locking cassette controls

Model ID-977A
8-Track Stereo Tape player with AM/FM/Stereo radio. Special 4½" deep chassis

Model ID-500E
Stereo Cassette with AM/FM/Stereo radio. Locking cassette Fast-Fwd. control

Model ID-400C
8-Track Stereo Tape player with AM/FM/Stereo pushbutton radio. 105mm Nosepiece. Track lights

Model ID-300B
AM/FM/Stereo Pushbutton Tuning radio. Stereo Balance control. Slide-Bar band selector

Model ID-200B
Pushbutton Tuning AM/FM radio with Slide-Bar AM-FM Band selector. 4½" deep chassis

Model ID-100B
Pushbutton Tuning AM radio with illuminated Slide Rule dial. 4½" deep chassis

Model ID-100A
8-Track Stereo Tape player with AM/FM/Stereo Pushbutton Tuning radio. Stereo Balance control. Slide-Bar band selector

Model C-575C
Pushbutton Tuning AM/FM/Stereo radio. Locking Cassette controls for Import Cars

Model C-406
AM Pushbutton Tuning radio. Full range tone control. "500" Nosepiece for Import Cars

Model C-20
Underdash Stereo Cassette player with AM/FM/Stereo radio. F.Fwd/Rewind/Eject cassette control

Model C-180
8-Track Underdash Stereo Tape player with AM/FM/Stereo radio. F.Fwd/Rewind/Eject controls

Model C-981A
8-Track Underdash Stereo Tape player with Locking Fast-Forward control. Track lights

Model UC-20
Underdash Stereo Cassette player with AM/FM/Stereo radio. Slide controls

Model UC-10
Mini Underdash Stereo Cassette player with Locking Fast-Forward control. Pushbutton eject

Model C-902A
Underdash 8-Track Stereo Tape player with Slide-Bar controls. Channel lights. Compact size

Available right now, a unique range of radios and tape players to fit every car.

You just want an AM radio? Audiovox makes it – and it’s not a lot of money. You want the works? Cassette, 8-track, sophisticated electronics, speakers that can knock your socks off? Audiovox makes them. Still not a lot of money.

Audiovox is the largest specialist auto sound company in America. Their high technology specialization results in sensational sound reproduction at a reasonable price.

For further information, write to R. Harris, Dept. SR, Audiovox Corp., 150 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, New York 11787.

Audiovox autosound systems are designed and developed by the audio research laboratories of Shintom Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan.

* Because of space limitations, we illustrated only 30 models. Audiovox has 109 more plus 77 car speakers and a full line of auto sound accessories.
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Introducing the ADC 1700DD turntable. The quality begins with the tonearm...

...and keeps on going.

The tonearm you'll find on the ADC 1700DD reduces mass and resonance to new lows. So the music you hear comes out pure and clean.

Our engineers have combined the latest advancements of audio technology to create the amazing 1700DD, the first low mass, low resonance turntable.

The famous LMF carbon fibre tonearm was the model for the sleek black anodized aluminum tonearm found on the ADC 1700DD. The headshell is molded carbon fibre, long known for its low mass to high tensile strength ratio. The viscous cueing is a gentle 4mm/sec., and the tempered spring anti-skate adjustment is infinitely variable to 3.5 grams. The pivot system uses stainless steel instrument bearings, which are hand-picked and perfectly matched to both the outer and inner races for virtually frictionless movement. All this makes it the best tonearm found on an integrated turntable.

The base on the ADC 1700DD turntable is constructed of a highly dense structural foam which absorbs and neutralizes resonance and feedback. The speed selection control is an electronic microswitch which will respond to your lightest touch.

Supporting this resonance-cancelling base are energy absorbing, resonance-tuned rubber suspension feet. These suspension feet help to stabilize the base while controlling resonance.

The motor in the ADC 1700DD is also present standard of excellence: Direct Drive Quartz Phase-Locked Loop. A quartz crystal is used in the reference oscillator of the motor. An electronic phase comparator constantly monitors any variance in the speed, making instantaneous corrections. Even when out of the Quartz-Locked mode, the optical scanning system keeps drift at below 0.2%. Wow and flutter are less than .03%. Rumble is an incredible -70dB Din B.

The result of all these breakthroughs is pure, uninterrupted enjoyment. We invite you to a demonstration of this and the other remarkable ADC turntables at your nearest franchised dealer.

Or write for further information to: ADC Professional Products, a division of ESR Consumer Products Group, Route 303, Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913. Distributed in Canada by ESR (Canada) Ltd., Ontario.
TC-720. The 3-head deck for the creative recordist.

If you like to get involved with your tape recording, this is the deck for you. The bias rotary control and built-in pink noise generator allow you to fine-adjust the deck's high frequency response to best suit the particular tape you are using. The REC LEVEL, ADJ controls and REC CAL switch allow you to further adjust the recording sensitivity for proper Dolby* NR tracking, resulting in very high signal-to-noise ratio and exceptionally clean sound. The TC-720 also has a unique built-in "real time" echo facility.

The soundtrack LP is equally a mixed blessing. The Beach Boys' new It's a Beautiful Day is vastly superior to anything on their recent abrasive comeback album, the kind of summery pop stuff they used to crank out with brilliant regularity (still, the single would seem a better buy). Nick Lowe's Without Love is charming, but it's available on his sub-line "Labour of Lust"; and Elvis Costello's two contributions (one a hitherto unavailable outtake from "This Year's Model" and the other an FM staple from the import version of same) are swell. The rest is completely dispensable. Save your lunch money. S.S.

Yamaha decks


No Strings (Richard Rodgers). Art Lund, Beverly Todd, Hy Hazell, Ferdy Mayne, others (vocals); instrumental ensemble, Johnnie Spence cond. STET DS 15013 $8.98.

Performance: Good Recording: Very good

Two sides of Richard Rodgers are up for inspection on new Stet releases of the London record recordings of The Boys from Syracuse and No Strings: the early melodist of romantic or brush and brilliant tunes to lyrics supplied by that wily wordmaster Lorenz Hart, and the Rodgers of later years, whose penchant for the soggy and the sentimental was encouraged by his long association with Oscar Hammerstein II. The Boys from Syracuse, based on Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors with its mixed-identity plot about a pair of twin brothers separated in infancy, abounds in songs with a proved survival quotient. No Strings. Rodgers' thirty-eighth musical, for which he wrote the lyrics in 1961, has the enduring song, The Sweetest Sounds, and a dozen or so others that are finely crafted but easily forgotten. The sticky tale, about a Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist who falls in love with a black model in Paris, would probably have suited MGM better than the musical stage, but Rodgers considered the theme "adult" and the show did well enough. The instrumentation, certainly, is quite interesting; the composer decided to place the instruments (there are, literally, no strings) backstage and to bring various soloists on from time to time like characters in the show.

There is no recording available, more's the pity, of the original 1938 New York cast of Boys, which included Eddie Albert and Wynn Murray. There is a fine one, however, of the 1965 off-Broadway revival still available on Columbia Special Products (COS 2580), and if you have it, you won't be needing this London version. As for No Strings, it was written as a vehicle for Diahann Carroll, and the original-cast recording of the New York production stars that lady and Richard Kiley. It is, however, out of print at the moment, so if you'd like to hear No Strings, Stet's "original London-cast recording" is all there is. P.K.
WILL ROGERS: All I Know Is Just What I Read in the Papers. Excerpts from original radio broadcasts. Where the Blue of the Knight; Plans; Congress and Law; President’s Day; and three others. Golden Age @ GA 5034 $4.98.

Performance: Bottom of the barrel  
Recording: Just barely intelligible

Sometimes a record can defeat its own purpose. Like the camera, the phonograph can tell its own kind of lie, catching the subject in a weak and unflattering moment, with a reverse alchemy turning the gold of nostalgic memories to dross. Everybody knows that Will Rogers—with his lasso, his chewing gum, and his wry, running commentary on the state of the union—was one of the most devastating comic observers of the passing scene that ever lived, but it would be hard to convince a skeptic with this record drawn from his radio broadcasts of the Thirties.

Rogers would be about a hundred years old by now, yet many of his more caustic aphorisms seem as timely today as ever (“I do not ever read fiction? Sure, the newspapers.”). But as he rambles on here, grumbling about income taxes, speculating ineptly on Aimee Semple McPherson’s meeting with Ghandi in India, alternately lambasting and praising Franklin D. Roosevelt during his early days in the White House, chiding the members of Congress as “really children that’s never grown up,” he is frequently more tedious than titillating. The fellow who claimed he never met a man he didn’t like himself becomes increasingly unlikable. Things brighten up when, at the end, he turns his withering attention to the all-too-vulnerable subject of Mother’s Day, but most of these excerpts should have been left to our memories.

Recording of Special Merit

ROBIN WILLIAMS: Reality…What a Concept. Robin Williams (monologues); instrumental accompaniment. Nicky Lenin: Pop Goes the Weasel; Kindergarten of the Stars; A Touch of Fairfax; Reverend Ernest Anger; Shakespeare (A Meltdowner’s Nightmare); and five others. Casablanca NBLP 7162 $7.98, © NBL 7162 $7.98, © NBL 7162 $7.98.

Performance: Excellent  
Recording: Good

Robin Williams, a brilliant young comedian with a furious imagination and a zany propulsion that is almost equally exhausting to him and his audience, is the star of Mork and Mindy, a TV series that is a favorite not only with viewers but with actors, who delight in and appreciate his bold but fragile balancing of lunatic comedy and exquisite timing. Williams’ first album almost does a disservice to him, because so much of it rests on the assumption that everyone who hears it will have seen Mork and Mindy or the other TV programs to which he refers in some of the routines. Not only that, but Williams is a very visual comic; there is loud and prolonged laughter at several points on the album when he is not saying anything but surely doing something, and not knowing what’s going on makes you feel left out.

Williams is, among other things, a gifted mimic. If you have seen Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood, a babysitter-type children’s TV program, you will appreciate Williams’ approximation of Mr. Rogers’ condescending whine. And there’s a hilarious rendition of William F. Buckley Jr.’s tense, urban droll. By far the best routine—and totally aural—is Come Inside My Mind, in which a comedian reveals the civil war fought between his ego and his fears as he realizes he is bombing out in front of an audience. It comes complete with the comic’s memory of himself as a frightened child looking for parental approval as he tries to convince his father he has talent, and it is at once the most giddy and the most uncomfortable portrayal of a comic ever presented—so accurate, so funny, and so cathartic that one fears for Williams’ emotional safety even as one admires his heroic candor. I just hope he doesn’t burn himself out—for our sake as much as his.

J.V.
I n less than five years we'll be at George Or- well's ominous, not-so-magic marker along the road to the twenty-first century. Things are running downhill fast, and whether or not he was right about anything else, it's beginning to look disconcertingly as if he was right about one thing: by 1984 we'll have become so thoroughly, self-consciously egalitarian that "class acts," in or out of show business (that includes politics, by the way), will be as arcane as, say, spats or double-damask dinner napkins.

Time was when you could point out undisputed excellence on all sides of the entertain-

ment business. Where have you gone, Joe Dimaggio? Where are you now, Cary Grant, Audrey Hepburn, Peggy Lee, Lena Horne, Julie Harris, Rex Harrison, George Shearing, and the nimbly sardonic Mark Murphy, probably the least known of the three artists I am about to bring to your attention would not only require an interesting, musical voice to begin with, but also that its owner cared enough about expressing the emotional mean-

ing of song lyrics to labor long and lovingly until that meaning came clear. All three of these singers love and delight in their craft. They love it immeasurably more than they do themselves or any dreamed-up image of themselves. Listen to any band on any of these three albums, and you'll hear what pop singing really can be when stripped of gimmickry, faddishness, and narcissism.

Mark Murphy, probably the least known of the three, has been blazing his own musical trail in a quiet way for several years now. He seems, finally, to be coming securely into his own, as Alec Wilder's liner notes testify: "I was ashamed of myself for not knowing about him sooner. . . . I honestly consider him one of the very few great singers I have ever heard." And Murphy is great indeed in a fine collection of songs by lyricist Dorothy Fields and composer Cy Coleman (it includes only one Fields/Coleman collaboration, "Seesaw," from the Broadway musical of the same name). The Coleman side has two gems: Murphy's work-over of "I'm Gonna Laugh You Right Out of My Life" and the nimbyly sardonic "I Walk a Little Faster." But the sun comes out and stays out on the Fields side with dapper, worldly readings of "Don't Blame Me," "I'm in the Mood for Love," and "A Fine Romance." He also revives "Remind Me," long a particular fa-

vorie of mine in the version by Jeri Sothern. She chose to take it at a fast beguine tempo, and her performance of it, still redolent of Mysterious Glamour in my Fifties memory bank, was the siren song that lured youths from Morristown, New Jersey, inexorably toward the bright lights of show-biz (some day I'm gonna get you, Jeri Sothern!). Mark Murphy's choice is rather to riffle through it cool-

ly, like Burt Reynolds through his address book, to produce a teasing invitation and a perfect new delight. As in his previous al-

bums, Murphy uses his voice almost as a mu-

sical instrument in the best old-jazz style, yet along with it he maintains an almost uncanny ability to shed new and different light on lyric meanings.

B arbara Lea's "Remembering Remembering Lee Wiley" at last finds this attractive, womanly singer in the kind of repertoire that fits her graceful and intelligent gifts. Lee Wi-

ley was a famous singer of over a generation ago, but her recordings are still treasured by those lucky enough to own them. She and Libby Holman were probably the only two fe-

male singers who could really be said to have followed in the tradition established by the great Helen Morgan. Wiley, in particular, gave such depth and meaning to her perfor-

mances that she easily transcended the label "torch singer." Someone once described her voice as sounding like "hot chocolate being poured." Unfortunately, her private life was as strenuous as Helen Morgan's and Judy Garland's put together, and she never reached the audiences her talent entitled her to.

Barbara Lea is a singer's singer and a long-

time fan of Lee Wiley's performances. Her collection of Wiley songs is a very special tribute that comes off as superbly as it does only because of Lea's own delivery. She nev-

er mimics Wiley (although, as she herself ad-

mits, she does "perform in the manner of" in two Wiley classics, "Sugar and Down to Steamboat Tennessee"), but she intuitively catches the essence of the Wiley message. That message was dramatic, gut-sincere, and meltingly female. She has both the voice and the technique to fashion a creative memory of the woman she's honoring—and more than enough left over to let you know who Barbara Lea is too. She also does a remarkable job on what I think is the best track here, "Supper Time." I've never identified this song as much with Lee Wiley as I have with Ethel Waters, the woman she's honor-

ing. And Murphy's performance of it was as monumental as she was, but Lea's version of this simple, quietly horri-

fying tale of a black woman setting the supper table, out of habit, out of stubborn disbelief, for her man who has just been lynched stands very much on its own as a sharp, moving por-

trait of anyone, anywhere, vainly trying to hold back the awful impact of reality. In it Barbara Lea does double justice to the song and to her talent; the result is simply splendid.

If someone were to ask me what repertoire would best suit Maxine Sullivan, I would probably say that almost anything from the Hallelujah Chorus to I Shall Survive would benefit from acquaintance with this glorious national resource. Now pushing seventy, this incredible singer sounds better today than she
did in 1937 when she had her first pop hit with Claude Thornhill's arrangement of Loch Lomond. I say that not out of any halfhearted impulse to Give the Old Trouper a Great Big Hand, out of sentimental loyalty, or out of any old-wine-is-best snobbery. I say it because it's wonderfully, provably true. Listening to her cajole, tease, and bring to glittering life such things as Miss Otis Regrets, Exactly Like You, You Were Meant for Me, and even—so help me—St. Louis Blues is like reading ripe Colette: not a phrase is muffed, not an accent misplaced, not a moment wasted getting to the core of what has to be said. Sullivan's voice is still as light and carefree as it ever was, but her lyric readings now have all the sharp perception of a woman who's old enough to be willing to share some of the stories that lie behind the secret smiles of remembering. No Sun City regrets for Maxine. She's happy where she is, enjoys where she's been, and has a lot to tell you about how you're going to feel when, for instance, something like That Old Feeling overtakes you.

If you remember the days of the class act, you are probably already a fan of one or another of these three singers. If you aren't, I can't think of a better time or place to start getting in on the civilized action. Get up, go out, get these albums, and let them happen to you. You'll find that they don't push themselves on you aggressively; they just slide gracefully into your consciousness—and never leave.

—Peter Reilly

MARK MURPHY: Mark Murphy Sings Dorothy Fields and Cy Coleman. Mark Murphy (vocals); Loonis McGlohon (piano); Terry Lassiter (bass); Jim Lackey (drums). I Love My Wife; I'm Gonna Laugh You Right Out of My Life; When in Rome; On Second Thought; Sessaaw: I Walk a Little Faster; That's My Style; Don't Blame Me; Remind Me; I'm in the Mood for Love; A Fine Romance; April Fooled Me; Alone Too Long; I'm Way Ahead. AUDIOPHILE AP-132 $7.98.

BARBARA LEA: Remembering Remembering Lee Wiley. Barbara Lea (vocals); Loonis McGlohon (piano); Mel Alexander, Terry Lassiter (bass); Tony Cooper (drums); Bob Mitchell (clarinet). Down to Steamboat Tennessee; Someone to Watch Over Me; Sugar; A Ship Without a Sail; Let's Fall in Love; Fun to Be Fooled; Supper Time; Any Time, Any Day, Anywhere; Who Can I Turn To? I've Got the World on a String; Wherever There's Love; Fools Fall in Love; I've Got a Crush on You; Basin Street Blues. AUDIOPHILE AP-125 $7.98.

MAXINE SULLIVAN: We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye. Maxine Sullivan (vocals); Art Hodes (piano); Ernie Carson (cornet); Spencer Clark (baritone saxophone); Jack Howe (tenor saxophone); Johnny Haynes (bass); Tom Martin (drums). We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye; Someday Sweetheart; Exactly Like You; That Old Feeling; Miss Otis Regrets; I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a Letter; I Gotta Right to Sing the Blues; She's Funny That Way; St. Louis Blues; Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea; Legalize My Name; You Were Meant for Me. AUDIOPHILE AP-128 $7.98.
STEREO MARKET PLACE

STEREO TV MARKETPLACE

The best 925 TELEVISIONs are closely connected to many II TV STEREO systems for home or office. Many take a few minutes of your time to select television or television and stereo, and the service most important to you. With THE DIRECT-SY/ST benefits, 925 TELEVISIONS now take the right place on the television screen and delivers high SPIRITUAL CHANNELS of SIMILAR TELEVISIONS to be as easily available. Frequency response is maintained at 500 feet. The receiver can handle up to 1500 watts of audio. It happens on TV. With service warranty and hookup instructions 295.95 Guaranteed to make your TV 100% more enjoyable.

TV AUDIO TUNER

SEND CHECK: M.O. MASTERCHARGE or BANKAMERICAN NO. NEW ENGLAND'S AUDIO SUPERMARKET, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn, NY 11218. Toll Free 800-222-9066. 9AM - 6PM except Sunday.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES at DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE, PICKERING, STANTON, EMTRIDGES, TONEARMS & tapes. Over 150 brands. Audio Un-

TECHNICS PIONEER JBL DUAL PHASE LINEAR & BAKY MORE.

Build Your Own Speakers!

FREE KIT BROCHURE: Send me your free 8 page brochure.

$1.00 CATALOG/COMPREHENSIVE MAN-

UAL: Send me all the details for your entire line of speaker kits. This catalog contains
detailed information. How-to-do-it" article by W. J. Hog. Dept. SKS Ben 12030  Shawnee Mission, KS. 66212

SpeakerLab

Dept. ASR, 735 N. Northlake Way
Seattle, Washington 98103

Lowest Prices on stereo/electronic COMPONENTS, CAR-

TRIDGES, TONEARMS & tapes. Over 150 brands. Audio Un-

SPLITS, TONEARMS & tapes. Over 150 brands. Audio Un-

ECHO Ambiance

Whether your interest is in obtaining speakers for a compact home system or for the background music virtually untouched, not an equalizer!

Nine SpeakerLab...from home to concert -class rock sound

A SINGER'S DREAM!

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS

The Thompson Vocal Extractor can remove most of the vocal from your record without screen record and will not affect the background music virtually untouched! Not an equalizer!

we still play it over the phone. Write for a complete line of speakers.

Write to: I.T. Sound

Write to: P.O. Box 1061,

MULTI-TRACK AND SEMI-PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIP-


HIGH-END AUDIO AT LOW, LOW PRICES! Aka, Audience, Audio Pulse, Bose, dbx, Sank, ESS, Luxman, Micro

SPEAKERS! Three lowpriced, Audio Control equaliz-

ers, Tapeo, amps, etc. Discount prices with quick response. Sonic College, Dept. SR, box 58, Indian Head, MD 20640. 932-342-3643.

COMMONWEALTH LOUDSPEAKERS, Fine quality loud-

Speaker systems. also drive units, walnut veneer cabinets, all core inductors, mylar capacitors, crossover networks. Choose from famous manufacturers like Decca, Coles, Dalesford, Richard Allan, Radford & more. Send $3.00 for designs, re-

prints, models & catalogs (refunded with first purchase). 500North

Audio Value, Pennsylvania, 11210. (215) 739-5184.


PHILIPS and AUDAX LOUDSPEAKERS in stock at good prices with competent service. Madisound Speaker Compo-

nents 527 Holly Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53711. (608) 256-7337 or 239-1517.

NOISE Reduction that eliminates the hiss but not the cymbals. Works on tapes, records, radio. 8800 DYNAMIC NOISE FILTER, LOGICAL SYSTEMS, 3314 'H' St., Vancouver, Washington 98663.

MORDAUNT-SHORT SPEAKERS at BARGAIN PRICES. Pageant Series 2 in factory sealed cartons. List $49.95/pair, now only $29.95/pair. Mainland freight prepaid, NY residents add sales tax. Entertainment Sound Services Inc., 78 North Frank-

lin Street, Hempstead, NY 11550.

ATTENTION SOUTHERN AUDIOPHILES: Yamaha, Dali-

quist, Poa. Audio, Bong & Olufsen, Advent, MJK, Akwa, Phi-

lips, Great American Sound, Ortofon, Klipsch, Technics, Visionik, Sorus. Available at Sound Advice of Ruston, Village Plaza, Ruston, LA 71270. (318) 256-6000.

USED AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. Nation-

wide list $2.50. Amateurs Exchange, Box 374-SR, Visalia, CA 93279.

ASHELFOOD SOUNd goes NATIONAL! Top quality, original, extremely efficient, proven speaker system kits for the home cabinet constructor: From home to concert-class rock sound reinforcement. Catalog Free. 2460 Garfield Ltd. In Ness 660602. QUALITY AUDIO DISCOUNTED! Carhome. Send SASE for quotes. Denico, Box 6104-E, El Monte, CA 91734. (213) 444-9978 Evenings, Weekends.

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER KIT only $100. Twelve bands/channel, specifications. Send $2.50 refundable for complete instructions with review, or write: Symmetric Sound Systems, Dept. P. 912 Knobcone, Loveland, CO 80537.

SOUTHWEST AUDIOPHILES, Godzilla in stock, GAS., Nat-

ional Krix, Dahlquist, Bowers & Wilkins, Yamaha, Univ. Ad-

vent, B&O, Denon, etc. Audio Concepts San Antonio and 2625 W. Anderson, Austin, Texas 78757. (512) 459-3321.

WE MANUFACTURE the best designed cabinet for housing stereo components. Send $2.50 for our comprehensive, industry-

direct prices. CSS, 8400 Meso, Algonac, MI 48001.

DOLBY DECODER now assembled for $100. Also Klifencode/ decode. Reviews. SN INTEGRITY, Box 747, Havertown, PA 19083.

AUDIO, VIDEO EQUIPMENT LOWEST PRICES! Stellar Sound, 13906 Ventura Blvd., Suite 155, Sherman Oaks, CA 91423. (213) 766-9970, M-Th, 6-9 P.M.

NEUTRALIZE STATIC ELECTRICITY BY 66%...

REDUCE DISTORTION and RUMBLE for at least 2 years. SIMULATES the largest possible speaker system for a fraction of the cost. Directions with each pack. 233 Barclay Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201. (212) 436-0077. VISA/Mastercharge. Visitors welcome.
MONEY! Details 250. Torrey, Box 318 -NN, Ypsilanti, Michigan
I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make
application please write: ABCOT SR, 1201 East Main Street, Mer-
se, name brand stereo equipment at substantial discounts in
Toledo, Ohio 43614.
MILLIONS IN MAIL! Free Secrets. Transworld-17, Box 6226,
STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!! Lowest Possible
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Mt. Vernon, III. 62864.
RUBBER ADDRESS STAMPS, BUSINESS CARDS. Free
FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Catalog!
HYPNOTISM
skills. Chicago based. (312) 528-4662.
engineering, social services and audio equipment, seeks position
130-R11, Paradise, CA 95969.
FREE COLLECTORS CATALOG, 1000's of listings, rock, jazz,
soul, pop, country, imports, vocals, send want lists. Rath-\nRoped Records Search Service, 1878 Euclid eSR, Berkeley,
CA 94709.
SOUNDTRACK, ORIGINAL CAST, PERSONALITY L.P.'s.
Ling free catalog includes out of print and imports at dis-
count prices. STAR 235, Box 7, Guaynabo, Puerto Rico.
PELCA recordings. Europe's Finest. Write for free listing.
Pelca, 512 Broadwe SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49507.
AUDIOPHILES! Direct-Dis, Digital, Mobile Fidelity, All labels -
Low prices — Reports, NY 11516. — Free Catalog, Direct Dis-
counts, Dept. A, 2245 New Hope Church Road, Raleigh, N.C.
DINNERS.
TV and Radio Tubes 36 cents. Free 48 page color catalog. Cor-
nell, 421-H University, San Diego, California 92105.
INSTRUCTION
radio broadcasting: Become DJ, engineer. Start your
own station, no special training necessary, Required
free equipment, records. Free details. Broadcasting, Box 130-
R11, Paradise, CA 95969.
SITUATION WANTED
MATURE YOUNG MAN with background in electrical engi-
neering, social services and audio equipment, seek positions
in audio industry. Aggressive with excellent communication
skills. Chicago based. (312) 528-4662.
HYPNOTISM
FREE Hypnotism, Self-hypnosis, Sleep Learning Catalog!
Drawer H400, Ruido, New Mexico 88345.
RUBBER STAMPS
RUBBER ADDRESS STAMPS, BUSINESS CARDS, Fred
Catalog — Fast Service. Jackson's, Brownsville Road E-101,
Mt. Vernon, IL 62864.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!! Lowest Possible
Prices! Over 100 Brands!!! Krauss-Rep. 989 Orange Ave,
West Haven, Conn. 06511.
NEW LUXURY CAR WITHOUT COST! Free Report,
Cox-22, Box 6075, Toledo, Ohio 43614. (419) 855-5677.
MICROFILM WORLD, Free Secrets. Transworld-17, Box 5266,
Toledo, Ohio 43614.
AUDIOPHILES WANTED! Put your knowledge to use, ex-
nare excellent spare time income. We need campus Dealers
to sell name brand stereo equipment at substantial discounts
in your area. No investment necessary. For information and ap-
plication please write: ABCOT SR, 1201 East Main Street, Mor-
iden, Conn. 06050. Call (203) 238-7797.
I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make
money! Details 250. Toney, Box 318 -NN, Ypsilanti, Michigan
48197.
We can. Thanks to the revolutionary Omni-Pivot System™ in our new ADC Improved Series cartridges. We can also honestly say ADC has never sounded better. Definition and stereo separation are incredible. Even the most complex musical passages are reproduced in full detail with absolute neutrality.

The new Omni-Pivot System™ is a major advance in micro-technology. There are no restrictive armature governors, wires or adhesives. Instead, each armature is micro-machined to perfectly lock into a newly formulated S-9 high definition suspension block. We think it's a real breakthrough. But we'd like you to be the judge.

Above is the frequency response of a new ADC ZLM Improved cartridge. The wider and flatter the response, the better it is. Do we have to state the obvious? We didn't think so.

Now look at the same cartridge after 1000 playing hours. See any difference? You won't hear any difference either. The ADC ZLM Improved cartridge showed less than a 1dB change in response after 1000 hours!

Now the good news gets even better. The Omni-Pivot System™ comes in a wide range of new ADC Improved Series cartridges. The ZLM, XLM MKIII and MKII, and QLM-36 MKIII. All featuring new snap-down stylus protectors.

If you already own a fine ADC cartridge, the Omni-Pivot System™ is yours for just the price of a replacement stylus.

Listen to any new ADC Improved cartridge. After you've heard us, we'd like to hear from you. Write Audio Dynamics Corp., Pickett District Rd., New Milford, Ct. 06776, or call our toll-free number (800) 243-9544.

CIRCLE NO. 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CAN YOU HONESTLY SAY YOUR CARTRIDGE WILL STILL SOUND NEW 1000 PLAYING HOURS AFTER YOU BOUGHT IT?
The Sound of Koss will spoil you for anything else.

Once you've experienced the life-like intensity of the Sound of Koss, you'll be spoiled for anything else. Because with Koss stereophones, your favorite recordings take on an incredible new dimension of clarity and realism that's unlike anything you've ever heard before.

KOSS PRO/4 TRIPLE A

The Pro/4 Triple A's extra large voice coil and oversized diaphragm deliver a smooth frequency response over the entire bandwidth of sound. Highs are brilliant, crisp and clean. And the bass pulses with a rich, deep vibrance.

The Triple A's direct-contour Pneumalite ear-cushions provide a gentle, yet perfect seal that increases bass response to below audibility. And everything about the Triple A, including its dual suspension headband, is human engineered for long wearing comfort.

KOSS ESP/10

The ultimate Sound of Koss is the electrostatic ESP/10. It's specifically designed for those who want the most precise reproduction of stereophone sound. What you hear with the ESP/10 is near-zero distortion over all ten audible octaves. And what you experience is the most accurate excursion into sound that has ever been achieved. The Koss ESP/10 is indeed the electrostatic stereophone that has it all: a patented energizer that features an automatic overload protector, semi-peak reading VU meters, and an outlet for an additional set of stereophones. Each a final touch of perfection for the ultimate Sound of Koss.

KOSS CM 530

Write us c/o Virginia Lamm, for our free full-color catalog on the Sound of Koss. And when you visit your audio dealer for a live demonstration of Koss stereophones, take an extra moment to hear the perfect pair. The computer maximized Koss CM 530 bookshelf speakers. Whether you place them horizontally or vertically on your bookshelf, the Koss CM 530's deliver perfect mirror image sound. And whether it's loudspeakers or stereophones, once you've experienced the Sound of Koss you'll be spoiled for anything else.